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Damages is the riveting true story of one family’s legal struggles in the world of medicine. At the
urging of a friend, the Sabias filed a medical malpractice lawsuit against Dr. Humes and Norwalk
Hospital. Barry Werth takes us through the seven-year lawsuit, allowing us to see the legal
strategy plotted by the Sabias’s attorneys, Connecticut’s premier medical malpractice law firm.

"A compelling story of medical tragedy." Kirkus ReviewsFrom the Inside Flap Waking Up Blind:
Lawsuits over Eye Surgery is a riveting, true story that reads like a novel. While my novels deal
with fictional medical disasters, Harbin spins a devastating, real-life account that will make the
reader forever wary of the charming, super doctor.  Robin Cook, Author of Coma and
Outbreak  Waking Up Blind is an astonishing book of great courage and an even greater
passion for seeking and telling the truth.  Pat Conroy, Author of The Prince of Tides  This
frightening story is the must-read book of the year. I simply could not put it down, then it stayed
with me long after I had turned the last page.  Cassandra King, Author of The Sunday
WifeFrom the Back CoverImagine trusting a doctor with the best reputation in the state to do
surgery on your eyes. Now imagine the worst of outcomes. Blindness in an eye that you learn, in
fact, never needed surgery. And the medical center where you were treated is ignoring the
problem.Waking Up Blind is the story of how an eye surgeon became the cause of an array of
medical problems for his patients. It is also the story of how one of the nation s premier medical
centers tried to conceal the growing scandal. The faculty who exposed the problems were
punished. Official committees and the university leaders minimized the misconduct. Slowly,
lawsuits and publicity brought some to light in bits and pieces. With the use of court documents,
transcripts of tape-recorded conversations, interviews, and personal observation, Dr. Tom
Harbin presents this case from the very beginning, uncovering all levels of wrongdoing and
secrecy. Waking Up Blind will shock the reader with its candid exploration of the dark side of
medicine.About the AuthorDr. Tom Harbin received his M.D. from Cornell University and trained
in ophthalmology at the Wilmer Institute of Johns Hopkins. He has been practicing
ophthalmology with a specialty in glaucoma for over thirty years and is a Clinical Professor
Emeritus at Emory University. Waking Up Blind: Lawsuits over Eye Surgery is his first book. His
second book, The Business Side of Medicine...What Medical Schools Don't Teach You, was
published in 2013.Dr. Harbin resides with his wife in Atlanta, Ga.Read more
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster eBook.Join our mailing list and get updates
on new releases, deals, bonus content and other great books from Simon & Schuster.or visit us
online to sign up atFor my parents, Hilda and Herbert WerthONEFEBRUARY 25, 1983DONNA
MARIA FITZGERALD GUNNED THE motor of her 1970 Dodge Dart, slipped through two lanes
of traffic, and coasted to a stop just past the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge on I-95, near
Washington, D.C. Minutes earlier she’d invited a trucker she’d heard on her CB radio to pull over
at a rest stop for coffee. He was trying to duck rush hour, said he didn’t have much time, and
offered to share his thermos instead. They said they’d meet after the bridge. With her daughter
Shannon, five, prating with her dolls on the back seat, Donna smoked a cigarette and waited. At
five feet one and 102 pounds, she had crow-black shoulder-length hair, a tough-pretty face, hard
stance, and wary eyes.Tony Sabia was a sinewy twenty-seven-year-old former Marine barreling
south in an empty car carrier from his home in Norwalk, Connecticut. Possessed of what he calls
a “raw attitude,” he was jocular and blunt, and Donna liked the way he sounded. She wasn’t
disappointed when he climbed out of his truck. Medium height, he wore faded boot-cut jeans, a
T-shirt with a beer logo, military-issue black-frame glasses, and a shaggy copper-brown perm.
His combat boots were meticulously shined and he smoked Kools. They talked and drank Tony’s
coffee for about fifteen minutes. Donna was hard of hearing in one ear, so the hurtling traffic
made it hard for her to hear even though she and Tony almost shouted. She told him she could
drive a semi, and Tony said maybe he’d call some time and they’d drive together.Watching him
yank himself into his cab and roar off, Donna doubted the invitation was sincere. At twenty-four,
she’d been on her own “a long time” and was skeptical of men. Her real father “wasn’t around
much,” so her mother had divorced him, putting Donna and her two sisters up for adoption when
Donna was three. After growing up in spare comfort in the Maryland suburb of Riverdale, outside
Washington, she’d fled home soon after her eighteenth birthday, and her adoptive father had
called the police to stop her. Within a year she’d had Shannon, whose father, a keyboard player
with a bar band, was a nonpresence before and since. Two days before she met Tony, a guy she
was seeing had asked her to marry him. “He just wanted someone to take care of the kids,” she
says drolly. “I was, like, ‘I don’t think so.’ ”When Tony called a week later, Donna was surprised,
then elated. They talked for hours that day and the next. Two weeks later he picked her up and
they drove together to Houston, where they climbed on top of the truck, threw down a blanket,
and tanned themselves. Donna hadn’t felt so free in years. Tony gives a first impression of wiry
belligerence. He smolders. He also chain-smokes and has a bopping insouciance, a bouncy
working-class verve and integrity. Donna was taken with his smile—he had perfect teeth—and
his bluntness. When he called the next time about a run to West Palm Beach, she packed up
Shannon, drove to Norwalk, and left her for three days with Tony’s parents and sister while she
and Tony teamed south. Tony said it would be okay.That—plus eight hundred dollars in long-
distance telephone calls—was their romance. On the phone a week later, Tony proposed. “I



don’t know if that’s exactly how he wanted to do it,” Donna remembers. “But I didn’t let him get
away.” So on the morning of May 4, Tony and Donna drove to the Arco station in Norwalk where
Tony’s father hung out after work, borrowed a hundred dollars, and took I-95 to Virginia. The next
morning they went for blood tests in Arlington, bought two rings at an antique store, and picked a
justice of the peace from the Yellow Pages. After the ceremony they picked up Shannon at
kindergarten and Donna introduced Tony as her new father.They merged their belongings and
moved in with Tony’s parents in Norwalk. The house was a vinyl-sided three-bedroom raised
ranch in a luckless subdivision called Bound Brook Estates, locally known as Sunken Homes.
One hundred and five lots on a reclaimed swamp, the neighborhood was in slow-motion
collapse. In dozens of the lowest-lying houses, windows, walls, floors, and joists buckled and
cracked. Pipes sheared and posts poked helter-skelter through wavy rooflines as houses
sagged into the water table. The whole place, at the heart of Fairfield County, one of the
wealthiest counties in America, was settling into the weak earth. With Tony’s sister and her
husband already in one bedroom and Shannon in another, Tony and Donna commandeered a
twin bed in a basement playroom, the smallest room in the house. Tony bought a water bed, but
his mother, fearing it would sink the house further, made him drain it.His friends know Tony can
be maddening; he has a chip on his shoulder, doesn’t like bosses, seethes when he feels
slighted and tends to get into fist-fights. Getting through to him when he’s made up his mind,
says one, is “like telling a stone wall to move.” But he never doubted his duties as a husband or
father. The night after he and Donna arrived in Connecticut, he foreswore long hauls and went to
work with his father, driving for Standard News, a newspaper delivery company in Stamford. The
work was backbreaking and mindless—heaving 20,000 papers, 40 to 50 in a bundle, onto a
truck, then driving all night to drop-off points throughout southeastern Connecticut. The route, he
says, took him places “the cops won’t even go,” so he bought a black 9-mm pistol, which he kept
tucked under the seat of his cab. But the pay and benefits were good, it was a union shop, and
Tony liked the solitude of the graveyard shift. Also, he could spend his days with Donna while
Shannon was in school. For all its rashness it was not a bad start: they were in love, Tony was
making money, they had a future. Shannon “resented the fact that I left her with people I didn’t
really know” when she and Tony first ran off, Donna says, but the girl was beginning to like Tony’s
father.Then, too soon, they had trouble. After less than a month on the job, Tony hurt his back
swinging a bundle of papers off the back of his truck. He slumped home, “lightning bolts,” he
says, shooting down his right leg. Donna had to lift him into bed. “I couldn’t do shit,” he says. Out
of work and married just two months, he was operated on a few weeks later to remove a
herniated disc. “They were wheeling him out of his room,” Donna recalls, “and they handed me
his watch. Nobody told me what to do. I was just standing there. That’s when I found out he had a
plate. I walked over and found these dentures in a glass by the bed and said, ‘Where the hell did
these come from?’ ” Two days later, friends brought Tony beer in the hospital, and, refusing
painkillers, he shuffled down the street with them to a Fourth of July party, telling the nurses he’d
be back in a couple of hours. He shrugs wryly: “I had my cane, I had my slippers, so I



went.”Tony’s health insurance paid for the operation and a private hospital room, but he hadn’t
been on the job a full twenty-six weeks, and when he was discharged, he lost his coverage. He
got a lawyer to fight his insurer. Then the motor went on his van. “Two weeks after I got out of the
hospital, I was pulling the engine,” he says. “Donna went ballistic.”Donna had always worked.
Before she met Tony, she’d waitressed at a Lum’s, biking fourteen miles each way on an
interstate when she couldn’t afford a car. Now she started hostessing at the Silver Star Diner on
the Post Road in Norwalk. Tony qualified for workmen’s compensation, but money was still tight,
and Tony’s mother resented having to support them. The flash point was the phone—“my
tombstone,” Donna says, gripping a receiver. Missing her mother and sister, she called them
every day. When she wasn’t on the phone, Tony’s sister was. Tony and his father avoided the
issue, but as the bills piled up, Tony’s mother bridled. There were other tensions: about
cleanliness, about noise, about who was doing what around the house, about Shannon, about
Donna’s sleeping late. But with the phone, things spilled over. Finally, Tony’s mother refused to
pay the bill, and the service was cut. “That,” Donna says, “was hard. The worst situation you
could be in is to live with a man in his mother’s house and also have his sister there. Tony’s
mother I tolerated because she was his mother. His father I had a lot of respect for. If he told me
to shut up, I shut up.”In September, Donna awoke feeling nauseous. She bought a home-
pregnancy test, took it home, and confirmed what she already knew, that she was several weeks
pregnant. She and Tony quit sharing the twin bed, and though his back still hurt, he started
sleeping on a sofa. He tried to go back to work, but the company wanted him in a desk job and
he refused. To make ends meet he started selling marijuana, the only time in his life he did so, he
says. Donna tried to stop him, but Tony says he couldn’t see how else to provide for his family.
He pledged to quit as soon as the company let him drive again.Without private health insurance,
Donna started going to the maternity clinic at Norwalk Hospital. The clinic charged $1,200 in
advance, and Tony paid it in installments. Donna had gone to a similar clinic in Maryland when
she was pregnant with Shannon and knew what to expect: crowded waiting rooms, grinding
waits, harried nurses, now-you-see-them-now-you-don’t doctors. Though she dreaded the
waiting, she wasn’t disappointed. Each time she saw the hospital, a maze of brick towers
squatting fortresslike on a hill overlooking downtown Norwalk, she felt a vague comfort. She
trusted hospitals; people in hospitals knew what they were doing.Norwalk’s clinic was staffed
mainly by nurse-midwives, an arrangement just coming into vogue that served the interests of
both the hospital and its obstetricians. Uninsured pregnant women like Donna had long been a
problem for them both. Norwalk, a dour, fading nineteenth-century port city, was surrounded by
some of the richest suburbs in America but was itself poor. The hospital was midsized, urban,
and aging, yet because its local patient base was increasingly low-income, it had been forced to
compete aggressively for insured patients, not only against richer community hospitals in
Greenwich and Stamford but against world-famous university medical centers in New York and
New Haven, both less than an hour away. Making matters worse, it had no house staff—low-paid
doctors and residents—who at those other hospitals treated indigent patients at reduced



cost.Hence the three-year-old clinic. One in five babies at Norwalk was now a clinic birth,
making the clinic one of the hospital’s busiest services. Yet its twelve or so affiliated ob-gyns
were required to attend clinic patients on average only about five days a year, plus four weeks
on-call for deliveries. Otherwise they were left to their private practices. There was a Wednesday
clinic for straightforward, low-risk pregnancies, and a Friday clinic for more complicated cases.
To maintain staff privileges doctors saw clinic patients on Fridays only, rotating monthly without
pay. The plan had an undeniable appeal: the hospital received the doctors’ services for free,
enabling it to cut costs, while the doctors distributed the financial burden of serving Norwalk’s
growing number of uninsured new mothers, who gained access to physicians they normally
couldn’t afford to see.Because Donna had had an uneventful pregnancy with Shannon and was
generally healthy, she was assigned to the Wednesday clinic. It was first-come, first-served, and
she spent the mornings squirming and reading dog-eared magazines until she was seen. She
stopped smoking. In November, Tony went back to work and Donna got a job as a cashier at
Kmart, which had begun hiring for the holidays. They were bringing in real money now, but the
phone was still shut off. After her clinic visits Donna called her mother from pay phones.Donna’s
belly grew quickly and Tony joked about it, crudely but in a way that also made her laugh. He told
her, “If it’s twins, I’m gonna kill you and eat the babies.” His malevolence was feigned, but Donna
was worried and knew Tony must have been worried, too. What if there were twins? Where
would they put them? Their room was “wall-to-wall furniture” as it was. Besides the water-bed
frame, which now held a queen-sized mattress, there also was a couch, a TV table, and,
because they had no closet, a metal clothes rack. There was a hanging bedsheet for one wall.
Christmas was approaching and Donna already felt faint after standing for eight hours at work.
Her back was killing her. She was so big already, she couldn’t imagine carrying one baby, much
less two, another four months.Because she was growing so quickly, the clinic sent her for an
ultrasound exam, on December 5. Donna hoped the test would show she was having just one
big healthy baby, and when she couldn’t distinguish the grainy images on the little black-and-
white monitor in the examining room, she felt reassured. Then the radiologist performing the
exam told her he could see two hearts, bladders, and stomachs. Donna laid her head on the
table and cried.She would remember him saying little else, but in a written report to the clinic, the
radiologist raised two concerns. The baby on the left, Twin A, appeared larger than Twin B,
though how much was unclear. And, he noted, there seemed to be a “moderate” excess of
amniotic fluid, possibly indicating other problems. These could include birth defects, congenital
viruses, maternal diabetes, fetal heart failure, and the risk that one of the twins was thriving at
the other’s expense, an imbalance which, if severe enough, could result in the death of the
deprived twin. In his note the radiologist suggested that Donna be monitored with subsequent
ultrasounds.Donna was afraid to tell Tony the news about the twins. When she did, he lit a
cigarette, clenched his jaw, and laughed: about his morbid threat, about the apparent conception
date a week after he came home from the hospital with his bad back, especially about the twin
bed. Whatever happened, he told her, they would handle it. Donna wasn’t sure, but she believed



him. She quit her job at Kmart, and started eating better and resting more.With the discovery
that she was carrying twins, Donna was switched to the higher risk Friday clinic, which cost
another $400. Four weeks later, on January 5, she went for a second ultrasound. The smaller
twin now had turned and was head down, allowing the radiologist to compare head sizes, which
seemed slightly different. Overall, he estimated that Twin A weighed about 18 percent more than
Twin B. Consistent development in twins is desirable, but as a tool for measuring fetuses
ultrasound is notoriously inexact. In his report, the radiologist noted that the disparity might
simply be within the statistical margin of error.Whatever concerns were raised by Donna’s
sonograms were not reflected in her visits to the clinic. There she and the babies were thought to
be thriving. They seemed to be doing so well, in fact, that two weeks after her second ultrasound
the staff proposed that she see a doctor not every visit, as planned, but every other visit.
Hospital guidelines for the Friday clinic called for “medical management,” meaning that although
the doctor on rotation was in charge of monitoring a patient’s progress and directing care, he
didn’t have to examine the patient directly. The nurse-midwives were capable of that. The
alternating-week arrangement was approved by the physician on staff for January.Though
Donna felt fine, her next ultrasound was on January 27. This time, the radiologist wrote,
everything appeared normal: heart rates, amniotic fluid, even the relative sizes of the twins,
which he estimated to be about equal. With the babies approximately the same size, and no
further evidence of excess fetal fluid, he advised the clinic that a follow-up ultrasound might still
be done, but only if “clinically indicated”—if either Donna or the fetuses seemed to have a
problem.Beginning her third trimester, Donna felt huge but in no way ill. Out of work and with little
to do, she spent long hours again on the phone. She was often lonely and restless, and on an
afternoon in February she took Shannon sledding on a local hill. She fell in the snow, hard, on
her butt, she says. Scrabbling awkwardly to her feet, she laughed it off. Her body was becoming
ridiculous. She looked forward to getting it back after the twins came.Tony’s health insurance
was reinstated on March 1, but by then Donna had no thought of switching to a private doctor
even though she could now afford one. She was at thirty-four weeks—almost at term. Moreover,
she liked and trusted the nurse-midwives. She now knew all of them by name, and they knew
her. Six years earlier, when she’d had Shannon, she’d understood little about giving birth. First
she hadn’t known she was in labor. Then she’d had no one to take her to the hospital. She’d
ended up calling an ambulance and laboring alone for eighteen and a half hours: “Here I am not
knowing any of the doctors,” she recalls. “I’m spread-eagle for all these people, and they take an
X-ray because they don’t think I’m big enough to deliver her. After the X-ray I collapse.” This time,
Donna thought, she’d be prepared. With her mother and sister in Maryland and Tony’s family
offering little in the way of comfort, the midwives would be her allies during the delivery.March in
Norwalk was typically muddy and grim. At Sunken Homes new fissures appeared with the thaw.
Sewer lines buckled under the shifting weight of some of the houses, spreading sewage
underneath and unleashing a malignant stench. Tony’s family was luckier: floors sagged, but
held. Donna cleaned as much as she could, but the tensions with Tony’s mother and sister, the



latter also now several months pregnant, only increased. She fought with them—then, more and
more, with Tony. They started looking for their own place, but everything was too expensive or
too small. Donna seemed sullen and anxious, Tony coiled.On Friday, March 30, Donna was
examined during her regular clinic visit by Barbara McManamy, a nurse-midwife whom she’d
seen on at least one other occasion, the day of her first ultrasound. McManamy had recently
taken on added responsibility for running the clinic, and Donna thought her especially capable
and caring. Slender, pert, intelligent—she had a masters degree from Columbia University—
McManamy, thirtyish, was a young mother herself. She wore her sandy hair in a neat pageboy
and her pale eyes were warm and blue. Donna trusted her.McManamy examined her belly,
measuring the position of the babies and hearing two heartbeats. It had been the midwives’
suggestion to alternate Donna’s clinic visits between a physician and a midwife, a decision
McManamy felt strongly had benefited both Donna and the hospital. Because twins are
generally smaller than singletons, the greatest risk to them is premature delivery. But Donna, at
thirty-eight weeks, was now a week past the acceptable delivery date for twins, who because
they develop quicker can also survive earlier outside the womb, and so the burden of care had
shifted from preventing her from giving birth too soon to ensuring that she didn’t deliver too late.
McManamy told Donna she was doing great; the babies were of ample size and by every
indication doing well, and so was she. To herself McManamy was even more emphatic; twin
pregnancies, she thought, “don’t go any better.” At Norwalk as elsewhere, midwives struggle for
professional respect. Donna’s successful pregnancy was evidence to McManamy that they
could collaborate with doctors even in difficult cases.That night Tony wanted to go out with
friends and he and Donna argued. Donna wanted to go with him; he didn’t want her to go. When
he got ready to leave, Donna tried to stop him, and Tony pushed her up against the wall, not
hard but enough to startle her. “I was in front of the door,” she says. “He moved me.” Later, when
Tony went to work, she shook the incident off.Tony slept late the next morning while Donna
straightened up the kitchen and mopped the floor. Taking this burst of energy as a sure sign she
was about to go into labor, Donna swung between excitement and nervousness. She found it
impossible, she says, to think logically about her situation. She and Tony, after a year of scraping
by, were about to have twins, but they had no place to put them. Her mother had sent two big
boxes filled with thrift-shop gatherings—receiving blankets, burp pads, bottles, clothes—but they
had no bassinets and no place for them where they were living, a tiny room below grade in a
swamp filled with fly ash. Her mother had crocheted matching blue baby buntings (at the second
ultrasound, they’d found out that one baby was a boy but were unsure about the sex of the
other), but otherwise they had no idea what to expect.When Tony woke up that afternoon,
Donna apologized. “Even though we had a fight the night before, and I didn’t get my way, it
always blew over,” she says. Tony, too, was no longer angry, though he didn’t show it. Whatever
his anxieties, he preferred, now that he was back at work and earning good money, to
concentrate on planning, and getting, ahead. Saturday was a big night for overtime. Because of
the fat Sunday papers, Tony could go in early for “shape-time,” work ten to thirteen hours, and



“pick up six hundred, seven hundred bucks” for a night’s work. He dressed, ate, and left the
house early.With Tony still at work, Donna awoke the next day, Sunday, April 1, 1984, alone. She
was spotting and had light contractions. About eight o’clock she dragged herself up, went to the
bathroom, and got dressed. Not wanting to disturb—or owe anything more to—Tony’s family, she
decided to drive herself to the hospital. Tony’s sister, also a clinic patient, heard her opening the
front door and grabbed the car keys. They arrived at the reception area at about eight-thirty.Tony,
stopping shortly afterward at the Arco station before heading home, was met by his father.“You
better go up to the hospital,” his father told him. “Your wife’s up there.”Tony, still in work clothes,
shrugged. “No, I better go to the diner and eat. It’s gonna be a long day.”Dr. Maryellen Humes
was asleep when the phone rang at about 10 A.M. She was a handsome woman, forty-four
years old, with tousled apricot-colored hair, trim features, and strong, tapered legs and hands.
Even when she was exhausted, which was often, she moved with athleticism and authority, as if
charging up a fairway after a strong drive. Humes slept the same way she ate, irregularly, the
result of a busy and unpredictable life. Though she had a warm, gentle manner that patients
appreciated, she made decisions in intense, pressurized bursts. Rousing herself, she
anticipated the reason for the call. Two hours earlier she’d begun her first clinic rotation of the
new year at Norwalk Hospital; for the next two weeks, besides attending her own patients, she
was in charge of all clinic deliveries. Humes listened attentively. A patient named Donna Sabia
was at the hospital in active labor with twins. She was at term—there were no red flags—but the
second baby was in a breech position.Humes dressed quickly as she weighed the situation. She
was reassured by three things: that the caller was Barbara McManamy, that McManamy was at
the hospital, and that McManamy knew the patient. As the only woman ob-gyn in the
department and the most junior, Humes knew she might well have been contacted by someone
less helpful, less simpatico, than McManamy. She also knew McManamy had trained at one of
the most notorious public hospitals in New York City, North Central Bronx, a crucible for nurse-
midwives equivalent to combat for thoracic surgeons. As she left the house, Humes thought that
whatever the complications of delivering twins for a woman she’d never seen before, having to
second-guess her next-in-command wouldn’t be one of them.Humes plotted Donna’s delivery
as she sped down I-95 in her Saab from Westport, the next town up the coast from Norwalk. She
focused on the breech twin. She would need an ultrasound machine and someone from
radiology to use it to determine the baby’s position; someone with surgical skills to assist with a
possible C-section, an anesthesiologist; a second pediatrician.She arrived at the maternity suite
by ten-thirty and was met at the nurse’s station by McManamy. Breech births, so named
because the buttocks are presented first, increase the risk of complications, including cord
accidents and oxygen loss to the newborn which, if sustained, can cause brain damage. Humes
told McManamy she thus was preparing for a C-section for Twin B if she couldn’t turn the baby
by hand. McManamy informed her that Donna’s labor had progressed rapidly and that she’d
been admitted by a veteran nurse, Mollie Fortuna. Hospital procedure called for checking fetal
heart rates with an electronic monitor upon admission, but McManamy didn’t mention fetal



monitoring strips, and Humes, trusting those further down the hierarchy to tell her what she
needed to know, didn’t ask.Down the hall Donna labored in a small, spare room. She writhed
and screamed with each contraction as Tony’s sister stood by anxiously, unable to help her.
When Humes arrived, she introduced herself, then quickly examined Donna. She noted that her
cervix was soft and slightly less than halfway dilated. Her waters hadn’t broken, and Humes
could feel the downward pressure of the first twin’s head on her finger. The babies were coming
fast; there was little time. Humes offered Donna her encouragement, then left to begin
marshaling a medical team while McManamy stayed with Donna. Humes, who’d borne three
daughters with “nary a drop” of painkiller, thought as she left the room that she’d rarely seen a
patient more agitated.From the nurse’s station Humes made several quick phone calls—to
Radiology; to Dr. Stuart Danoff, a pediatrician specializing in newborns; to Dr. Shubhinder Puri,
an anesthesiologist—and asked them to stand by. She disliked leaving Donna, but made the
calls herself because doctors in hospitals prefer to be enlisted for help by other doctors, not
support staff. Humes then went across the hall to look for a resident to help with the cesarean.
Discovering no other ob-gyns “in the house,” she paged a physician’s assistant in Surgery.
Humes had done cesareans when the person scrubbing beside her was a staff nurse. She
preferred a more skilled pair of hands. She kept trying.The pace of Donna’s labor picked up. Dr.
Avelino Maitem, a Philippine-born radiologist fresh from a game of racquetball, arrived with a
resident. Crowding with Humes into the labor room, they found Donna thrashing wildly.
“Everybody was hysterical,” recalls Maitem. Donna was grunting and begging McManamy for
painkillers. She was on her back, sweating, crying, breathless. Maitem, who was skilled but not
an expert at ultrasound techniques, had time only to sweep the transducer across the upper
right portion of her belly. He, Humes, and the resident then retreated to discuss the position of
the second twin as McManamy, exasperated, thought but didn’t say, “Come on! This woman
can’t hold still like this!”Humes and the radiologists left the room just before Tony arrived at about
eleven. He was testy and taciturn, as alien here as at a convent. McManamy sensed in him a
hostility that worried her enough to mention it to Humes. He hadn’t slept and may have been
reacting to Donna’s overwrought condition and the chaos swirling around her. People were
racing in and out of the room. Donna, heaving and grunting, barked that she hated him and
wanted to kill him. Not one to say much when it’s not called for, he absorbed it all watchfully, eyes
like rivets.Humes struggled to stay ahead by planning the logistics of the delivery. She ordered a
room set up for a twin birth: two baby stations, both sides of the table; two bassinets; two ID tags;
“double everything,” says Tony. With Donna so far along, the first birth would be vaginal. Most
likely it would go fast, leaving only minutes to assess the condition of the second twin before
deciding whether to do a cesarean. Humes ordered Mollie Fortuna to ask the radiologists to don
outer jumpsuits and shoe covers and stay nearby. Danoff, the pediatrician, was already there. A
second pediatrician was paged. Humes went to change into surgical scrubs. Another patient
laboring nearby was almost completely dilated and shrieking terribly—parallel havoc on the
floor.Hurrying, Humes took a call from a postpartum nurse, Shirley Brown. It was checkout time



on the ward, and Brown said she needed Humes at once. “She said, ‘Can you get over here?
We’ve got patients to be discharged, we want to clear out these beds,’ ” Humes recalls. Humes
told her she had a patient in tumultuous labor and was too busy to review charts and give home-
care instructions to patients she didn’t know. Brown persisted; Humes was the only one
available. Humes consulted McManamy. They agreed McManamy would call her as soon as
Donna was taken into delivery. Irritated, Humes left the delivery suite, fast-walking some fifty feet
to the postpartum area.Donna’s labor had become “booming . . . violent . . . like she’d been shot
out of a cannon,” Humes acknowledges. Earlier, Donna had told McManamy she was happy
finally to be having the babies—now she was too wracked with pain to speak coherently. Again,
she pleaded for painkillers, but McManamy told her it could hurt the babies. Clutching Donna’s
face so close to hers that she could feel her breath, she exhorted her to hang on.By eleven-
thirty, Donna felt about to burst. With Humes still off the ward, McManamy and a nurse yanked
the rails up on Donna’s bed, shouldered it into the hall, and scrambled thirty feet to the delivery
suite. Humes returned just as Donna, panting, her face almost the color of blood, climbed
exhaustedly onto the delivery table, threw up her legs, and kicked the right stirrup so hard it
clanged to the floor. McManamy positioned herself on the catcher’s stool. “Push!” she yelled,
and Donna obeyed. The baby’s head appeared—a dark, hairy spot drenched in a torrent of fetal
water. With a scissors McManamy slit an inch of Donna’s perineum, which spurted blood. Donna
didn’t feel it. She bore down and screamed. With several pushes the baby’s head was out. After
another, McManamy held the slippery newborn in her hands.She would not forget the feeling.
The baby was limp, flaccid, like a sack of water. A boy, his limbs dangled and he was ashen,
almost yellow. He made no effort to breathe. McManamy rushed to hand the baby to Danoff, who
began to suction fluid from his nose and mouth. His Apgar score, which rates newborn vitality on
a scale of 1 to 10, was 1. Zero is death.Seeing what was happening, Humes scrambled to
rescue the second twin. She requested the ultrasound transducer from Maitem, who stood by,
and began scouring Donna’s belly, thinking it might not be too late to take the baby by cesarean.
It was. The baby came almost immediately, feet first, in a flurry of spasmodic pushes from
Donna.He was dead. Smaller than the other twin, his color was russet and his fetal water was
lightly stained with meconium—feces—indicating prior distress. He was fully formed, and
Humes noted that the skin on his buttocks and testicles was soft and beginning to slough off, as
if it had been scalded. Having trained for four years as a pathologist before becoming an
obstetrician, she knew at once he had been dead for some time. He was starting to
decompose.Watching, Tony and Donna were staggered. They didn’t know what to think or feel,
and their confusion was mirrored in the desolate faces around them. Danoff, steely-eyed,
continued to work on the newborn, trying to resuscitate him. And Humes received the afterbirth,
which Donna expelled in one final gasping paroxysm. Otherwise no one spoke.With death,
medicine becomes perfunctory. The hospital’s procedures for dealing with stillbirths were to
notify the admitting office; fill out a death slip noting sex, time of birth, weight and length;
ascertain whether the family wishes to see the baby; clamp cord with plastic disposable clamp;



cleanse baby; pad wrists and tie together; and remove body from delivery room as soon as
possible. Tony saw the procedures differently: “They just threw him on the table like a piece of
meat,” he says.As Danoff removed the surviving twin to the nursery, Humes cleared the room,
leaving just herself, McManamy, Tony, and Donna. Humes says she was “crushed . . . distraught,”
but she also felt she needed to try to make sense of what had occurred and to comfort the
Sabias. She examined the dead child and then, at greater length, the placenta. Fortuna came in
inquiring about a yellowish discharge she said she’d seen earlier; Humes cut her off, thinking the
timing of this inquiry inappropriate and insensitive. Then, cradling the dead infant, she showed
Tony and Donna their son. She thought that to grieve properly they needed to see that he “wasn’t
deformed in any way.” She knew parents often blame themselves for stillbirths and worry about
having more children. “The purpose was to show them that this was a cord accident,” she says. “I
didn’t want them to have nightmares.”She also showed them the afterbirth. It was blood-rich and
glimmering. Humes noted that the three vessels in the second baby’s umbilical cord lacked the
usual protective coating and were rooted tenuously in the delicate membrane on the surface of
the placenta, where they were exposed and vulnerable. One artery appeared to have torn some
time earlier as evidenced by a blood clot near the site of the tear. Humes knew a more thorough
investigation was needed to establish the precise cause of death; having done as many as four
or five such investigations a week as a pathology resident, and knowing that they often required
up to two weeks of rigorous examination and study, she was careful not to offer speculative
conclusions. Yet as the Sabias recall it, she told them that the smaller baby had somehow
slashed one of its cord vessels, shutting off its blood and oxygen supply, and that the other twin,
sensing the danger, “gave his blood” to his dying brother through the vessels of the placenta. Ob-
gyns call this exchange of fetal blood through the placenta “twin-to-twin transfusion,” a phrase
Donna remembered as “twin-to-twin gestation.” Humes insists the phrase did not—could not
have—come from her.For Tony and Donna, the next twenty-four hours were a jumble. They had
one dead son and one whose condition was grave and about whom they were getting scant
information. Donna was moved to a recovery area, then to a room with a woman who’d just had
a normal birth. When the sight of the woman’s nursing was too much for her, the hospital gave
her a private room and posted a DO NOT DISTURB sign. Tony’s sister came up, and Tony left to
tell his parents. Finally, Donna was alone. She cried inconsolably. “I was in a state of shock,” she
says.A priest came in. He told her the surviving twin wasn’t expected to make it through the
night, and asked if Donna wanted him to deliver last rites. She said she didn’t know and wanted
to talk to Tony about it. The next morning Tony arrived early and the situation was different. The
first baby was still alive, hooked up to a bank of machines in a critical care unit. He was having
seizures but was breathing on his own. He wore an oxygen mask. Under five and a half pounds,
he seemed to Tony no bigger than a cat.Donna and Tony talked about names. Family was
important to them both: it was all they had to bestow. Tony was Anthony Sabia Jr. They’d planned
to name their firstborn son Anthony Sabia III and the second for Donna’s adoptive father, William
Thomas. Now they agonized, “How the hell could we say which name should live on, so to



speak?” Tony says. They decided to hedge. They named the live baby Tony John. The dead twin
they called Michael James. They liked the way it sounded.All through the morning people came
and went, including Humes and McManamy. Everyone was solicitous, caring; questions were
broached gently. A nurse asked if they would allow an autopsy on Michael, to determine what
had killed him. Tony said, “You’re gonna cut him open, I’m gonna be there.” The hospital refused.
Tony says, “In Okinawa, I pulled a guy out of a jeep that got his legs blown off. I pulled people out
of wrecks on the damn interstate.” He had no doubt he could watch the dissection of his son and
thought his job as a father demanded as much. Staring down the hospital, he felt vindicated. “I
guess they were afraid I didn’t have the stomach for it.” When Michael was finally brought to
them, Donna couldn’t bear to hold him. He was wrapped in a cloth and still streaked from the
birth. “How could they offer for us to say goodbye to our child and not bathe him?” Donna says, “I
said to Tony, ‘If you want, take a picture. I don’t ever want to see him like that.’ ” It was the first
time they realized that the boys were identical.“I was lost,” Donna recalls. “I didn’t understand it. I
didn’t understand why Michael was gone and Little Tony was very sick. I even called the priest
that baptized Little Tony. My brother Dennis and I had a conversation about Michael, whether he
would go to heaven or hell. The priest basically told me that Michael was in limbo, more or less.
Because he was never really born.”As for Little Tony, they relied, as Donna had, on the hospital.
“We accepted what was said,” Tony says.Humes strode into Linda Nemeth’s office the next
morning agitated and upset. Nemeth was the assistant chair of nursing, a veteran supervisor
well respected within the hospital. Doctors in their professional relationships, especially with
nurses, value competence and composure, and Nemeth displayed both. Equally to the point,
Humes was her gynecologist and her mother’s: they were friendly, and Humes needed a friend.
Nemeth knew without being told why Humes was there. Doctors and hospitals call unfavorable
results “bad outcomes.” For insurance if not always for medical reasons, such mishaps are
usually reported quickly. The news of the previous day’s events in obstetrics had officially made
the rounds that morning, amplified by the twitchings of the hospital’s rumor mill.Humes wasted
no time: she wanted Nemeth to investigate Mollie Fortuna’s actions during Donna’s delivery.
From the instant she’d held Michael Sabia she’d been gripped by bewilderment and anger. She
was sure he’d died well before birth, certainly a day, maybe more. Yet Donna had been in the
hospital for more than three hours before delivering and nobody had known she was carrying a
dead child. Reviewing Donna’s chart after the delivery, Humes had seen a notation made at 9:20
A.M. when Donna was admitted to the labor area. Under “FH,” for fetal heart rates, it said,
“A-170; unable to find Twin B?” The entry, made some forty minutes before McManamy called
her at home, was in Fortuna’s handwriting.Humes’s distress was palpable, and Nemeth could
see where she was heading. Either Fortuna, the on-duty nurse, had reported the failure to locate
a second heartbeat, presumably to McManamy, or she hadn’t. Judging by McManamy’s shock in
the delivery room, Humes suspected it was the latter. (Fortuna says that she did report it.) In
either case, Humes was allowed to proceed with the delivery without being told there was a
problem.Nemeth weighed the implications of Humes’s complaint. The hospital had what she



calls a “horrendous” outcome on its hands. Humes wasn’t a hospital employee, but Fortuna and
McManamy were. If either of them had failed to report vital information, and that failure resulted
in injury, the hospital could be held liable in a lawsuit. Already, its “risk managers” were involved;
senior administrators had been alerted. If the lawyers hadn’t been called, they would be that
day.Nemeth was supportive but noncommittal. She told Humes to file a written account of the
delivery. That afternoon she called Fortuna to her office. A labor nurse at Norwalk for more than
twenty years, Fortuna was plainly distressed. Nemeth told her she was suspended for five days
pending an investigation. That Friday, Nemeth called her in again and, with a union
representative present, fired her. “I told her,” Nemeth says, “that this was an inexcusable incident,
so severe that we could no longer keep her on staff, and that she was terminated immediately.”
Later, under pressure from the nurses’ union, Nemeth would write Fortuna a “very broad, bland
recommendation” for a job at a nursing home.Tony wanted to bury Michael on top of his
grandfather. As he saw it, it was either open the grave of a family member for the sock-drawer-
sized coffin, or a potter’s field, and Tony resented even the thought of a pauper’s burial. Shaken,
his father gave his blessing, but his aunt, who maintained the gravesite, told Tony she’d have him
arrested if he tried it. Piqued, she said, “Why don’t you bury him with your sisters and brother?”
As far as he knew, Tony was the oldest of three children—besides his sister, also named Donna,
he has a brother, John. He knew nothing about any dead siblings. He asked his father about it
but got no answer and so let the matter drop. He was too preoccupied to pursue the remark
further. Resentfully, he thought, Here you got enough to deal with and you got an aunt that’s
throwing some bullshit in your face.Burial was that Wednesday at St. John’s Cemetery in Darien,
in a plot for indigent children. The Metro-North commuter link to New Canaan bisects the
graveyard, which is bordered on the south by the Noroton River, a narrow muddy stream still
swollen that day from a month of spring rains. On the other side of the river sits a rock-crushing
plant, today hidden behind a twenty-foot fence but at that time visible. The children’s field
consisted of two slivers of shaded bottomland at the river’s edge. The gravestones were small
and close together. Some of the children had lived a day, others a year. More than a few had
died nameless, their stones reading only OUR BELOVED BABY or CORNELIO TWINS or BABY
MALDONADO. In a gesture of respect, the gravel plant shut down its deafening machinery for
ten or fifteen minutes when the Sabias’ procession pulled up and halted.Fewer than a dozen
people huddled in the sunlight—Donna, Tony, their siblings, two or three friends. Tony’s mother
came, but his father, engulfed in a private grief, stayed home. Each mourner held a red rose. As
two of the men removed the casket from the hearse, Donna stumbled behind them. She had
come straight from the hospital and was wearing heels for the first time since the birth. She was
so shaky Tony had to clutch her to keep her from collapsing. A priest who’d been conducting
another funeral came over and said a few words, but Tony and Donna found no solace in prayer.
“There really was nothing to be said,” Tony recalls.Afterward, Tony wandered off for a cigarette
and made a discovery—a single flat headstone with the names of three other Sabia children:
Karen, Elizabeth Ann, and his own name, Anthony Jr. They had died, at ages four, one, and



eight months, respectively, in 1951, five years before he was born. He still didn’t know what to
think, but he associated the headstone, and his aunt’s blurted comment, with a half-
remembered taunt. He’d been in a fight as a teenager, and the other kid said something about
his family and a fire. Walking back to the car, he assumed his parents had lost three children in
an unmentionable tragedy, and had dealt with it by burying it and starting over. Figuring he’d
probably have done the same, he decided not to bring it up.Michael’s death had consumed him
and Donna, but they also felt thankful for Little Tony. He, at least, was alive. After three days in
the pediatric special care unit—wired, intubated, and receiving around-the-clock attention—his
seizures had diminished. Heavy doses of two anticonvulsives, phenobarbital and Dilantin, kept
him sluggish, and he occasionally was short of breath and required oxygen. But his heart and
lungs appeared generally strong. He had what the doctors called “positive suck reflex,” and
Donna was able to feed him. He opened his eyes and seemed more or less alert, although his
pupils remained fixed and dilated—“nonreactive.” He was moving all his limbs and responding to
pain. Severely anemic at birth, he’d “pinked up”; the volume of red cells in his blood had
increased.Tony and Donna were hopeful. As an antidote to Michael’s death, Little Tony’s survival
gave them what is most often urged on parents of stillborns—another child. True, he was a
“twinless twin” (Liberace, Thornton Wilder, and Ed Sullivan were others), born live after a twin
had died in utero and said to share a legacy of survivor guilt, pain, and loss. Still, Tony and
Donna were encouraged. Elvis Presley’s twin brother, Jesse Garon Presley, emerged stillborn
moments before Elvis’s birth, and his mother later said Elvis seemed born with the strength of
both boys. Tony and Donna felt similarly about Little Tony. He had “given his blood” to save his
dying brother. A more gallant act was hard to imagine.They started thinking ahead. Donna
blamed the tensions of the past several months, especially with Tony, on their living
arrangement. “We wouldn’t be living at his mother’s house if he hadn’t hurt his back,” she says.
“He swore to me he wouldn’t bring Little Tony back there.” That Thursday, the day Donna was
released from the hospital, they took Shannon to see Little Tony, and she treated him sweetly. He
still was dependent on around-the-clock care and far from ready to go home, but Donna for the
first time glimpsed that he, much more than the death of his brother, would change their
lives.She and Tony knew Little Tony had suffered brain damage: that much the doctors had
made clear. But how much and what kind they didn’t know, nor did they ask. Their hopefulness
worked like a baffle. They knew Little Tony’s situation was perilous, but either didn’t hear or didn’t
understand when the doctors brought up the future. Whether this was simply their walling out
more pain or the cautious pessimism of doctors who knew it was too early to predict what would
happen the next day, much less years from now—or, just as likely, the evasiveness of medical
people conditioned to expect lawsuits when things go wrong and who may have feared Tony and
Donna’s reaction to more bad news—the result was the same: a disconnection. On April 13, for
instance, Tony and Donna visited Little Tony after a night during which his heart rate had slowed
dangerously. A CAT scan had shown some deadening of brain tissue that doctors thought was
consistent with the cutoff of oxygen near the time of birth. Now they feared damage to that



portion of the brain that regulated the heart. “Situation grave,” a physician’s assistant wrote in
Little Tony’s record, “family told of likelihood of impairment of intellectual function, etc.” Yet the
next day, the same physician’s assistant observed: “Prognosis remains poor. Parents in to see
patient—seem optimistic.”Tony went back to work. He found them a walk-up apartment on Flax
Hill Road in south Norwalk. It was in a green, wood-frame double-decker, and though it was
thirty-one steps up from the street, it was roomy and had a big kitchen, something Tony and
Donna had always wanted. Across the street was the Miracle Temple Church of Christ; a few
blocks away, a convenience store and a laundromat. Steel garbage cans lined the curb.Donna
pumped her breasts several times a day, delivering the milk to the hospital and sitting with Little
Tony while he tried to take it from a bottle. On Easter, she says, “We all got dressed and went up
to see him.” They were pleased when the nurses took Polaroid pictures of all the babies and
displayed them over their Isolettes. Tony cleaned the apartment, and managed to move in the
last of their things on April 24. The next day, with Little Tony’s prognosis now elevated to “fair,” he
was circumcised. Two days later, after a month in the special-care unit, he was released from
Norwalk Hospital.Tony and Donna stopped at the cashier’s office before leaving the building.
Though their health insurance covered 100 percent of Little Tony’s hospital stay, Tony recalls, he
was told he owed a balance of several thousand dollars. “I ain’t giving you a dime,” he snorted
angrily. He and Donna left without paying. Then, after stopping at a drugstore for phenobarbital,
Dilantin, Enfamil, and Pampers and at Tony’s parents’ house, they drove Little Tony and
Shannon to the apartment on Flax Hill. Despite Little Tony’s difficulties and the concerns of the
hospital staff, they believed the worst was over. “We were excited,” Donna says, “that after a
month he was finally coming home and we were going to be in our own place.”TWOHUMES
DWELLED ON THE BIRTH long enough to determine what had gone wrong and to assure
herself and the Sabias that she had done all she could. She prided herself on her ability not to
let her emotions undermine her competence, to be fully involved in everything she did, to stay
focused and in control “no matter what.” Yet her heart was also deep in her work; the horror of
the twins’ delivery didn’t go away. Resuming her busy schedule, Humes delivered another 11
babies in the three and a half weeks that Little Tony remained in the hospital, sometimes two a
day, while adding dozens of new patients to her practice roster. She attended an all-day
workshop at Yale Medical School on the treatment of sexual problems. She tore out trees on her
property, prepared a guest cottage to rent, signed up for a seven-month karate course, built a
pen for a Bernese mountain dog she’d bought for her daughter, scrambled to hire an associate;
“taking on too much, always,” she says. She grieved for the Sabias, but as someone who stops
to help at the scene of a disaster, then regrets the futility of her good intentions.A woman of that
vigorous yet often frustrated generation that came of age in the fifties, she is, in her own word, a
“goop,” after a children’s book character who takes on many endeavors at once. “I’ve always got
to have a major project,” she says, “and it’s got to be just out of reach.” She was born and raised
comfortably in Rochester, New York, the middle child of formally uneducated parents who
encouraged their children to excel in school. Humes, a determined student, exceeded their



hopes. Meticulous, diligent, and brimming with initiative, she graduated from Stanford University,
then enrolled in the University of Chicago Medical School in the fall of 1961, one of just a dozen
women in her class. The following year she married a Harvard Law School graduate, Roland
Peracca, who worked for the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York.Humes’s medical training
followed the arc of Peracca’s career. She transferred to Downstate Medical School in Brooklyn
and had two daughters, Martha and Sara, before graduating in 1966. Then Peracca was
transferred to Puerto Rico, and Humes, learning Spanish, was a house physician for a year
before interning at University Hospital in San Juan. After another daughter, Anne, was born in
1968, they returned to the Northeast, moving into a gambrel Colonial in Darien, Connecticut.
Humes was thirty-one, living in an unfamiliar suburb with three preschool-age children, no
independent livelihood, and a marriage that had foundered amid what she calls the “traumatic”
dislocations of corporate life.She trained in clinical pathology because it was a nine-to-five job
and because she could do a residency at Norwalk Hospital, near to home. “Did I want to be a
pathologist? No,” she says. What compelled her were “things that are taxing, overwhelming, all-
encompassing; things that suit my pathology.”What she wanted from her marriage was out.
“Roland always said I couldn’t make up my mind about what I wanted to do,” she says, “Finally, I
went to him and said, ‘Okay. I’ve decided. I’m going to do a residency in obstetrics and
gynecology. Then I’m going to divorce you.’ ”Humes excelled in ob-gyn training at Stamford
Hospital, becoming chief resident in her third year, although she was controversial within her
department. In medicine, patients are the coin of the realm. Ob-gyn in Stamford, a city polarized
between rich and poor, was at the time split between two groups—the “Waspy Old Boys,” says
Dr. Daniel Clement, another former resident, and the “Jewish Old Boys.” Humes, neither, was
also neither a typically subservient resident—she was almost forty—nor easygoing around male
prerogative. She was popular with patients, strong, feisty, honest, and had plans to stay in the
area. She also had ideas of her own, especially around the bread-and-butter issue of childbirth;
a calm, accommodating manner; and a natural affinity with women. She clashed with the old
order. “You could almost look at any of the doctors,” says Clement, “and say, ‘Rich patients . . .
poor ones . . . rich ones . . . poor ones . . . middle class’—just by their behavior, background, and
attitude. Maryellen had the appearance, demeanor, education, talent, background, and attitude
to garner everybody. I think they all found her very threatening. They watched her like a
hawk.”Humes gained her independence on schedule in the fall of 1979. Finishing her residency,
she joined a pioneering woman ob-gyn back in Norwalk, Dr. Grace Gorham, who soon retired,
leaving her with a busy solo practice. And, making good on the second part of her pledge to
Peracca, she decamped with the girls, moving into a stone cottage on a wooded promontory in
Westport.It was in Westport, and in this house, that Humes aimed to complete the makeover of
her world. The town is fashionable, picturesque, dropping down from the Yankee hills along the
axis of a tidal river, the Saugatuck, then lying out amid the rocky headlands, broad salt marshes,
and smooth beaches of Long Island Sound. It had long been famous as a haven for the creative
and self-styled. Writers, artists, actors, and others from New York first colonized Westport by



train, in the twenties and thirties, and soon were followed by a legion of cultural icons: F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, James Thurber, J. D. Salinger, Edna Ferber,
George Balanchine, George Gershwin, Oscar Levant, Bette Davis. Later most of the big names
moved on as the Sound became polluted and more exotic enclaves beckoned.Humes, as a
woman alone, prized Westport for its beauty and its aura. Her stone house and studio on Old Hill
sat on a sloping acre at the bottom of a winding lane, two doors from Neil Sedaka’s. In the forties
and fifties the property had belonged to an artist of the American West, John Ford Clymer, who
painted more than eighty covers for the Saturday Evening Post. Before that the couple who lived
there threw parties that a neighbor remembers lasting two to three weeks. Now the property was
overgrown, a maze of low-slung boxes, mortared walls fourteen inches thick, a gnome’s hut
deep in a shadowy forest. Humes loved it the minute she saw it.To call the place her refuge
understated her need of it. The house was a wreck. The bathroom was rotting, causing damage
to the neighboring rooms. A full-scale restoration, Humes thought, would be a “huge project . . .
building a boat in a bottle.” But Humes thought the house and grounds “a magical place” and
thrilled to the challenge. She took down one hundred trees and replaced them with ornamentals
—weeping hemlock, paper bark maple, copper beech. She blasted ledge, bulldozed a hillside,
dug roots, laid drainage, sculpted from the slanting terrain a rock garden, perennial beds, a
miniature orchard, fieldstone paths. She had the two-car garage remodeled to open onto a
courtyard. She made grand decisions, then changed her mind. She would move an arch a foot to
make everything fit in the kitchen, then tear out the kitchen. She reversed her mistakes, but
relished making them—and paying for them—herself.With three teenagers, the chaos and
expense of reclaiming the house multiplied. As a single mother, Humes poured herself into her
daughters and was, she says, “too generous with opportunity.” She sent Martha to Pomfret and
Colgate; Sara to Carlton and Barnard, with a junior year in Copenhagen; Anne to Loomis-Chafee
and Cornell. She paid for their education largely herself, although Peracca helped with child
support. “He decided I was a rich doctor and I could handle it,” Humes says. Yet if she was a rich
doctor, a rich Westport doctor, that wasn’t how it felt. Humes built a big practice to support an
active life, then worked so slavishly she had little time to enjoy either. Everything she earned
went out. She couldn’t save. The pace only increased when, six months before Donna Sabia’s
delivery, Anne, her youngest, left for boarding school. Alone for the first time in almost twenty
years, with little besides her house and career to occupy her, she hurled herself into both.On
occasion Humes sought escape but never, it seems, rest. She liked to take demanding vacations
—cross-country skiing in Norway, bird-watching in South America—and when it happened that
in January, around the time Donna was switched to the Friday clinic, she had a week with no
deliveries and no surgery scheduled, she went rock-climbing in the California desert. Otherwise
she worked, and plotted ways to meet her expenses. She had an architect redesign Clymer’s
studio so she could rent it. And she looked for an associate, finding one finally in December.
When the woman showed up six months later, in June 1985, six months pregnant, Humes tried
to accommodate her, but she needed someone who could work a full schedule and cover for



her. Disappointed, she gave the woman until the end of the year to leave.Alone once again,
Humes bore down, worked harder, prodded the workmen at her house to perfection, grew
impatient with the slightest lapse in her schedule. Those scarce times the waiting room was
empty, she prowled the narrow hallway among the examining rooms in her office, phone jerked
to her neck, good-naturedly bird-dogging her staff as if trying to will the world to keep up.During
his first year Donna took Little Tony to the pediatric clinic at Norwalk Hospital for his checkups.
After these visits she sometimes took him to the labor and delivery floor to show him off. More
than once she saw Barbara McManamy, the nurse-midwife who had delivered him. McManamy,
like others at Norwalk during this period, was surprised by her behavior. She expected Donna to
be bitter about the birth and angry and upset about the damage to Little Tony, and she worried
that Donna might blame her and Humes. More to the point, she dreaded being “held in”—named
—in a lawsuit, which she, like Humes and Linda Nemeth, thought had become all but inevitable
the instant he was born. Anyone who worked in obstetrics braced now for being sued whenever
a newborn was less than perfect; with lawyers renting billboards to solicit parents of children with
learning disabilities, it was difficult not to. Not that McManamy thought Donna had cause, but
something terrible had happened between her last clinic visit on Friday and Sunday morning,
when the twins were born. Whatever it was, McManamy had been there on both occasions and
hadn’t known about it.McManamy, who’d never been sued before, was haunted equally by her
failure to anticipate what had occurred and the prospect of being swept up in a lawsuit that
targeted that failure. She’d had trouble sleeping and eating. From the moment she’d held Little
Tony, she knew from his lifeless condition that his injuries could only be catastrophic, and
assumed Donna knew, too. Yet Donna, on her visits, seemed not the least aware of any of this,
neither of his problems nor of the possibility of blame. She was proud of her son and friendly and
gracious to everyone on the staff. McManamy’s relief was palpable, overwhelming. “God gave
you the right parents, Tony,” she thought. “They think you’re great.”He was a thin, stiff baby
—“tight,” Tony says—anemic and constipated and unable to roll over or sit up. Tony and Donna
figured he was developing slowly. At home Tony sat with him on his knees, cycling his arms and
legs, trying to loosen him, but on his own he didn’t reach or grasp. He was sweet, never crying or
fussing, and he slept through the night. Donna worried about him, especially about his seizures,
but didn’t consider him any trouble. He slept on a pillow in a laundry basket.Donna took him out
in a musical car seat. At the laundromat she set him on the big table while she folded. He
disliked the fluorescent lights, got irritable, scrunched his eyes. Pain shadowed his face, now the
image of Tony—gaunt, Mediterranean, with deep-set eyes and a thick shock of brown hair.
Afterward, she sometimes took him to Tony’s parents’ house to see Tony’s father, who, feet up
on the cocktail table, cooed to him while rubbing his back and legs. Like Tony, his father treated
Little Tony more tenderly than he did anyone else. He was sure the boy would come around. “My
father had a bottle of Jack [Daniels] that me and Donna gave him for Christmas before Little
Tony was born,” Tony recalls. “He said he would open it the day Tony walked and talked.”Tony
started working two jobs. During the day he drove a dump truck between Warren, a hill town an



hour north of Norwalk, and construction sites in New York State. He got home around 6 P.M.,
showered, ate, and slept for an hour or two before Donna woke him at nine to go back to work. In
the mornings he repeated the cycle. He worked nights Friday to Tuesday and days Monday to
Friday. After about eight months he got into an argument with his day boss. “Guy started wanting
me to work Saturdays,” he says. “I told him, ‘Forget it.’ ” Tony was earning more than $1,500 a
week, most of it going out as quickly as it came in. He thought the boss resented his
industriousness: “He didn’t like the idea I was making more than him.”Besides his clinic visits,
Little Tony went for physical therapy twice a week at Norwalk Hospital. Donna watched the
therapist stretch him over a beach ball and work his arms and legs—range and motion
exercises. The exercises were a lot like what Tony and his father did instinctively, and Donna felt
encouraged. When the therapist left the hospital in March 1985, Little Tony was eleven months
old and still making no physical effort on his own. The woman urged Donna to continue the
therapy and referred her to an infant- and child-development program on Wolfit Avenue called
STAR.Entering STAR changed Donna’s life more than it did Little Tony’s. She had never thought
of him as being handicapped, not like other children she’d seen, twisted in wheelchairs or with
Down’s syndrome. Yet now here they were, in a world of such children. Donna watched them
uneasily, wondering if Little Tony would be like them, hoping—believing—he wouldn’t. Once, in
the hospital, she and Tony had seen a social worker, but Tony resented the idea. He thought it
was like taking charity. Now, during Little Tony’s therapy, Donna began meeting with other
parents and a social worker named Rosalind Koffstein. It opened her eyes, she says: “We talked
about anything we wanted to talk about—the kids, our problems, how we felt about it.”That
month, March 1985, she and Tony moved back to Sunken Homes, renting a house directly
across the street from Tony’s parents. “It was puke green,” Tony says. “There was no yard, no tree
in the front, nothing: a real piece of shit.” Inside was a shambles, but it was bigger than the
apartment on Flax Hill, more convenient, had fewer stairs. They moved in the week before Little
Tony’s first birthday. With the house still a mess, Tony’s parents gave the party at their
house.Eight days later, on a Sunday morning, Tony’s mother phoned him in a panic. Tony’s father
had collapsed outside their bedroom. Tony dropped the phone. “I took off out of there, never
touched the stairs,” he says. “I took my father, put him on the chair. He was saying he was cold,
but perspiring. He had a towel, kept wiping off his face, his forehead. It seemed like he didn’t
know what he was doing, like he was there and he wasn’t. An ambulance came and they took
him to the hospital. An hour later he was dead.”Tony tried to punch out the window of the
limousine on the way to the funeral. Afterward, back at the house, he opened the bottle of Jack
Daniels his father had been saving for the day Little Tony took his first steps. For a few days after
that, he couldn’t move the fingers of his right hand.If Tony was wound tight, skirting violence,
Donna was now lost. At STAR she was beginning to realize, in ways that Tony couldn’t, how
diminished Little Tony’s abilities were. Sometimes it seemed, if they laid him on his stomach, he
would try to push himself up, but there was no real progress. He seemed held back. Donna was
gaining perspective—and losing hope. “We didn’t know what Little Tony’s needs were. I didn’t



understand why God would let a child live who couldn’t do anything for himself. My faith in God
was crushed,” she says. Koffstein urged her to get more information about Little Tony’s prognosis
from the hospital.Just feeding him was an ordeal. Donna had pumped her breasts for six months
after he came home from the hospital, but Little Tony wasn’t gaining weight and so she had
switched entirely to formula. His sucking was labored; it took him an hour or more to finish a
bottle. Donna fed him three bottles a day. He also started eating cereal from a spoon, but he was
losing weight. Donna worried about him. He was tiny. His seizures had stopped, but the hospital
had taken him off phenobarbital and Donna feared that they would start again.She found it
increasingly hard to talk with Tony about Little Tony, or anything else. He was either at work,
asleep, trying to sleep, or surly because he had just got up and had to leave. Each of them was
overwhelmed, but the sources of their preoccupation were invisible to the other. Tony was
always pissed at somebody at work, or about a bill Donna hadn’t paid, or about how the house
was a wreck, while Donna was beset trying to cope with Little Tony while managing seven-year-
old Shannon’s balkiness, getting meals on the table, and dealing with Tony’s peevishness and
rage. With Little Tony, Donna focused on all the things he couldn’t do, Tony on the few that he
could.In July 1985, when Little Tony was fifteen months old, he was admitted to Norwalk
Hospital after a routine clinic visit. He was pale and wasted. He weighed less than twelve pounds
and his head circumference was below the fifth percentile. The first night, after being fed, his
skin turned slatelike, almost purple, indicating a lack of oxygen in the blood. He was rushed to
the special care unit, where it was noted he had “breath-holding spells,” although no seizures. A
week later he was sent home with instructions for a high-calorie diet consisting of whole milk,
supplements, and Flintstone multivitamins. Tony and Donna mashed the vitamins into his
cereal.They say they still received no diagnosis, though hospital records indicate that one had
been made. It was thorough and extensive: failure to thrive, microcephaly (abnormal smallness
of the head often seen in mental retardation), severe developmental delay, spastic quadriplegia
(spasms and paralysis throughout his body; cerebral palsy), status posthypoxic encephalopathy
(brain dysfunction resulting from oxygen deficiency), and status postseizure disorder (seizures).
Again the hospital, in its records, indicated “concern regarding the mother’s conceptions of her
child’s illness and the bleak long-term outlook” and had a social worker investigate. A clinic
pediatrician apparently told Donna of Little Tony’s neurological status and prognosis, although
Donna recalls only that “we knew that Tony had seizures. We knew he had some brain damage.
We didn’t know to what extent.” Adds Tony, “Nothing was defined.”Donna pressed tentatively for
answers. Encouraged by Koffstein and STAR, she started asking more questions during her
clinic visits: Why wasn’t Little Tony growing? Why wasn’t he moving? What was wrong with him?
At one visit, in early fall, a nurse left the room and Donna looked at Little Tony’s records. She
came across the words “mental retardation.” When the nurse returned, Donna demanded, “Why
didn’t anybody tell us?” and the nurse said, “We thought you knew.” At her next visit with the
clinic’s neurologist, in December, he confirmed that the damage to Little Tony’s brain was severe.
He said the boy’s mental and physical disabilities were profound and unalterable.Donna blamed



herself: “I ran through my head, ‘Was it something I did? It must have been because I carried
him.’ ” She thought the damage might have occurred when she fell while sledding with Shannon
during her pregnancy, or when Tony shoved her out of the way the Friday night before the births.
Bereft, she poured her heart out to Koffstein.The clinic diagnosis only made Tony more
protective. That Little Tony had problems was understandable to him; that his son’s mind might
be permanently diminished and his body incurably crippled was not. The void that lay behind
Little Tony’s eyes was obscured by his smile, which, as he approached his second birthday, was
frequent and carefree. Back on anticonvulsives, he began laughing and cooing more, even
babbling, and Tony and Donna began to hear through his inchoate mutterings the distinct
beginnings of words—da, ba. He was eating three bowls of cereal a day, wearing a tuxedo bib
that, with his thick hair, made him seem older, even distinguished—a young dandy. Tony would
feed him from a spoon, saying, “Toe-knee!” then higher, “Toe-knee!” This singsong often elicited
a slight turn of the boy’s head and a gaping grin. This convinced Tony that his son could hear
him, and that he knew who he was.Donna’s frustration with the clinic grew with each visit.
Throughout the winter, as Little Tony ate more solid food, his constipation worsened. “He was
hard as a rock,” Tony recalls. Finally, one of the pediatricians told Donna to use an ice-cream
stick to try to loosen his bowels. Donna stormed out. “On my way out the door he said, ‘Make an
appointment for your next visit,’ and I said, ‘I won’t be back!’ ” she recalls. The following week she
had a private session with Koffstein—her first. “She told me I had to go back,” Donna says. “She
said, ‘If you want, I’ll go with you.’ ” With Koffstein at her side for “moral support,” Donna
presented the doctor who examined Little Tony with a written list of questions. He answered
them, she says, but hesitantly. It was the first visit with this doctor when she didn’t feel
uncomfortable.The next month, April 1986, Donna found Little Tony a private pediatrician in
Westport. Abruptly terminating a relationship that had begun almost three years earlier, the
Sabias were no longer clinic patients at Norwalk Hospital.For two years Humes had waited for
the Sabias to find a lawyer and, though it had been clear to her from the outset that she’d done
nothing wrong, sue her for malpractice. She was fatalistic about “bad babies,” the doctor’s term
for brain-damaged infants. Some newborns, she believed, are bound to be defective. Things
simply go wrong biologically or genetically or during pregnancy and childbirth. “You plant a
packet of seeds,” she says. “Do you expect them all to come up?”But parents won’t—can’t—
accept that, she thought. Bad babies are abhorrent to a society that believes itself entitled to
perfect children. With Apgar scores interpreted anxiously as precursors to the SATs, and
negligence lawyers trolling for victims on TV, most ob-gyns, Humes included, had by the early
eighties come to expect that they would be sued whenever a child they delivered was at all
neurologically impaired.When no subpoena came, Humes counted herself lucky. She hadn’t
heard of a complaint against the hospital and so considered the matter closed. She lost track of
the Sabias. What consumed her was her deteriorating relationship with her department. She had
never got on with the “boys’ club,” as she called her all-male colleagues. No medical specialty
has been so historically paternalistic, or so roiled by sexual politics, as ob-gyn, and Humes,



intentionally or not, was a pot-stirrer. She was a feminist, at odds especially with the hospital’s
older practitioners, most of whom had gotten their training decades earlier when the fashion in
childbirth was to treat it as a disease and when women in delivery were routinely laid out,
sedated, cut, and had their babies yanked from them as if they were yielding a bladder stone.
Her younger colleagues respected her, but as the only woman ob-gyn in the department, she
drew away many of their patients, especially young educated women. As a solo physician she
tended to be a loner, with no spouse to smooth her way socially.The other ob-gyns in Norwalk,
and many of the nurses, simply thought her opinionated and inexperienced. But because of her
status and politics they seemed less tolerant of her than if she’d been a man. “She was basically
a beginning practitioner in a system that offered her no support,” recalls McManamy. “Nobody
was willing to take her aside and say, ‘Come on. I’ve been doing this twenty years. Let me
mentor you a bit.’ ”In her early years at Norwalk, Humes had been criticized for using a vacuum
extractor, a suction device then beginning to challenge forceps in impacted births. Humes was
the only one in the department using it, and sometimes there were problems. Babies’ scalps
suffered contusions, causing superficial bleeding. Their heads were temporarily elongated as
the suction drew tissue fluid into their scalps. The device was safer than forceps—in extreme
cases, the suction broke and the vacuum cup pulled off before causing serious harm—but it was
a new technology, and some of her colleagues distrusted it. A departmental meeting was held,
from which Humes says she was excluded, to review her cases, and she was ordered to call the
senior attending physician whenever she employed the device. The chairman at the time, Dr.
Daniel Adler, liked Humes and defended her, but he’d recently been succeeded by a Canadian,
Dr. John Whetham, with whom she clashed. Humes thought Whetham sexist and had
complained about him. “If I started feeling paranoid about my work there, I had reason to.”In early
May, shortly after Donna withdrew from the clinic, Humes received a letter from Dr. Clifford
Feller, chairman of the ob-gyn department’s peer review committee. Such committees are the
front line for evaluating evidence of physician misconduct. Feller wrote that it was the
“consensus” of the department that Humes should review Donna Sabia’s delivery, particularly
with regard to the “lack of fetal monitoring of Twin A (Little Tony), with the eventual outcome of an
Apgar 1 infant.” Reading the letter, Humes bristled. Why, suddenly, was she being asked to
review events that had happened more than two years ago, concerning a child she hadn’t
technically delivered? And what consensus was Feller talking about? At the moment, she was
more concerned with finding someone to cover for her so she could attend her daughter
Martha’s graduation from Colgate at the end of the month. That no one was willing to fill in for her
only stoked her paranoia, while raising the (for her) unacceptable possibility that she might not
be able to make the trip.As often when her frustrations ran together, Humes reacted rashly. On
May 12 she answered Feller’s letter, calling it “abrasive” and “inaccurate.” “You state ‘consensus’
of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,” she wrote. “As a member of the department I
was not aware that a census had been taken at all in this case.” Still, Humes pledged to
cooperate “in any case where my interpretation is required.” The next day Feller wrote back,



correcting himself and asking Humes for a written account of Donna’s delivery by June 1.Humes
fretted over what had sparked the committee’s interest in the matter now. It made no sense. Peer
reviews of bad outcomes generally take place soon after they occur. Memories are fresh then,
and remedies, if necessary, timelier. (Besides, she thought, hadn’t Fortuna’s firing been
enough?) By the same token, if, as Humes feared, Whetham was trying to discredit her, why had
he waited? She concluded the Sabias must have hired a lawyer after all, and that inquiries for
hospital records had invited the review, although, as hospital officials knew, that wasn’t it, either.
All they knew was that the Sabias had stopped bringing Little Tony to the pediatric clinic.Humes
hadn’t lost touch with her former colleagues at Stamford Hospital, seven miles away. When the
chairman there, Dr. Morton Schiffer, learned about her trouble finding coverage and the hostility
she felt in Norwalk, he invited her to join his department. Humes leapt at the invitation. Why
grovel? she thought. If they didn’t want her at Norwalk Hospital, she’d leave. She’d taken on
another new associate, an aggressive young doctor from Colorado named Cela Doppelt, and
together they could see patients in both locations, funneling them to Stamford for their hospital
needs. Hospitals are to doctors what arenas are to professional athletes. Though in most cases
they don’t work for them directly, they require their facilities. Likewise, hospitals need doctors to
supply them with patients—business. For Schiffer the logic of recruiting Humes may have been
clinched by the fact that she would be bringing with her a patient list of 5,000 women, all
previously spoken for by Norwalk Hospital.“I often leap first and figure it out afterward,” Humes
says. Now, in July and August, as she began sorting out the ramifications of the move, problems
emerged that were more than logistical. Schiffer needed a recommendation from her current
chairman, Whetham, to place her on staff. But Humes’s life had become overwhelming even by
her standards, and, seldom politic, she had neglected an important bit of protocol. In the frenzy
of attending Martha’s graduation, negotiating with Schiffer, expanding her practice to include
Doppelt and a third associate, Dr. Irene Komarynsky, finding and setting up new office space in
Stamford, maintaining her normal flat-out schedule, and wedging in a rafting trip to the
Southwest, she had failed to answer Feller’s initial request for an accounting of Donna’s delivery
and at least two subsequent requests. Intentionally or not, it appeared that she was avoiding an
investigation of a grievous outcome with which she’d been involved. Whetham, even if he’d been
so inclined, could hardly recommend her as long as she remained under such a cloud.Little was
clear about her failure to answer except that Humes was leaving the hospital—fast. And though
she knew why she was going, indeed regarded the move as a step up, others seemed to
interpret the confluence of events differently. Talk began, first among other ob-gyns, then among
nurses and receptionists, finally among other doctors and people on the fringes of the
department, that Humes was either fired or was forced to resign for avoiding Feller’s peer review.
From there rumors flew that Humes had botched a twin delivery two years earlier, leaving one
child dead and the other profoundly brain-damaged, and now refused to face the consequences.
Humes’s leaving, the peer review, and Donna’s delivery all became intertwined, imparting a stain
that wouldn’t easily wash off. In Stamford, Schiffer took to endorsing Humes publicly, standing by



her at meetings, to calm concerns about why Norwalk Hospital hadn’t recommended her.Humes
wrote officially to Whetham on August 14, long after he apparently knew, to tell him of her plans
and to explain the reasons for her departure. “We have found the academic environment at
Stamford Hospital truly exciting,” she wrote, “and the warm, supportive demeanor of colleagues
and administrators there most welcome.” She ended with a personal note:I leave Norwalk
understandably with some feelings of sadness as I have many fond memories of my long
association with the hospital, dating back to my residency in the department of pathology.
Perhaps it was my vacation, rafting down the Colorado River through the magnificent Grand
Canyon, or maybe it is the fact that my best childhood friend is terminal with ovarian cancer, or
maybe it was my recent eldest child’s college graduation that reminded me that our time on this
earth is short and precious and the best move may be to move on. Thank you in advance for
understanding.Sincerely,Maryellen HumesDonna sagged in the late-August heat. She was
pregnant again, not due until March but already uncomfortable. She hoped she wasn’t having
twins. She and Little Tony, slumped in his car seat, sat alone under a shade tree at a picnic.
Through STAR, she’d found him a spot in a summer camp at a state facility for the handicapped
in Norwalk. A small wooded campus of low buildings, it was unmarked from the street. Still
ambivalent about such settings, Donna kept to herself.Mary Gay thought she understood
Donna’s wariness. “I was watching my kids and I recognized this woman,” Gay recalls. “Not who
she was, but she had a confused, bewildered look on her face, one that parents of handicapped
children recognize. She just looked like me.” A large-boned, forceful woman in her early thirties,
Gay approached Donna. An effusive former artist, now a realtor, she held little back and tended
to envelop strangers with her warm, insistent manner. Gay’s six-year-old son Michael jounced
around her. She was sweet with him but also rough, like a lioness cuffing a boisterous cub.The
women talked. Gay, who lives in Westport, had immersed herself in Michael’s problems ever
since learning four years earlier that he had cerebral palsy and was severely autistic. She was a
survivor of a world that Donna was just discovering. She felt its insults deeply, was voraciously
intent on redressing them, described her life in apocalyptic terms, and loved her son. Watching
Little Tony, she thought she knew instantly the reasons for Donna’s “stupor.” It was clear to her
that he was extraordinarily disabled; in May, after withdrawing from the pediatric clinic, Donna
had taken him to Yale-New Haven Hospital, where doctors confirmed that on top of everything
else, he was effectively blind. But Donna seemed unable, or unwilling, to accept these
limitations. She pointed out another boy shambling with the stilted, outturned gait typical of brain-
injured children, then asked Gay with a mixture of curiosity and hope, “Is my boy going to look
like that?”“I knew right then she was totally clueless,” Gay recalls. “A feeling went through me like,
‘You poor sweetheart.’ It was obvious this child was profoundly brain-damaged, but she didn’t
know how bad he was, and I wasn’t going to be the one to tell her. I almost couldn’t deal with it,”
she says. “I wanted to connect her oblivion with a lack of intelligence. I wanted her to be stupid—
for her own good, almost.”Gay recognized Donna’s vulnerability and wanted to help as other
mothers had helped her, but not by upsetting her. She steered the conversation toward more



neutral ground.“How’s your husband dealing with it?” she asked.“He doesn’t really deal with it,”
Donna said.Gay nodded. “Listen, I know what you’re going through,” she said. “I thought I was
going to die until I went to a support group. You should go to one, and bring your
husband.”Donna laughed hoarsely at the thought of Tony sitting around with strangers for the
purpose of self-help. “No,” she said. “He’d never do that.”Gay was emphatic. “Look, Donna, my
husband’s the same way,” she said. “His attitude is, ‘They’re all geeks. I don’t want to have
anything to do with those people.’ Men think there’s something wrong with the whole family when
there’s a handicapped kid. You’re going to have to trick him. He won’t go to meetings at other
people’s houses, but if you have one at your house . . . This is something you have to do for
yourself.”Gay then asked Donna about Little Tony’s birth. She believed, as many people do, that
most cerebral palsy resulted from oxygen loss before and during delivery, that it wasn’t the
babies who were bad but the doctors and hospitals who brought them into the world. Donna told
her about the twins and about going to the clinic at Norwalk Hospital. Michael Gay had also
been born at Norwalk, and Gay’s interest, keen before, now spiked. When Donna told her about
the dead twin and about Tony giving his blood to save his brother, she choked back tears.Now
Donna did the consoling. Seeing Gay’s sadness, wanting to cheer her up, she took Little Tony’s
hand and said, “But look what we’ve got here. At least he’s still alive.” Gay was dumbstruck by
Donna’s equanimity, thinking to herself, At what cost?She peppered Donna with more questions
about her prenatal care: Which doctors had she seen? What kind of monitoring had she
received? Donna had never been grilled quite this way, and had to force herself to remember.
She told Gay about the midwives and the rotating doctors and her visit with Barbara McManamy
on Friday when McManamy told her everything was fine.“And then I got delivered by this other
lady, who was the doctor . . . ” Donna said.Gay burst out sobbing. She reached for breath,
“literally spun around,” she recalls. “Maryellen Humes?” she asked.Donna nodded.Gay had been
trying to contain herself but now came undone. Seven years earlier, when she first learned she
was pregnant with Michael and Humes was new in practice, Humes had become her
obstetrician. She’d liked Humes, admired her, and was sympathetic, though not militantly so, to
her “natural” approach to childbirth. Though she’d gained sixty pounds, Gay’s pregnancy was
uneventful. After a long labor, however, her progress slowed. Humes and the labor nurse
listened intermittently to Michael’s heartbeat, but, not wanting to strap Gay down, didn’t use
electronic fetal monitoring, which correlates the child’s heart rate with maternal contractions.
When Michael was born, he wasn’t breathing. His eyes, Gay remembers, rolled back in his head
and he was limp. Humes revived him by inserting a tube in his trachea.A few days later Gay had
thanked Humes in a note, saying, “It’s very evident that you care very much. You’ll always be
very special to us.” But when she began to realize years later that Michael was brain-damaged,
she seized on the birth as the cause, and sued Humes for malpractice. As the suit ground on,
Gay came to believe unshakably that if Humes had monitored her electronically, she’d have
recognized Michael’s distress and delivered him by emergency C-section. She blamed Humes
for the devastation of her world, with a ferocity even her husband had come to fear, and saw in



the legal system her one hope for redress.Gay asked Donna whether Humes had monitored her
electronically. When Donna said no, Gay first felt outrage “that this woman had screwed
somebody else up”; then “exhilaration, that I’m gonna get her again, and complete fury, that the
system would let this happen.”Gay blurted, “I’m going to call my lawyer. I think you have a
case.”Donna didn’t know how to respond. She and Tony had never considered what had
happened to them anything more than fate. They’d spent two and a half years just coping. She
didn’t think that Humes, whom she’d barely seen and could hardly remember, had somehow
destroyed Little Tony the way Gay seemed certain she had devastated her own boy. But she had
developed enough animosity toward the clinic doctors to think them capable of negligence and
of covering for their mistakes. She listened hard as Gay went on. “I really don’t know whose fault
it is,” Gay said. “But it’s your responsibility to do this, because if your child needs help when he
grows up, this may be the only opportunity you’ll have to provide for him.”By now Gay was
reeling. Seeing in Donna a reflection of herself, she felt an almost obsessive compulsion to
usher her, if not toward a lawsuit, at least toward a lawyer, her lawyer, so that “he, as a
professional, could tell her what to do.” Donna looked at her quizzically, but Gay pressed her,
saying, “It’s very emotional, Donna. It’s the most heart-wrenching thing you’ll ever go
through.”She didn’t tell Donna the worst of it, how enraged and obsessed she’d become. Gay’s
lawsuit had been brought almost five years earlier and still hadn’t been resolved. During that
time Michael’s prognosis had worsened. Meanwhile, doctors had told her he might improve with
immediate and extensive therapy, but she couldn’t afford the $40,000-a-year cost, and had
come to feel, with increasing desperation, that even if she won her case against Humes it would
be too late to help him.This frustration had sundered Gay, making her feel “cracked down the
middle.” She cried and cried, often inconsolably, and behaved in ways she herself thought
extreme. Twice she had driven her car into Humes’s small parking lot and sat there, trembling
and sobbing, unable to remember afterward how she’d gotten there or why she’d gone. Years
before the Internet boom she increasingly escaped at night into the anonymity of chat rooms,
holing up in a playroom over the garage and staying until morning. “If it wasn’t for the computer,
I’d have been dead,” she says. “I was able to go on-line and be the saddest person, or else be
somebody completely different, without a handicapped kid. I could be whoever I wanted.” She
came to resent the real people in her life, her family and friends, because she felt no matter how
much they supported her it was never enough.“Just let them review the case,” she told Donna
sadly. “See what they’ve got. You have a responsibility to do this for your son.”THREEGAY
WANTED DONNA TO MEET with Michael Koskoff of Koskoff, Koskoff & Bieder in Bridgeport,
the state’s largest and poorest city, thirty miles up the coast from Norwalk. The firm specialized
in large personal injury cases, particularly medical malpractice claims, and its frequent
multimillion-dollar verdicts made headlines statewide. Mike Koskoff was the only son of its
celebrated founder, Theodore “Ted” Koskoff, from whose sizable shadow he still was emerging
at age forty-six. As a teenager, the younger Koskoff had had two missions: to be an actor and to
“redistribute the wealth.” Now, with his polished courtroom performances, his national reputation



for winning major product liability and personal injury suits, and his status as perhaps the best
“medmal” lawyer in Connecticut, he liked to say he’d found a way to do both.More than client and
attorney, Gay and Koskoff had become, in the course of suing Humes, public allies. Realizing
that her son was retarded and that Humes might be to blame had shattered Gay, but discovering
that she might lose her only chance to help him because of a backlogged legal system had
moved her to speak out. Driven by a combination of guilt and fury, she resolved to let others
know just how such an injustice could occur and how it nearly had destroyed her family.Koskoff
and his partner Richard Bieder, always looking for clients compelling enough to advance the
firm’s political agenda, provided Gay with a platform by recruiting her to head the Victims’ Rights
Association. The group, existing largely on paper, was created by the Connecticut Trial Lawyers
Association, with which Koskoff had long been involved and which was perennially at war with
the state’s preeminent business interests—the Hartford-based insurance giants—over the issue
of civil liability. While the insurers crusaded for fewer lawsuits with smaller verdicts, the lawyers
promoted the opposite agenda. Gay was a “figurehead,” she says, Koskoff having assured her
there was no real work or responsibility involved. All she had to do was stand up, be an example,
publicize her plight.Connecticut’s civil courts, like those of many states, had long been clogged,
a situation the Koskoffs considered a threat both to the Constitution and to lawyers like
themselves who worked on contingency. When Gay’s suit was filed in 1981, it joined more than
60,000 others waiting for a court date in a state with just 125 full-time superior court judges. The
average wait for trial was about five years, twice that of, say, Pennsylvania. The delays hurt
plaintiffs and, potentially, the public, as Gay’s inability to pay for timely treatment for her son
showed. But it was the trial lawyers—who financed their cases up front, didn’t get paid until
those cases were resolved, and generally took a third of most awards—who led the outcry. As a
victims’ advocate, Gay inveighed against the state’s judicial delays, serving both her own
agenda and that of the lawyers, who proposed making it easier to get cases to trial by doubling
the number of judges and courtrooms. She appeared on TV, lobbied legislators, and addressed
the 99th Congress. She “became a butterfly,” she says, “going around to other people saying, ‘I
have a handicapped kid. Do you have a handicapped kid?’ ” Often during interviews she broke
down sobbing while her son Michael climbed on her lap and licked her face. In Connecticut,
Michael Gay—thick black hair, sweet discombobulated smile, wandering eyes never quite
focusing—became a poster boy for delayed civil justice.A few weeks after Donna met Gay, she
and Tony left Little Tony with a sitter, then sped up I-95 in Donna’s brown and white ’79 Chevy
Blazer to the Koskoffs’ office in Bridgeport. They didn’t know what to expect. “We didn’t know if
we had a case because the doctors never elaborated,” Tony says. Donna, anxious, thought they
were going “for answers . . . to find out if we had a case.” “I still didn’t believe that anyone had
done something wrong,” she recalls thinking, “but if they did, I wanted something done about it.”
Tony thought the visit “would be a waste of time basically” but decided they had nothing to lose
since “it was a no-money thing going in”—they’d have to pay the lawyers only if they brought suit
and won. Tony had come straight from work, hadn’t slept, and wore what Donna calls his “accept



me as I am” uniform; boots, jeans, and T-shirt. Donna “tried to make myself presentable,” she
says, in a loose-fitting outfit but not a maternity dress.Tony pulled off the highway onto Golden
Hill Street near downtown. It was an odd location for a thriving, nationally known firm, an area so
notorious and crime-ridden that the Koskoffs had been forced in recent years to offer private car
service to suburban clients too fearful to make the trip alone. The city had been for a hundred
years, until the mid-sixties, a busy industrial center. Manufacturing plants and munitions factories
thundered alongside a rumbling seaport. Now, Main Street was a grim gauntlet—pawnshops,
unisex hair salons, squalid bars, boarded-up storefronts—as Bridgeport slouched toward
bankruptcy, the first major American city to go Chapter 11.Tony parked the car in an alley
between the city’s old county courthouse and the former Stratfield Hotel, a rambling brick
building recently converted to subsidized housing. He and Donna entered through a rear door
under a faded window sign advertising bail bonds, and were directed to the Koskoffs’ offices.
During Bridgeport’s salad days, the suite had been the hotel’s grand ballroom. Now it held two
tiers of cubicles stacked around a painfully bright, two-story, seventies-style reception area—
white quarry-tile floor, royal blue carpet, modern spiral staircase, a burbling fountain lit up from
within by colored floodlights. The color scheme was orange and blue, a homage to the New York
Mets. Counting cousins and spouses, seven of the firm’s thirteen lawyers were family members.
The clannishness, like the decor, flowed from patriarch Ted Koskoff’s bold tastes and rich
enthusiasms.A short, bearded, middle-aged lawyer named Joel Lichtenstein came out of one of
the downstairs offices to greet them. They had expected to meet with Mike Koskoff, but
Lichtenstein explained that he screened the cases Koskoff argued in court. Unlike most of the
firm’s other lawyers, he never tried cases. Instead, he culled from the parade of sorrow that
trudged through his office those tragedies that appeared at the outset winnable, and valuable
enough, for the Koskoffs to take on. Donna had assumed she was the one who was shopping,
but in truth it was the other way around. The firm turned down 95 percent of those who came in
with possible malpractice claims. It never advertised. Largely because of Lichtenstein, it didn’t
have to.Lichtenstein ushered them to his office and invited them to sit. As Donna spoke, he was
stunned by the enormity of her loss. “My God,” he recalls thinking. “What could be worse than for
a mother to lose one baby so close to term and have the other baby so deeply damaged? I just
couldn’t believe that a woman could be so close, and suffer this kind of tragedy. Not in the
modern world.”Hearing so much sorrow, interviewing so many broken-hearted people he knew
he would turn away, Lichtenstein had developed a deft sincerity. His office manner combined
several professional attitudes—an undertaker’s solemnity, a psychiatrist’s empathy, a banker’s
perspicacity, a doctor’s concern. He claimed to feel deeply the suffering of those shattered by
illness and injury, and at age forty-two, an Orthodox Jew up from the Bronx, responded with
pained weariness to their “horror”—a word he pronounced, with a conspicuous heaviness of
spirit, “hawroar.”He also understood the other side. Before joining the Koskoffs in the early
seventies, he’d been vice president of a small New York insurance company, defending doctors
against malpractice claims: he knew how doctors thought and how to value cases. Lichtenstein



liked doctors and believed, perhaps too generously, that they liked him. But he also distrusted
them when it came to their own fallibility, and he was a one man antidefamation league when it
came to their slanders against lawyers. He was a frequent radio caller and scorching editorial
page letter writer, often moved to lash back whenever he felt his profession was under
attack.Lichtenstein says he was horrified by Donna’s story, but disbelief and indignation were
baseline emotions for him. To ascend to outrage, the threshold for taking a case, he needed
evidence that Donna’s medical treatment was both incompetent and contributed to Michael’s
death and/or Little Tony’s problems. He asked her to recall in detail her visits to Norwalk
Hospital, whom she saw and when, scribbling her answers on a clean white legal pad. He
stopped, raising his pen, as she began naming those who treated her during delivery. “Knowing
it was Dr. Humes,” he recalls, “who I didn’t have a high regard for from the Gay case, made me
immediately suspect.”Lichtenstein was always careful, no matter how tragic their stories, not to
inflame potential clients. “I work very hard to make sure that they never leave the office with a
great hatred of the medical process,” he says. “If they carry over a hatred for doctors, nurses,
hospitals, they’re going to have an awfully tough time in the future.” But his own presumption that
Humes was implicated was already leading him to suspect that Donna had a case.Finally, after
an hour, Donna asked him what he thought. He was noncommittal. He told them only that he
would look into it, and asked her to sign a release so that he could obtain her and Little Tony’s
medical records from Norwalk Hospital. In fact, Lichtenstein knew he had a more urgent
problem: Connecticut’s two-year statute of limitations. Plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases
had that long from the time an injury was “sustained or discovered or . . . should have been
discovered” to bring suit. But Michael Sabia’s death and Little Tony’s injuries had occurred in
April 1984, two and a half years earlier.Lichtenstein believed Tony and Donna when they said
they didn’t suspect until after Donna’s conversation with Mary Gay that Little Tony’s injuries
might have been caused by “something someone did.” He also knew there was ample case law
to support them, and that what mattered was when the misconduct believed to cause the injury
was first suspected, not when it took place. But he worried that by not coming to him sooner,
Tony and Donna might have waited too long for him to be of help. He was careful not to inflate
their hopes.As they were leaving, he explained the firm’s fees. Tony and Donna would pay
nothing if the Koskoffs looked into the matter but decided not to represent them. If they brought
suit, they would pay only if the Koskoffs won, in which case the firm took a third of the damage
award, plus expenses. The arrangement was standard among personal injury lawyers, although
some had lately begun to charge forty percent in more difficult cases, particularly medical
malpractice claims.Heading back to Norwalk, Tony recalls feeling perplexed—“like a fish out of
water,” he says. The concept of medical negligence was still foreign to him. Donna, who
accepted it as a possibility, felt she knew no more than before and tried not to think about it. She
was more worried now about Tony. Gay was right about him; not that he thought having a
handicapped kid made him a “geek,” but that she couldn’t tell what he thought, he kept
everything wrapped so tight. He was like a machine. He almost never slept. He ate ravenously



and lost weight. He seemed to be burning himself up inside, and Donna couldn’t help read into
his oblique stare a molten rage—toward the world but also toward her. He seemed happy about
her pregnancy, and she hoped for his sake that she would have a normal, healthy boy, and that
maybe that would blunt some of his anger.In October, Tony had a week off. He told Donna he
needed to get away and that he was going to visit an old friend in New York. He gave her a
phone number where she could reach him. While he was gone, one of Little Tony’s classmates
at STAR died, and Donna came unraveled. “This little girl, Jessica, was absolutely gorgeous,”
she says. “Beautiful long brown curls.” Donna called the number in New York, but Tony’s friend
said he hadn’t seen him and didn’t know where he was. Donna says she was a wreck. She
called Tony’s brother John. She knew Tony had had other girlfriends before they met. Now she
suspected he’d gone to visit one of them in Arizona and that he’d lied about it because he wasn’t
coming back. Trembling, she told John if he talked with Tony; “Tell him somebody passed away,
but not somebody in the family.” Afterward, she tore into old phone bills to see who he’d been
calling.Donna sent flowers to Little Jessica’s family and signed the note both from her and Tony.
She went alone to the funeral and the wake, sobbing over the open coffin as she imagined, for
the first time, that Little Tony might also die, and that Tony would leave, and that there would be
nothing left for her. For the rest of the week Tony never called, although one day she saw his
truck parked behind a limousine business belonging to a friend of his. She suspected he’d
stashed it there and had John drive him to the airport.The night before Tony was supposed to
return to work, Donna prepared a candlelight dinner. She asked a friend to take Shannon and
Little Tony for the night. “I waited and waited and waited,” she says. “He didn’t show up.” Finally,
hours late, he opened the door.“What’d ya think I wasn’t coming back?” he asked.Afterward,
they talked. Tony said he’d never thought of leaving for good. But it was years before Donna
would find out where he’d been. Whenever she asked, he told her it was none of her business.
Eventually, she found out that he’d been in Arizona, just as she’d suspected, but Tony refused to
apologize or confirm whom he had visited.Once Humes resolved to do something, she lost her
tolerance for encumbering details; having decided to leave Norwalk, all she wanted was a clean
break. But the hospital, for reasons of its own, refused to allow it. During the first week in
October, she received a registered letter from Dr. Albert Burke, Norwalk’s chief of staff. Burke
said it had become “absolutely necessary” that Feller’s peer review committee receive a written
summary of Donna’s delivery. “Should you fail to comply within seven days,” Burke wrote, “I shall
be required to act on your pending request for Courtesy privileges and bring this matter to the
attention of my counterpart at Stamford Hospital.”Humes sat down and wrote Feller a hasty, one-
page reply, but, typically, failed to save herself extra recrimination by delivering it right away. She
held onto it for at least three days after Burke’s deadline, inviting a second ultimatum from John
Whetham, the department head with whom she clashed. “I am presently sitting with the request
from Philip D. Cusano, president and chief executive officer of Stamford Hospital with regards to
your application,” Whetham wrote. “Until I am convinced that you have fulfilled your commitment
in a satisfactory manner, I cannot respond to this request.”Humes still resented having to comply



with Feller’s peer review but realized now she had little choice in the matter. Reluctantly, she
mailed him her account, in which she addressed the question of fetal monitoring raised
repeatedly by Feller over the past six months:Continuous fetal monitoring was considered in this
twin gestation but was not possible given the patient’s lack of cooperation. There was no
occasion to consider an alternate mode of monitoring as Mrs. Sabia’s competent, experienced
attendants reported that repeated checks of fetal heart tones were normal.Whose heart tones
Humes didn’t say, though presumably she meant Little Tony’s. It scarcely mattered. Her
response only added to the committee’s confusion, and to the sense that Humes still wasn’t
cooperating despite her earlier pledge. In her first written account at Linda Nemeth’s request,
two days after the delivery, she’d said she hadn’t been told of any trouble with Donna’s labor. “I
was allowed to plan the management of this delivery . . . trusting that Mrs. Fortuna had found all
parameters of her evaluation of her patient in order,” she wrote. Now she seemed to suggest that
it was Donna’s violent thrashing and “combative behavior” that prevented all those attending her,
including Fortuna, from monitoring the twins. Either way, the committee wasn’t reassured. They
needed to know directly from her just what she’d done, and why.The problem for Humes was
that she wasn’t leaving Norwalk, not entirely, nor could she leave without the hospital’s blessing.
She was keeping her office on East Avenue, along a busy stretch of formerly good houses
converted to professional buildings about a mile from the hospital. She planned to see most of
her patients there, and wanted to assure them that she could rush them to the nearest hospital in
emergencies. Meanwhile, she’d received excellent references from the ob-gyn staff at Stamford
Hospital, but its administration was withholding privileges pending a recommendation from
Whetham and Burke.The more the pressure on Humes escalated, the more impatient—and
suspicious—she grew. Increasingly, she saw the investigation into Donna’s delivery as a witch
hunt, an attempt by the boys’ club to get her just as she was about to be rid of them. The facts,
she felt, spoke for themselves. She’d come to assist with the delivery of a high-risk “service”
patient she’d never seen, the victim of a horrific maloccurrence that had started and ended
before she got there. For two years there had been nothing, not a word. Then this. What did they
want from her? Humes wondered. Couldn’t they see she’d done all she could for the woman?
The damage was already done. She was a good, dedicated doctor. All she wanted was to take
care of her patients, work hard, have a life, garden, be left alone. She was too busy for this. Why
were they persecuting her?Humes had suffered in silence throughout the years of Gay’s lawsuit,
but now her feelings pushed to the surface. The smart thing to do would have been to cooperate.
She could only lose by appearing not to. But being sued by Gay and the Koskoffs had been the
most difficult experience of her life, causing her by turns to feel vexed, disgraced, vilified, self-
pitying, distrustful and, above all, alone. It was like fighting a guerrilla war. Humes felt assaulted
on all sides, plagued by the terrible uncertainty of not knowing who was a friend and who wasn’t.
For this reason, capitulating to even a routine examination of her professional conduct became
neither easy nor simple. Even if she wanted to cooperate, her instinct for self-protection told her
not to. Besides, by now, early fall, the hospital had received Lichtenstein’s initial requests for



Donna’s medical records. And, as Humes well knew, the stakes had jumped.New calculations
were in play. Norwalk, like most hospitals, treated such requests as routine, not bothering even
to inform its lawyers since most inquiries never amounted to a claim: why pay lawyers before you
have to? Peer reviews like Feller’s were themselves confidential—not “discoverable” in a lawsuit
—meaning the Koskoffs couldn’t find out what was said and what action the committee took. On
the other hand, Connecticut had what was known as “joint and several liability”: any party found
even partially responsible for causing an injury could be “held in” and forced to pay the entire
damages. In other words, if the Sabias eventually brought a lawsuit, the results of Feller’s
investigation couldn’t be used against the hospital or Humes; the state had recognized that
medical centers would never investigate their own mistakes and try to correct them if such
efforts, inherently acknowledging blame, could be used against them in court. But the results of
the peer review could bear heavily on who eventually paid, and in what proportion, if either
Humes or the hospital tried to evade accountability by faulting the other.Humes’s hesitancy
reflected these new tensions. She knew that she and the hospital were unalterably opposed.
Whatever had happened during the last days and hours of Donna’s pregnancy, the machinery
was now in place to find someone to blame, and how she and the members of the boys’ club
responded might well determine who it was. They, after all, had managed Donna’s care virtually
up to the moment Humes was called in to deliver the twins. And it was their investigation. It was
her or them.Humes had no appetite for finger-pointing. Ob-gyns were already the most
commonly harassed of all doctors, with three-quarters of them now being sued for malpractice
during their careers, more than a third of them three or more times. Yet to submit to being
blamed oneself was professional suicide. Humes, already traumatized by one lawsuit and
fearing another, and long at odds with her colleagues, at times became so riled that she lost
sight of her own interests. Now, with the hospital bearing down on her, was one of those times.In
November 1986, about a month after Humes responded to Feller’s peer review, Gay v. Humes
was settled quietly in Stamford Superior Court. During the summer, Mary Gay had written to the
judge assigned to the case, an arthritic black jurist then nearing retirement named Robert
Levister, pleading with him to put it on his calendar. Surprisingly, he agreed. Gay recalls that
Mike Koskoff was shocked when he phoned her to tell her the news, although he says he
thought the case would soon be reached anyway. But Gay’s determination—and the results it
brought—never surprised him. He knew Gay to be a formidable force. Indeed, he and
Lichtenstein had initially tried to reject her case against Humes, but changed their minds after
she refused to hear it. “What do you mean?” she’d told Lichtenstein on the phone. “Of course,
you’re going to take it.”Gay readied herself for trial by stalking Humes’s attorney, a small, mild-
mannered Bridgeport defense lawyer named Arnold Bai, in court. Bai was then working on
another obstetrical case involving a girl who was born with brain damage while the obstetrician
in charge was performing an abortion elsewhere in the hospital. For two weeks Gay, a staunch
pro-lifer, got dressed each day in her best clothes, drove to Norwalk, and stared Bai down like a
would-be assassin from the back of the courtroom. “I was in total control of that situation,” she



recalls. “I had his number. I ruffled his feathers. I did it intentionally. It was my kid who was next. I
wanted him to know that I knew what he was doing.”With the trial set to begin, Gay, her husband,
and her son attended a pretrial conference with Levister in Stamford. Mounting the courthouse
steps with Koskoff, she broke into sobs—“like a faucet,” she says. Later, in chambers, Michael
Gay acted out of control and, with Koskoff and an associate of Bai’s watching apprehensively,
Gay cuffed him. Levister admonished her not to be rough with him in front of a jury. “Be sweet
with him. Just let him be himself,” she recalls him saying. Levister, the first black judge in
Connecticut history, then took Michael Gay on his lap and the boy, uncontrollably affectionate,
“slimed the judge’s face,” Gay says. According to Gay, Levister then dismissed the family, turned
to Bai’s associate, and said, “This woman needs some money.” Humes had $1.25 million in
malpractice coverage. The judge thought Gay deserved something more than $1 million. After a
brief discussion Koskoff and Humes’s lawyer agreed to settle the case for $1 million.Gay says
she was stunned when Koskoff came out to tell her the news. “Here I was,” she recalls, “and
these people are putting a freaking price on my son’s head. What could be more barbaric than
putting a price on your child’s life. It was evil.” Later she would have a different reaction, regretting
that she settled for “too little” and wishing she had gotten more.Humes learned about the
negotiations later that day from Bai. She had always believed Michael Gay’s problems were
simply “a poor outcome.” “Malpractice?” she’d ask. “What malpractice?” But Bai had long urged
her to get out of the case as soon as possible, for her own good. “You don’t want to be sued for
more than your coverage” he’d counseled. Now Humes accepted his logic, though it pained her
to do so. Already, Gay’s media forays had left Humes feeling not only wounded but exposed.
Most of the time Gay didn’t refer to her by name, but a recent article in an alternative weekly had
identified Humes as the defendant in Gay’s lawsuit, and Humes had been upset by the publicity.
A trial, she thought, could only be ruinous, especially now with her mounting dispute with
Norwalk Hospital and Lichtenstein’s enquiries about Donna’s delivery. Bitterly, she told Bai to
work up the settlement documents.If Humes had been on bad terms with Feller’s committee to
this point, now they were at war. Litigation-sensitive, they both postured. Meeting with Whetham
less than a month later, on December 5, Humes, on Bai’s advice, refused to discuss Donna’s
complaints. “Accordingly, the meeting was terminated,” Whetham wrote back in a strong letter
meant to document—“paper,” in legal jargon—their discussion. In mid-January, Burke, the chief
of the hospital’s medical staff, also again wrote Humes. Attempting to speed the matter to a
close, he directed her to meet with Feller’s committee within two weeks to answer its questions
or risk “summary suspension.” Humes wrote back to protest the meeting. She said she would
attend only if Bai could be present “since the proceedings . . . might have future legal
repercussions.”Lawyers begat lawyers, which begat a semblance of action. On February 5,
1987, nine months after Feller’s initial inquiry and thirty-four months after Donna’s delivery,
Humes finally met with Feller’s committee. Both sides came girded for confrontation, but despite
the acrimonious buildup, it quickly became clear that there was little to discuss. Humes gave her
account of the birth. There were several questions. Less than a half hour later the committee



concluded that her conduct had been appropriate under the circumstances. With no disciplinary
action taken, Burke and Whetham agreed to recommend Humes to Stamford Hospital, and
Stamford accordingly granted Humes full privileges.FOURLATER THE KOSKOFFS WOULD
WANT to know what killed Michael Sabia and ravaged Little Tony. But not now. Through the fall
and into the winter of 1987, Lichtenstein tackled a simpler set of questions. What were the facts?
Could he find other doctors to say there was malpractice? By whom? Was there sufficient
insurance coverage on the other side? Had they “blown”—exceeded—the statute of limitations?
Ballpark, what was the case worth? Lichtenstein didn’t need to know the whole story, just that it
was worth pursuing.He started with a time line. Poring over Donna’s hospital records, he noted
several red flags. By early 1987, twin pregnancies were by definition “high-risk.” Since more
could, and often did, go wrong with multiple births, and since improved monitoring made it
possible to intervene, doctors routinely watched women with twins more closely. Yet Lichtenstein
couldn’t see that Donna had received any special attention other than being switched to the
higher-risk Friday clinic where, he noted, she’d been examined mostly by nurse-midwives who
generally were barred from managing complicated pregnancies. Lichtenstein didn’t know
whether Norwalk Hospital had special procedures for monitoring twins, but Yale-New Haven, the
state’s premier medical center and the main teaching hospital for Yale Medical School, was
famous for developing such protocols. And Norwalk was affiliated with Yale.Of the dozens of
pages of Donna’s chart, Lichtenstein focused mainly on two, the labor and delivery summary,
and not only because of Humes’s involvement. Almost all obstetrical malpractice cases target
the birth period, for decisive reasons. That’s when it’s easiest to show a link between the actions
of doctors and nurses and, if there’s brain damage, the loss of oxygen presumed to have caused
it. To prove malpractice, a lawyer must show three things: that a doctor or hospital acted
negligently by not adhering to a well-accepted standard of care, that there was harm done, and
that the negligence caused the harm. Lichtenstein knew the Sabias’ best case, especially in light
of joint and several liability—the legal doctrine holding that with two (or more) defendants, in this
case Humes and the hospital, each might have to pay for the other’s misconduct—was to
concentrate on Little Tony’s brain damage and tie it to a botched delivery. Anytime before Donna
went to the hospital that Sunday was a sea of grey, when things could go awry at any moment
and proof of causation, hence blaming, might be unsustainable.Lichtenstein thought the labor
and delivery notes revealed considerable negligence, both by the hospital and Humes. The
labor nurse, Mollie Fortuna, had indicated at about nine-thirty that she couldn’t find a heartbeat
for one of the twins, yet there apparently was no attempt at electronic fetal monitoring from then
until both babies were delivered—vaginally, no less—more than two hours later. What the hell
were they doing all that time? Lichtenstein wondered. That one twin was already dead and out of
harm’s way failed to diminish his outrage. To him Humes was a repeat offender. He’d seen this
before, he thought, with Michael Gay; some conviction against using fetal monitors and doing C-
sections had clouded Humes’s judgement, with the result a terrible tragedy.Suing doctors,
Lichtenstein had come to hold himself equal to them in his ability to detect their mistakes, but he



didn’t rely on intuition and ego alone. He dug into medical texts to find out what was being taught
about treating multiple pregnancies in 1983 and 1984, when Donna was attending the clinic, and
the relevant period for determining what was then a reasonable standard of care in cases like
hers. He combed the literature for articles on twin gestation and electronic fetal monitoring. He
also sent Donna’s records to a prominent academic physician for confidential review. Later he’d
need to find medical experts who would testify publicly, but now Lichtenstein only wanted to
know that he was on the right track. His source was the chairman of ob-gyn at a major teaching
hospital, someone who never testified but was willing to review, discreetly, a few charts a year.
“When he says to me I have a case, I know I not only have a case, I have a homicide,”
Lichtenstein says. He recalls the consultant telling him he could start thinking about buying a
place in the Bahamas.The Yellow Pages are awash with the full-page ads of lawyers who would
have heard this, thought they’d struck gold, and phoned Donna. Lichtenstein disdains such
people as the low, regrettable end of his trade. He says he especially resents how their fast-buck
tactics twist the thinking of the sad, sick people who parade through his office and often take it
out on him. Another lawyer has told them their case is worth $750,000, or $2 million, or $4.5
million, they say: How much can Lichtenstein promise them? Somebody else is screaming
within the first five minutes about the outrageous injustice they’ve suffered; is Lichtenstein such a
bad lawyer he can’t see gross negligence when it jumps up at him?But Lichtenstein hadn’t
become successful by selling himself, or cases, short. He had several tests for accepting a
claim, and a pattern of negligence, no matter how compelling, was only the first. Far more
important was how a case was likely to stand up in front of a jury. Mike Koskoff, who lectured
other lawyers widely on the proper screening of cases, once wrote: “The preparation of a
malpractice case prior to suit must be geared towards trial and not settlement. Insurance
companies are not eager to settle malpractice claims and only do so for adequate reasons when
confronted with well-informed counsel ready to go to trial.” Koskoff’s rationale was simple.
Lawyers knew they had to be selective because they might have to live with a case for a decade
or more. A claim like the Sabias’ could easily cost $100,000 in time and expenses before it got to
trial, where a firm could lose its entire investment. The Koskoffs’ success meant they could
afford to take risks that other lawyers couldn’t, but it also enabled them to shrink those risks
while maximizing their payouts, by taking only cases they thought they could win in court and
nurturing them for the long haul.Here was the Koskoffs’ credo, and the key to their success. They
were trial lawyers, trial advocates. They could imagine no higher calling than to try to sway a jury
to their side and to this end worked every file in the office as if it were headed to court. They
politicized every case, making it a battle of right and wrong, crusaded for their clients, and
spurned easy settlements. Ted Koskoff, Mike’s seventy-three-year-old father, was identified
perhaps as closely as anyone in the country with the idea that a trial lawyer’s job was to stand
between the abuse of power and the individual, preferably in the “public arena” of a courtroom. A
fervent champion of “victims’ rights,” Koskoff had been elected president of the nation’s
organized trial bar, the Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA). Meanwhile, Michael had



done as much as any lawyer in Connecticut to apply his father’s brand of militant trial advocacy
against doctors and hospitals.Now that Lichtenstein had a sense of the merits of Donna’s story,
he began discussing it with the younger Koskoff, wandering into his office and curling up in a
chair across from his desk. Mike Koskoff was four years older than Lichtenstein but looked
younger. He was angular and reedy, taller than Lichtenstein by a few inches at about five feet
nine. Twenty years earlier he’d first gained attention as a young radical lawyer defending alleged
street criminals, and he still enjoyed his image as a firebrand, albeit one who was comfortably
and respectably aging. He had a helmet of salt-and-pepper curls receding prematurely over a
high-domed forehead, militantly arched eyebrows, a long slender nose, dark mustache,
receding chin, and sinuous neck. He resembled Art Garfunkel, bristly and intense but in a mild,
reassuring sort of way.His office was cramped—all the offices but Ted’s were—but in his lair
Koskoff had about him an uncommon ease. Pushing back in his executive chair with his jacket
off as Lichtenstein spoke, his legs extended and loafered feet propped on his desk, he exhibited
a loose-limbed self-confidence. But Koskoff was no vitellone—“little veal,” as Italians call the milk-
fed sons of important men who don’t measure up. During the past decade and a half he had
tried dozens of cases that surpassed technically anything undertaken by his father. A gleaming
power wall of plaques, many from grateful civil rights organizations, attested to his ongoing
political commitment and ability to win demanding cases in the highest courts.As he and
Lichtenstein brainstormed, there really was only one question: Could they get the case to trial?
Did it have the elements? If it did, and they liked it, and they thought it would bring in enough to
satisfy them and the Sabias, they’d take it. Yet that raised another standard, one having to do
only tangentially with medicine and law. Trials, as any courtroom lawyer knows, are only
nominally about law and truth. More often, they’re about the personalities and charisma of the
lawyers themselves. Trials are a form of theater, and the ability to weave dramatic stories and
portray them grippingly in court—as someone once wrote of Ted, to “give the jury a tune it can
whistle after the show lets out”—was as much a Koskoff trademark as crusading for those they
believed to be victims.This was the other distinction that made the Koskoffs perhaps unique
among the lawyers Donna might have gone to. Besides their politics, they were known equally
for their flair for performing and love of the spotlight. Even in Bridgeport, where the city’s patron
saint and one-time mayor, P. T. Barnum, proclaimed himself the “Prince of Humbugs,” and in a
profession that values appearance over fact, the Koskoffs stood out, as Mike says, for the “family
value” of unabashed theatricality.“We’re show people,” he says.Negligence lawyers were bottom
feeders when Ted Koskoff started practicing in Bridgeport in the years after World War II—hardly
what the dramatic young Koskoff had in mind. He’d grown up in modest comfort in New Haven,
in the shadow of Yale, the youngest of seven children and the family prize. His parents were
grocers who had performed in Jewish theater in Russia, and Koskoff nearly dropped out of law
school during the Depression to play the cello before his brother, Yale, a neurosurgeon,
convinced him that he needed a profession. During the war, he’d made a fortune—and avoided
the draft—by opening an ammunition factory. When the war ended, the factory turned to making



collapsible metal rakes, but the implements were poorly designed and broke on the second or
third use. Koskoff, thirty-three, lost everything.Bankrupt and jobless, he decided to launch his
legal career by approaching some of the city’s successful lawyers. “Look,” he told them, “just
send me cases you don’t want, and I’ll try them. And whatever I get for them, I’ll split with
you.”“He would go into court,” Mike recalls, “and try these junky personal injury cases—tough
ones where there was very difficult liability: falldowns, small injuries, questionable injuries—and
come out with wins. That was how he made his reputation, by trying civil cases that everybody
thought were complete losers and getting plaintiffs’ verdicts.”Thank you for downloading this
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content and other great books from Simon & Schuster.or visit us online to sign up atThank you
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Hilda and Herbert WerthONEFEBRUARY 25, 1983DONNA MARIA FITZGERALD GUNNED
THE motor of her 1970 Dodge Dart, slipped through two lanes of traffic, and coasted to a stop
just past the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge on I-95, near Washington, D.C. Minutes earlier
she’d invited a trucker she’d heard on her CB radio to pull over at a rest stop for coffee. He was
trying to duck rush hour, said he didn’t have much time, and offered to share his thermos
instead. They said they’d meet after the bridge. With her daughter Shannon, five, prating with her
dolls on the back seat, Donna smoked a cigarette and waited. At five feet one and 102 pounds,
she had crow-black shoulder-length hair, a tough-pretty face, hard stance, and wary eyes.Tony
Sabia was a sinewy twenty-seven-year-old former Marine barreling south in an empty car carrier
from his home in Norwalk, Connecticut. Possessed of what he calls a “raw attitude,” he was
jocular and blunt, and Donna liked the way he sounded. She wasn’t disappointed when he
climbed out of his truck. Medium height, he wore faded boot-cut jeans, a T-shirt with a beer logo,
military-issue black-frame glasses, and a shaggy copper-brown perm. His combat boots were
meticulously shined and he smoked Kools. They talked and drank Tony’s coffee for about fifteen
minutes. Donna was hard of hearing in one ear, so the hurtling traffic made it hard for her to hear
even though she and Tony almost shouted. She told him she could drive a semi, and Tony said
maybe he’d call some time and they’d drive together.Watching him yank himself into his cab and
roar off, Donna doubted the invitation was sincere. At twenty-four, she’d been on her own “a long
time” and was skeptical of men. Her real father “wasn’t around much,” so her mother had
divorced him, putting Donna and her two sisters up for adoption when Donna was three. After
growing up in spare comfort in the Maryland suburb of Riverdale, outside Washington, she’d fled
home soon after her eighteenth birthday, and her adoptive father had called the police to stop
her. Within a year she’d had Shannon, whose father, a keyboard player with a bar band, was a
nonpresence before and since. Two days before she met Tony, a guy she was seeing had asked



her to marry him. “He just wanted someone to take care of the kids,” she says drolly. “I was, like, ‘I
don’t think so.’ ”When Tony called a week later, Donna was surprised, then elated. They talked
for hours that day and the next. Two weeks later he picked her up and they drove together to
Houston, where they climbed on top of the truck, threw down a blanket, and tanned themselves.
Donna hadn’t felt so free in years. Tony gives a first impression of wiry belligerence. He
smolders. He also chain-smokes and has a bopping insouciance, a bouncy working-class verve
and integrity. Donna was taken with his smile—he had perfect teeth—and his bluntness. When
he called the next time about a run to West Palm Beach, she packed up Shannon, drove to
Norwalk, and left her for three days with Tony’s parents and sister while she and Tony teamed
south. Tony said it would be okay.That—plus eight hundred dollars in long-distance telephone
calls—was their romance. On the phone a week later, Tony proposed. “I don’t know if that’s
exactly how he wanted to do it,” Donna remembers. “But I didn’t let him get away.” So on the
morning of May 4, Tony and Donna drove to the Arco station in Norwalk where Tony’s father
hung out after work, borrowed a hundred dollars, and took I-95 to Virginia. The next morning
they went for blood tests in Arlington, bought two rings at an antique store, and picked a justice
of the peace from the Yellow Pages. After the ceremony they picked up Shannon at kindergarten
and Donna introduced Tony as her new father.They merged their belongings and moved in with
Tony’s parents in Norwalk. The house was a vinyl-sided three-bedroom raised ranch in a
luckless subdivision called Bound Brook Estates, locally known as Sunken Homes. One
hundred and five lots on a reclaimed swamp, the neighborhood was in slow-motion collapse. In
dozens of the lowest-lying houses, windows, walls, floors, and joists buckled and cracked. Pipes
sheared and posts poked helter-skelter through wavy rooflines as houses sagged into the water
table. The whole place, at the heart of Fairfield County, one of the wealthiest counties in
America, was settling into the weak earth. With Tony’s sister and her husband already in one
bedroom and Shannon in another, Tony and Donna commandeered a twin bed in a basement
playroom, the smallest room in the house. Tony bought a water bed, but his mother, fearing it
would sink the house further, made him drain it.His friends know Tony can be maddening; he
has a chip on his shoulder, doesn’t like bosses, seethes when he feels slighted and tends to get
into fist-fights. Getting through to him when he’s made up his mind, says one, is “like telling a
stone wall to move.” But he never doubted his duties as a husband or father. The night after he
and Donna arrived in Connecticut, he foreswore long hauls and went to work with his father,
driving for Standard News, a newspaper delivery company in Stamford. The work was
backbreaking and mindless—heaving 20,000 papers, 40 to 50 in a bundle, onto a truck, then
driving all night to drop-off points throughout southeastern Connecticut. The route, he says, took
him places “the cops won’t even go,” so he bought a black 9-mm pistol, which he kept tucked
under the seat of his cab. But the pay and benefits were good, it was a union shop, and Tony
liked the solitude of the graveyard shift. Also, he could spend his days with Donna while
Shannon was in school. For all its rashness it was not a bad start: they were in love, Tony was
making money, they had a future. Shannon “resented the fact that I left her with people I didn’t



really know” when she and Tony first ran off, Donna says, but the girl was beginning to like Tony’s
father.Then, too soon, they had trouble. After less than a month on the job, Tony hurt his back
swinging a bundle of papers off the back of his truck. He slumped home, “lightning bolts,” he
says, shooting down his right leg. Donna had to lift him into bed. “I couldn’t do shit,” he says. Out
of work and married just two months, he was operated on a few weeks later to remove a
herniated disc. “They were wheeling him out of his room,” Donna recalls, “and they handed me
his watch. Nobody told me what to do. I was just standing there. That’s when I found out he had a
plate. I walked over and found these dentures in a glass by the bed and said, ‘Where the hell did
these come from?’ ” Two days later, friends brought Tony beer in the hospital, and, refusing
painkillers, he shuffled down the street with them to a Fourth of July party, telling the nurses he’d
be back in a couple of hours. He shrugs wryly: “I had my cane, I had my slippers, so I
went.”Tony’s health insurance paid for the operation and a private hospital room, but he hadn’t
been on the job a full twenty-six weeks, and when he was discharged, he lost his coverage. He
got a lawyer to fight his insurer. Then the motor went on his van. “Two weeks after I got out of the
hospital, I was pulling the engine,” he says. “Donna went ballistic.”Donna had always worked.
Before she met Tony, she’d waitressed at a Lum’s, biking fourteen miles each way on an
interstate when she couldn’t afford a car. Now she started hostessing at the Silver Star Diner on
the Post Road in Norwalk. Tony qualified for workmen’s compensation, but money was still tight,
and Tony’s mother resented having to support them. The flash point was the phone—“my
tombstone,” Donna says, gripping a receiver. Missing her mother and sister, she called them
every day. When she wasn’t on the phone, Tony’s sister was. Tony and his father avoided the
issue, but as the bills piled up, Tony’s mother bridled. There were other tensions: about
cleanliness, about noise, about who was doing what around the house, about Shannon, about
Donna’s sleeping late. But with the phone, things spilled over. Finally, Tony’s mother refused to
pay the bill, and the service was cut. “That,” Donna says, “was hard. The worst situation you
could be in is to live with a man in his mother’s house and also have his sister there. Tony’s
mother I tolerated because she was his mother. His father I had a lot of respect for. If he told me
to shut up, I shut up.”In September, Donna awoke feeling nauseous. She bought a home-
pregnancy test, took it home, and confirmed what she already knew, that she was several weeks
pregnant. She and Tony quit sharing the twin bed, and though his back still hurt, he started
sleeping on a sofa. He tried to go back to work, but the company wanted him in a desk job and
he refused. To make ends meet he started selling marijuana, the only time in his life he did so, he
says. Donna tried to stop him, but Tony says he couldn’t see how else to provide for his family.
He pledged to quit as soon as the company let him drive again.Without private health insurance,
Donna started going to the maternity clinic at Norwalk Hospital. The clinic charged $1,200 in
advance, and Tony paid it in installments. Donna had gone to a similar clinic in Maryland when
she was pregnant with Shannon and knew what to expect: crowded waiting rooms, grinding
waits, harried nurses, now-you-see-them-now-you-don’t doctors. Though she dreaded the
waiting, she wasn’t disappointed. Each time she saw the hospital, a maze of brick towers



squatting fortresslike on a hill overlooking downtown Norwalk, she felt a vague comfort. She
trusted hospitals; people in hospitals knew what they were doing.Norwalk’s clinic was staffed
mainly by nurse-midwives, an arrangement just coming into vogue that served the interests of
both the hospital and its obstetricians. Uninsured pregnant women like Donna had long been a
problem for them both. Norwalk, a dour, fading nineteenth-century port city, was surrounded by
some of the richest suburbs in America but was itself poor. The hospital was midsized, urban,
and aging, yet because its local patient base was increasingly low-income, it had been forced to
compete aggressively for insured patients, not only against richer community hospitals in
Greenwich and Stamford but against world-famous university medical centers in New York and
New Haven, both less than an hour away. Making matters worse, it had no house staff—low-paid
doctors and residents—who at those other hospitals treated indigent patients at reduced
cost.Hence the three-year-old clinic. One in five babies at Norwalk was now a clinic birth,
making the clinic one of the hospital’s busiest services. Yet its twelve or so affiliated ob-gyns
were required to attend clinic patients on average only about five days a year, plus four weeks
on-call for deliveries. Otherwise they were left to their private practices. There was a Wednesday
clinic for straightforward, low-risk pregnancies, and a Friday clinic for more complicated cases.
To maintain staff privileges doctors saw clinic patients on Fridays only, rotating monthly without
pay. The plan had an undeniable appeal: the hospital received the doctors’ services for free,
enabling it to cut costs, while the doctors distributed the financial burden of serving Norwalk’s
growing number of uninsured new mothers, who gained access to physicians they normally
couldn’t afford to see.Because Donna had had an uneventful pregnancy with Shannon and was
generally healthy, she was assigned to the Wednesday clinic. It was first-come, first-served, and
she spent the mornings squirming and reading dog-eared magazines until she was seen. She
stopped smoking. In November, Tony went back to work and Donna got a job as a cashier at
Kmart, which had begun hiring for the holidays. They were bringing in real money now, but the
phone was still shut off. After her clinic visits Donna called her mother from pay phones.Donna’s
belly grew quickly and Tony joked about it, crudely but in a way that also made her laugh. He told
her, “If it’s twins, I’m gonna kill you and eat the babies.” His malevolence was feigned, but Donna
was worried and knew Tony must have been worried, too. What if there were twins? Where
would they put them? Their room was “wall-to-wall furniture” as it was. Besides the water-bed
frame, which now held a queen-sized mattress, there also was a couch, a TV table, and,
because they had no closet, a metal clothes rack. There was a hanging bedsheet for one wall.
Christmas was approaching and Donna already felt faint after standing for eight hours at work.
Her back was killing her. She was so big already, she couldn’t imagine carrying one baby, much
less two, another four months.Because she was growing so quickly, the clinic sent her for an
ultrasound exam, on December 5. Donna hoped the test would show she was having just one
big healthy baby, and when she couldn’t distinguish the grainy images on the little black-and-
white monitor in the examining room, she felt reassured. Then the radiologist performing the
exam told her he could see two hearts, bladders, and stomachs. Donna laid her head on the



table and cried.She would remember him saying little else, but in a written report to the clinic, the
radiologist raised two concerns. The baby on the left, Twin A, appeared larger than Twin B,
though how much was unclear. And, he noted, there seemed to be a “moderate” excess of
amniotic fluid, possibly indicating other problems. These could include birth defects, congenital
viruses, maternal diabetes, fetal heart failure, and the risk that one of the twins was thriving at
the other’s expense, an imbalance which, if severe enough, could result in the death of the
deprived twin. In his note the radiologist suggested that Donna be monitored with subsequent
ultrasounds.Donna was afraid to tell Tony the news about the twins. When she did, he lit a
cigarette, clenched his jaw, and laughed: about his morbid threat, about the apparent conception
date a week after he came home from the hospital with his bad back, especially about the twin
bed. Whatever happened, he told her, they would handle it. Donna wasn’t sure, but she believed
him. She quit her job at Kmart, and started eating better and resting more.With the discovery
that she was carrying twins, Donna was switched to the higher risk Friday clinic, which cost
another $400. Four weeks later, on January 5, she went for a second ultrasound. The smaller
twin now had turned and was head down, allowing the radiologist to compare head sizes, which
seemed slightly different. Overall, he estimated that Twin A weighed about 18 percent more than
Twin B. Consistent development in twins is desirable, but as a tool for measuring fetuses
ultrasound is notoriously inexact. In his report, the radiologist noted that the disparity might
simply be within the statistical margin of error.Whatever concerns were raised by Donna’s
sonograms were not reflected in her visits to the clinic. There she and the babies were thought to
be thriving. They seemed to be doing so well, in fact, that two weeks after her second ultrasound
the staff proposed that she see a doctor not every visit, as planned, but every other visit.
Hospital guidelines for the Friday clinic called for “medical management,” meaning that although
the doctor on rotation was in charge of monitoring a patient’s progress and directing care, he
didn’t have to examine the patient directly. The nurse-midwives were capable of that. The
alternating-week arrangement was approved by the physician on staff for January.Though
Donna felt fine, her next ultrasound was on January 27. This time, the radiologist wrote,
everything appeared normal: heart rates, amniotic fluid, even the relative sizes of the twins,
which he estimated to be about equal. With the babies approximately the same size, and no
further evidence of excess fetal fluid, he advised the clinic that a follow-up ultrasound might still
be done, but only if “clinically indicated”—if either Donna or the fetuses seemed to have a
problem.Beginning her third trimester, Donna felt huge but in no way ill. Out of work and with little
to do, she spent long hours again on the phone. She was often lonely and restless, and on an
afternoon in February she took Shannon sledding on a local hill. She fell in the snow, hard, on
her butt, she says. Scrabbling awkwardly to her feet, she laughed it off. Her body was becoming
ridiculous. She looked forward to getting it back after the twins came.Tony’s health insurance
was reinstated on March 1, but by then Donna had no thought of switching to a private doctor
even though she could now afford one. She was at thirty-four weeks—almost at term. Moreover,
she liked and trusted the nurse-midwives. She now knew all of them by name, and they knew



her. Six years earlier, when she’d had Shannon, she’d understood little about giving birth. First
she hadn’t known she was in labor. Then she’d had no one to take her to the hospital. She’d
ended up calling an ambulance and laboring alone for eighteen and a half hours: “Here I am not
knowing any of the doctors,” she recalls. “I’m spread-eagle for all these people, and they take an
X-ray because they don’t think I’m big enough to deliver her. After the X-ray I collapse.” This time,
Donna thought, she’d be prepared. With her mother and sister in Maryland and Tony’s family
offering little in the way of comfort, the midwives would be her allies during the delivery.March in
Norwalk was typically muddy and grim. At Sunken Homes new fissures appeared with the thaw.
Sewer lines buckled under the shifting weight of some of the houses, spreading sewage
underneath and unleashing a malignant stench. Tony’s family was luckier: floors sagged, but
held. Donna cleaned as much as she could, but the tensions with Tony’s mother and sister, the
latter also now several months pregnant, only increased. She fought with them—then, more and
more, with Tony. They started looking for their own place, but everything was too expensive or
too small. Donna seemed sullen and anxious, Tony coiled.On Friday, March 30, Donna was
examined during her regular clinic visit by Barbara McManamy, a nurse-midwife whom she’d
seen on at least one other occasion, the day of her first ultrasound. McManamy had recently
taken on added responsibility for running the clinic, and Donna thought her especially capable
and caring. Slender, pert, intelligent—she had a masters degree from Columbia University—
McManamy, thirtyish, was a young mother herself. She wore her sandy hair in a neat pageboy
and her pale eyes were warm and blue. Donna trusted her.McManamy examined her belly,
measuring the position of the babies and hearing two heartbeats. It had been the midwives’
suggestion to alternate Donna’s clinic visits between a physician and a midwife, a decision
McManamy felt strongly had benefited both Donna and the hospital. Because twins are
generally smaller than singletons, the greatest risk to them is premature delivery. But Donna, at
thirty-eight weeks, was now a week past the acceptable delivery date for twins, who because
they develop quicker can also survive earlier outside the womb, and so the burden of care had
shifted from preventing her from giving birth too soon to ensuring that she didn’t deliver too late.
McManamy told Donna she was doing great; the babies were of ample size and by every
indication doing well, and so was she. To herself McManamy was even more emphatic; twin
pregnancies, she thought, “don’t go any better.” At Norwalk as elsewhere, midwives struggle for
professional respect. Donna’s successful pregnancy was evidence to McManamy that they
could collaborate with doctors even in difficult cases.That night Tony wanted to go out with
friends and he and Donna argued. Donna wanted to go with him; he didn’t want her to go. When
he got ready to leave, Donna tried to stop him, and Tony pushed her up against the wall, not
hard but enough to startle her. “I was in front of the door,” she says. “He moved me.” Later, when
Tony went to work, she shook the incident off.Tony slept late the next morning while Donna
straightened up the kitchen and mopped the floor. Taking this burst of energy as a sure sign she
was about to go into labor, Donna swung between excitement and nervousness. She found it
impossible, she says, to think logically about her situation. She and Tony, after a year of scraping



by, were about to have twins, but they had no place to put them. Her mother had sent two big
boxes filled with thrift-shop gatherings—receiving blankets, burp pads, bottles, clothes—but they
had no bassinets and no place for them where they were living, a tiny room below grade in a
swamp filled with fly ash. Her mother had crocheted matching blue baby buntings (at the second
ultrasound, they’d found out that one baby was a boy but were unsure about the sex of the
other), but otherwise they had no idea what to expect.When Tony woke up that afternoon,
Donna apologized. “Even though we had a fight the night before, and I didn’t get my way, it
always blew over,” she says. Tony, too, was no longer angry, though he didn’t show it. Whatever
his anxieties, he preferred, now that he was back at work and earning good money, to
concentrate on planning, and getting, ahead. Saturday was a big night for overtime. Because of
the fat Sunday papers, Tony could go in early for “shape-time,” work ten to thirteen hours, and
“pick up six hundred, seven hundred bucks” for a night’s work. He dressed, ate, and left the
house early.With Tony still at work, Donna awoke the next day, Sunday, April 1, 1984, alone. She
was spotting and had light contractions. About eight o’clock she dragged herself up, went to the
bathroom, and got dressed. Not wanting to disturb—or owe anything more to—Tony’s family, she
decided to drive herself to the hospital. Tony’s sister, also a clinic patient, heard her opening the
front door and grabbed the car keys. They arrived at the reception area at about eight-thirty.Tony,
stopping shortly afterward at the Arco station before heading home, was met by his father.“You
better go up to the hospital,” his father told him. “Your wife’s up there.”Tony, still in work clothes,
shrugged. “No, I better go to the diner and eat. It’s gonna be a long day.”Dr. Maryellen Humes
was asleep when the phone rang at about 10 A.M. She was a handsome woman, forty-four
years old, with tousled apricot-colored hair, trim features, and strong, tapered legs and hands.
Even when she was exhausted, which was often, she moved with athleticism and authority, as if
charging up a fairway after a strong drive. Humes slept the same way she ate, irregularly, the
result of a busy and unpredictable life. Though she had a warm, gentle manner that patients
appreciated, she made decisions in intense, pressurized bursts. Rousing herself, she
anticipated the reason for the call. Two hours earlier she’d begun her first clinic rotation of the
new year at Norwalk Hospital; for the next two weeks, besides attending her own patients, she
was in charge of all clinic deliveries. Humes listened attentively. A patient named Donna Sabia
was at the hospital in active labor with twins. She was at term—there were no red flags—but the
second baby was in a breech position.Humes dressed quickly as she weighed the situation. She
was reassured by three things: that the caller was Barbara McManamy, that McManamy was at
the hospital, and that McManamy knew the patient. As the only woman ob-gyn in the
department and the most junior, Humes knew she might well have been contacted by someone
less helpful, less simpatico, than McManamy. She also knew McManamy had trained at one of
the most notorious public hospitals in New York City, North Central Bronx, a crucible for nurse-
midwives equivalent to combat for thoracic surgeons. As she left the house, Humes thought that
whatever the complications of delivering twins for a woman she’d never seen before, having to
second-guess her next-in-command wouldn’t be one of them.Humes plotted Donna’s delivery



as she sped down I-95 in her Saab from Westport, the next town up the coast from Norwalk. She
focused on the breech twin. She would need an ultrasound machine and someone from
radiology to use it to determine the baby’s position; someone with surgical skills to assist with a
possible C-section, an anesthesiologist; a second pediatrician.She arrived at the maternity suite
by ten-thirty and was met at the nurse’s station by McManamy. Breech births, so named
because the buttocks are presented first, increase the risk of complications, including cord
accidents and oxygen loss to the newborn which, if sustained, can cause brain damage. Humes
told McManamy she thus was preparing for a C-section for Twin B if she couldn’t turn the baby
by hand. McManamy informed her that Donna’s labor had progressed rapidly and that she’d
been admitted by a veteran nurse, Mollie Fortuna. Hospital procedure called for checking fetal
heart rates with an electronic monitor upon admission, but McManamy didn’t mention fetal
monitoring strips, and Humes, trusting those further down the hierarchy to tell her what she
needed to know, didn’t ask.Down the hall Donna labored in a small, spare room. She writhed
and screamed with each contraction as Tony’s sister stood by anxiously, unable to help her.
When Humes arrived, she introduced herself, then quickly examined Donna. She noted that her
cervix was soft and slightly less than halfway dilated. Her waters hadn’t broken, and Humes
could feel the downward pressure of the first twin’s head on her finger. The babies were coming
fast; there was little time. Humes offered Donna her encouragement, then left to begin
marshaling a medical team while McManamy stayed with Donna. Humes, who’d borne three
daughters with “nary a drop” of painkiller, thought as she left the room that she’d rarely seen a
patient more agitated.From the nurse’s station Humes made several quick phone calls—to
Radiology; to Dr. Stuart Danoff, a pediatrician specializing in newborns; to Dr. Shubhinder Puri,
an anesthesiologist—and asked them to stand by. She disliked leaving Donna, but made the
calls herself because doctors in hospitals prefer to be enlisted for help by other doctors, not
support staff. Humes then went across the hall to look for a resident to help with the cesarean.
Discovering no other ob-gyns “in the house,” she paged a physician’s assistant in Surgery.
Humes had done cesareans when the person scrubbing beside her was a staff nurse. She
preferred a more skilled pair of hands. She kept trying.The pace of Donna’s labor picked up. Dr.
Avelino Maitem, a Philippine-born radiologist fresh from a game of racquetball, arrived with a
resident. Crowding with Humes into the labor room, they found Donna thrashing wildly.
“Everybody was hysterical,” recalls Maitem. Donna was grunting and begging McManamy for
painkillers. She was on her back, sweating, crying, breathless. Maitem, who was skilled but not
an expert at ultrasound techniques, had time only to sweep the transducer across the upper
right portion of her belly. He, Humes, and the resident then retreated to discuss the position of
the second twin as McManamy, exasperated, thought but didn’t say, “Come on! This woman
can’t hold still like this!”Humes and the radiologists left the room just before Tony arrived at about
eleven. He was testy and taciturn, as alien here as at a convent. McManamy sensed in him a
hostility that worried her enough to mention it to Humes. He hadn’t slept and may have been
reacting to Donna’s overwrought condition and the chaos swirling around her. People were



racing in and out of the room. Donna, heaving and grunting, barked that she hated him and
wanted to kill him. Not one to say much when it’s not called for, he absorbed it all watchfully, eyes
like rivets.Humes struggled to stay ahead by planning the logistics of the delivery. She ordered a
room set up for a twin birth: two baby stations, both sides of the table; two bassinets; two ID tags;
“double everything,” says Tony. With Donna so far along, the first birth would be vaginal. Most
likely it would go fast, leaving only minutes to assess the condition of the second twin before
deciding whether to do a cesarean. Humes ordered Mollie Fortuna to ask the radiologists to don
outer jumpsuits and shoe covers and stay nearby. Danoff, the pediatrician, was already there. A
second pediatrician was paged. Humes went to change into surgical scrubs. Another patient
laboring nearby was almost completely dilated and shrieking terribly—parallel havoc on the
floor.Hurrying, Humes took a call from a postpartum nurse, Shirley Brown. It was checkout time
on the ward, and Brown said she needed Humes at once. “She said, ‘Can you get over here?
We’ve got patients to be discharged, we want to clear out these beds,’ ” Humes recalls. Humes
told her she had a patient in tumultuous labor and was too busy to review charts and give home-
care instructions to patients she didn’t know. Brown persisted; Humes was the only one
available. Humes consulted McManamy. They agreed McManamy would call her as soon as
Donna was taken into delivery. Irritated, Humes left the delivery suite, fast-walking some fifty feet
to the postpartum area.Donna’s labor had become “booming . . . violent . . . like she’d been shot
out of a cannon,” Humes acknowledges. Earlier, Donna had told McManamy she was happy
finally to be having the babies—now she was too wracked with pain to speak coherently. Again,
she pleaded for painkillers, but McManamy told her it could hurt the babies. Clutching Donna’s
face so close to hers that she could feel her breath, she exhorted her to hang on.By eleven-
thirty, Donna felt about to burst. With Humes still off the ward, McManamy and a nurse yanked
the rails up on Donna’s bed, shouldered it into the hall, and scrambled thirty feet to the delivery
suite. Humes returned just as Donna, panting, her face almost the color of blood, climbed
exhaustedly onto the delivery table, threw up her legs, and kicked the right stirrup so hard it
clanged to the floor. McManamy positioned herself on the catcher’s stool. “Push!” she yelled,
and Donna obeyed. The baby’s head appeared—a dark, hairy spot drenched in a torrent of fetal
water. With a scissors McManamy slit an inch of Donna’s perineum, which spurted blood. Donna
didn’t feel it. She bore down and screamed. With several pushes the baby’s head was out. After
another, McManamy held the slippery newborn in her hands.She would not forget the feeling.
The baby was limp, flaccid, like a sack of water. A boy, his limbs dangled and he was ashen,
almost yellow. He made no effort to breathe. McManamy rushed to hand the baby to Danoff, who
began to suction fluid from his nose and mouth. His Apgar score, which rates newborn vitality on
a scale of 1 to 10, was 1. Zero is death.Seeing what was happening, Humes scrambled to
rescue the second twin. She requested the ultrasound transducer from Maitem, who stood by,
and began scouring Donna’s belly, thinking it might not be too late to take the baby by cesarean.
It was. The baby came almost immediately, feet first, in a flurry of spasmodic pushes from
Donna.He was dead. Smaller than the other twin, his color was russet and his fetal water was



lightly stained with meconium—feces—indicating prior distress. He was fully formed, and
Humes noted that the skin on his buttocks and testicles was soft and beginning to slough off, as
if it had been scalded. Having trained for four years as a pathologist before becoming an
obstetrician, she knew at once he had been dead for some time. He was starting to
decompose.Watching, Tony and Donna were staggered. They didn’t know what to think or feel,
and their confusion was mirrored in the desolate faces around them. Danoff, steely-eyed,
continued to work on the newborn, trying to resuscitate him. And Humes received the afterbirth,
which Donna expelled in one final gasping paroxysm. Otherwise no one spoke.With death,
medicine becomes perfunctory. The hospital’s procedures for dealing with stillbirths were to
notify the admitting office; fill out a death slip noting sex, time of birth, weight and length;
ascertain whether the family wishes to see the baby; clamp cord with plastic disposable clamp;
cleanse baby; pad wrists and tie together; and remove body from delivery room as soon as
possible. Tony saw the procedures differently: “They just threw him on the table like a piece of
meat,” he says.As Danoff removed the surviving twin to the nursery, Humes cleared the room,
leaving just herself, McManamy, Tony, and Donna. Humes says she was “crushed . . . distraught,”
but she also felt she needed to try to make sense of what had occurred and to comfort the
Sabias. She examined the dead child and then, at greater length, the placenta. Fortuna came in
inquiring about a yellowish discharge she said she’d seen earlier; Humes cut her off, thinking the
timing of this inquiry inappropriate and insensitive. Then, cradling the dead infant, she showed
Tony and Donna their son. She thought that to grieve properly they needed to see that he “wasn’t
deformed in any way.” She knew parents often blame themselves for stillbirths and worry about
having more children. “The purpose was to show them that this was a cord accident,” she says. “I
didn’t want them to have nightmares.”She also showed them the afterbirth. It was blood-rich and
glimmering. Humes noted that the three vessels in the second baby’s umbilical cord lacked the
usual protective coating and were rooted tenuously in the delicate membrane on the surface of
the placenta, where they were exposed and vulnerable. One artery appeared to have torn some
time earlier as evidenced by a blood clot near the site of the tear. Humes knew a more thorough
investigation was needed to establish the precise cause of death; having done as many as four
or five such investigations a week as a pathology resident, and knowing that they often required
up to two weeks of rigorous examination and study, she was careful not to offer speculative
conclusions. Yet as the Sabias recall it, she told them that the smaller baby had somehow
slashed one of its cord vessels, shutting off its blood and oxygen supply, and that the other twin,
sensing the danger, “gave his blood” to his dying brother through the vessels of the placenta. Ob-
gyns call this exchange of fetal blood through the placenta “twin-to-twin transfusion,” a phrase
Donna remembered as “twin-to-twin gestation.” Humes insists the phrase did not—could not
have—come from her.For Tony and Donna, the next twenty-four hours were a jumble. They had
one dead son and one whose condition was grave and about whom they were getting scant
information. Donna was moved to a recovery area, then to a room with a woman who’d just had
a normal birth. When the sight of the woman’s nursing was too much for her, the hospital gave



her a private room and posted a DO NOT DISTURB sign. Tony’s sister came up, and Tony left to
tell his parents. Finally, Donna was alone. She cried inconsolably. “I was in a state of shock,” she
says.A priest came in. He told her the surviving twin wasn’t expected to make it through the
night, and asked if Donna wanted him to deliver last rites. She said she didn’t know and wanted
to talk to Tony about it. The next morning Tony arrived early and the situation was different. The
first baby was still alive, hooked up to a bank of machines in a critical care unit. He was having
seizures but was breathing on his own. He wore an oxygen mask. Under five and a half pounds,
he seemed to Tony no bigger than a cat.Donna and Tony talked about names. Family was
important to them both: it was all they had to bestow. Tony was Anthony Sabia Jr. They’d planned
to name their firstborn son Anthony Sabia III and the second for Donna’s adoptive father, William
Thomas. Now they agonized, “How the hell could we say which name should live on, so to
speak?” Tony says. They decided to hedge. They named the live baby Tony John. The dead twin
they called Michael James. They liked the way it sounded.All through the morning people came
and went, including Humes and McManamy. Everyone was solicitous, caring; questions were
broached gently. A nurse asked if they would allow an autopsy on Michael, to determine what
had killed him. Tony said, “You’re gonna cut him open, I’m gonna be there.” The hospital refused.
Tony says, “In Okinawa, I pulled a guy out of a jeep that got his legs blown off. I pulled people out
of wrecks on the damn interstate.” He had no doubt he could watch the dissection of his son and
thought his job as a father demanded as much. Staring down the hospital, he felt vindicated. “I
guess they were afraid I didn’t have the stomach for it.” When Michael was finally brought to
them, Donna couldn’t bear to hold him. He was wrapped in a cloth and still streaked from the
birth. “How could they offer for us to say goodbye to our child and not bathe him?” Donna says, “I
said to Tony, ‘If you want, take a picture. I don’t ever want to see him like that.’ ” It was the first
time they realized that the boys were identical.“I was lost,” Donna recalls. “I didn’t understand it. I
didn’t understand why Michael was gone and Little Tony was very sick. I even called the priest
that baptized Little Tony. My brother Dennis and I had a conversation about Michael, whether he
would go to heaven or hell. The priest basically told me that Michael was in limbo, more or less.
Because he was never really born.”As for Little Tony, they relied, as Donna had, on the hospital.
“We accepted what was said,” Tony says.Humes strode into Linda Nemeth’s office the next
morning agitated and upset. Nemeth was the assistant chair of nursing, a veteran supervisor
well respected within the hospital. Doctors in their professional relationships, especially with
nurses, value competence and composure, and Nemeth displayed both. Equally to the point,
Humes was her gynecologist and her mother’s: they were friendly, and Humes needed a friend.
Nemeth knew without being told why Humes was there. Doctors and hospitals call unfavorable
results “bad outcomes.” For insurance if not always for medical reasons, such mishaps are
usually reported quickly. The news of the previous day’s events in obstetrics had officially made
the rounds that morning, amplified by the twitchings of the hospital’s rumor mill.Humes wasted
no time: she wanted Nemeth to investigate Mollie Fortuna’s actions during Donna’s delivery.
From the instant she’d held Michael Sabia she’d been gripped by bewilderment and anger. She



was sure he’d died well before birth, certainly a day, maybe more. Yet Donna had been in the
hospital for more than three hours before delivering and nobody had known she was carrying a
dead child. Reviewing Donna’s chart after the delivery, Humes had seen a notation made at 9:20
A.M. when Donna was admitted to the labor area. Under “FH,” for fetal heart rates, it said,
“A-170; unable to find Twin B?” The entry, made some forty minutes before McManamy called
her at home, was in Fortuna’s handwriting.Humes’s distress was palpable, and Nemeth could
see where she was heading. Either Fortuna, the on-duty nurse, had reported the failure to locate
a second heartbeat, presumably to McManamy, or she hadn’t. Judging by McManamy’s shock in
the delivery room, Humes suspected it was the latter. (Fortuna says that she did report it.) In
either case, Humes was allowed to proceed with the delivery without being told there was a
problem.Nemeth weighed the implications of Humes’s complaint. The hospital had what she
calls a “horrendous” outcome on its hands. Humes wasn’t a hospital employee, but Fortuna and
McManamy were. If either of them had failed to report vital information, and that failure resulted
in injury, the hospital could be held liable in a lawsuit. Already, its “risk managers” were involved;
senior administrators had been alerted. If the lawyers hadn’t been called, they would be that
day.Nemeth was supportive but noncommittal. She told Humes to file a written account of the
delivery. That afternoon she called Fortuna to her office. A labor nurse at Norwalk for more than
twenty years, Fortuna was plainly distressed. Nemeth told her she was suspended for five days
pending an investigation. That Friday, Nemeth called her in again and, with a union
representative present, fired her. “I told her,” Nemeth says, “that this was an inexcusable incident,
so severe that we could no longer keep her on staff, and that she was terminated immediately.”
Later, under pressure from the nurses’ union, Nemeth would write Fortuna a “very broad, bland
recommendation” for a job at a nursing home.Tony wanted to bury Michael on top of his
grandfather. As he saw it, it was either open the grave of a family member for the sock-drawer-
sized coffin, or a potter’s field, and Tony resented even the thought of a pauper’s burial. Shaken,
his father gave his blessing, but his aunt, who maintained the gravesite, told Tony she’d have him
arrested if he tried it. Piqued, she said, “Why don’t you bury him with your sisters and brother?”
As far as he knew, Tony was the oldest of three children—besides his sister, also named Donna,
he has a brother, John. He knew nothing about any dead siblings. He asked his father about it
but got no answer and so let the matter drop. He was too preoccupied to pursue the remark
further. Resentfully, he thought, Here you got enough to deal with and you got an aunt that’s
throwing some bullshit in your face.Burial was that Wednesday at St. John’s Cemetery in Darien,
in a plot for indigent children. The Metro-North commuter link to New Canaan bisects the
graveyard, which is bordered on the south by the Noroton River, a narrow muddy stream still
swollen that day from a month of spring rains. On the other side of the river sits a rock-crushing
plant, today hidden behind a twenty-foot fence but at that time visible. The children’s field
consisted of two slivers of shaded bottomland at the river’s edge. The gravestones were small
and close together. Some of the children had lived a day, others a year. More than a few had
died nameless, their stones reading only OUR BELOVED BABY or CORNELIO TWINS or BABY



MALDONADO. In a gesture of respect, the gravel plant shut down its deafening machinery for
ten or fifteen minutes when the Sabias’ procession pulled up and halted.Fewer than a dozen
people huddled in the sunlight—Donna, Tony, their siblings, two or three friends. Tony’s mother
came, but his father, engulfed in a private grief, stayed home. Each mourner held a red rose. As
two of the men removed the casket from the hearse, Donna stumbled behind them. She had
come straight from the hospital and was wearing heels for the first time since the birth. She was
so shaky Tony had to clutch her to keep her from collapsing. A priest who’d been conducting
another funeral came over and said a few words, but Tony and Donna found no solace in prayer.
“There really was nothing to be said,” Tony recalls.Afterward, Tony wandered off for a cigarette
and made a discovery—a single flat headstone with the names of three other Sabia children:
Karen, Elizabeth Ann, and his own name, Anthony Jr. They had died, at ages four, one, and
eight months, respectively, in 1951, five years before he was born. He still didn’t know what to
think, but he associated the headstone, and his aunt’s blurted comment, with a half-
remembered taunt. He’d been in a fight as a teenager, and the other kid said something about
his family and a fire. Walking back to the car, he assumed his parents had lost three children in
an unmentionable tragedy, and had dealt with it by burying it and starting over. Figuring he’d
probably have done the same, he decided not to bring it up.Michael’s death had consumed him
and Donna, but they also felt thankful for Little Tony. He, at least, was alive. After three days in
the pediatric special care unit—wired, intubated, and receiving around-the-clock attention—his
seizures had diminished. Heavy doses of two anticonvulsives, phenobarbital and Dilantin, kept
him sluggish, and he occasionally was short of breath and required oxygen. But his heart and
lungs appeared generally strong. He had what the doctors called “positive suck reflex,” and
Donna was able to feed him. He opened his eyes and seemed more or less alert, although his
pupils remained fixed and dilated—“nonreactive.” He was moving all his limbs and responding to
pain. Severely anemic at birth, he’d “pinked up”; the volume of red cells in his blood had
increased.Tony and Donna were hopeful. As an antidote to Michael’s death, Little Tony’s survival
gave them what is most often urged on parents of stillborns—another child. True, he was a
“twinless twin” (Liberace, Thornton Wilder, and Ed Sullivan were others), born live after a twin
had died in utero and said to share a legacy of survivor guilt, pain, and loss. Still, Tony and
Donna were encouraged. Elvis Presley’s twin brother, Jesse Garon Presley, emerged stillborn
moments before Elvis’s birth, and his mother later said Elvis seemed born with the strength of
both boys. Tony and Donna felt similarly about Little Tony. He had “given his blood” to save his
dying brother. A more gallant act was hard to imagine.They started thinking ahead. Donna
blamed the tensions of the past several months, especially with Tony, on their living
arrangement. “We wouldn’t be living at his mother’s house if he hadn’t hurt his back,” she says.
“He swore to me he wouldn’t bring Little Tony back there.” That Thursday, the day Donna was
released from the hospital, they took Shannon to see Little Tony, and she treated him sweetly. He
still was dependent on around-the-clock care and far from ready to go home, but Donna for the
first time glimpsed that he, much more than the death of his brother, would change their



lives.She and Tony knew Little Tony had suffered brain damage: that much the doctors had
made clear. But how much and what kind they didn’t know, nor did they ask. Their hopefulness
worked like a baffle. They knew Little Tony’s situation was perilous, but either didn’t hear or didn’t
understand when the doctors brought up the future. Whether this was simply their walling out
more pain or the cautious pessimism of doctors who knew it was too early to predict what would
happen the next day, much less years from now—or, just as likely, the evasiveness of medical
people conditioned to expect lawsuits when things go wrong and who may have feared Tony and
Donna’s reaction to more bad news—the result was the same: a disconnection. On April 13, for
instance, Tony and Donna visited Little Tony after a night during which his heart rate had slowed
dangerously. A CAT scan had shown some deadening of brain tissue that doctors thought was
consistent with the cutoff of oxygen near the time of birth. Now they feared damage to that
portion of the brain that regulated the heart. “Situation grave,” a physician’s assistant wrote in
Little Tony’s record, “family told of likelihood of impairment of intellectual function, etc.” Yet the
next day, the same physician’s assistant observed: “Prognosis remains poor. Parents in to see
patient—seem optimistic.”Tony went back to work. He found them a walk-up apartment on Flax
Hill Road in south Norwalk. It was in a green, wood-frame double-decker, and though it was
thirty-one steps up from the street, it was roomy and had a big kitchen, something Tony and
Donna had always wanted. Across the street was the Miracle Temple Church of Christ; a few
blocks away, a convenience store and a laundromat. Steel garbage cans lined the curb.Donna
pumped her breasts several times a day, delivering the milk to the hospital and sitting with Little
Tony while he tried to take it from a bottle. On Easter, she says, “We all got dressed and went up
to see him.” They were pleased when the nurses took Polaroid pictures of all the babies and
displayed them over their Isolettes. Tony cleaned the apartment, and managed to move in the
last of their things on April 24. The next day, with Little Tony’s prognosis now elevated to “fair,” he
was circumcised. Two days later, after a month in the special-care unit, he was released from
Norwalk Hospital.Tony and Donna stopped at the cashier’s office before leaving the building.
Though their health insurance covered 100 percent of Little Tony’s hospital stay, Tony recalls, he
was told he owed a balance of several thousand dollars. “I ain’t giving you a dime,” he snorted
angrily. He and Donna left without paying. Then, after stopping at a drugstore for phenobarbital,
Dilantin, Enfamil, and Pampers and at Tony’s parents’ house, they drove Little Tony and
Shannon to the apartment on Flax Hill. Despite Little Tony’s difficulties and the concerns of the
hospital staff, they believed the worst was over. “We were excited,” Donna says, “that after a
month he was finally coming home and we were going to be in our own
place.”ONEONEFEBRUARY 25, 1983DONNA MARIA FITZGERALD GUNNED THE motor of
her 1970 Dodge Dart, slipped through two lanes of traffic, and coasted to a stop just past the
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Bridge on I-95, near Washington, D.C. Minutes earlier she’d invited a
trucker she’d heard on her CB radio to pull over at a rest stop for coffee. He was trying to duck
rush hour, said he didn’t have much time, and offered to share his thermos instead. They said
they’d meet after the bridge. With her daughter Shannon, five, prating with her dolls on the back



seat, Donna smoked a cigarette and waited. At five feet one and 102 pounds, she had crow-
black shoulder-length hair, a tough-pretty face, hard stance, and wary eyes.Tony Sabia was a
sinewy twenty-seven-year-old former Marine barreling south in an empty car carrier from his
home in Norwalk, Connecticut. Possessed of what he calls a “raw attitude,” he was jocular and
blunt, and Donna liked the way he sounded. She wasn’t disappointed when he climbed out of his
truck. Medium height, he wore faded boot-cut jeans, a T-shirt with a beer logo, military-issue
black-frame glasses, and a shaggy copper-brown perm. His combat boots were meticulously
shined and he smoked Kools. They talked and drank Tony’s coffee for about fifteen minutes.
Donna was hard of hearing in one ear, so the hurtling traffic made it hard for her to hear even
though she and Tony almost shouted. She told him she could drive a semi, and Tony said maybe
he’d call some time and they’d drive together.Watching him yank himself into his cab and roar
off, Donna doubted the invitation was sincere. At twenty-four, she’d been on her own “a long
time” and was skeptical of men. Her real father “wasn’t around much,” so her mother had
divorced him, putting Donna and her two sisters up for adoption when Donna was three. After
growing up in spare comfort in the Maryland suburb of Riverdale, outside Washington, she’d fled
home soon after her eighteenth birthday, and her adoptive father had called the police to stop
her. Within a year she’d had Shannon, whose father, a keyboard player with a bar band, was a
nonpresence before and since. Two days before she met Tony, a guy she was seeing had asked
her to marry him. “He just wanted someone to take care of the kids,” she says drolly. “I was, like, ‘I
don’t think so.’ ”When Tony called a week later, Donna was surprised, then elated. They talked
for hours that day and the next. Two weeks later he picked her up and they drove together to
Houston, where they climbed on top of the truck, threw down a blanket, and tanned themselves.
Donna hadn’t felt so free in years. Tony gives a first impression of wiry belligerence. He
smolders. He also chain-smokes and has a bopping insouciance, a bouncy working-class verve
and integrity. Donna was taken with his smile—he had perfect teeth—and his bluntness. When
he called the next time about a run to West Palm Beach, she packed up Shannon, drove to
Norwalk, and left her for three days with Tony’s parents and sister while she and Tony teamed
south. Tony said it would be okay.That—plus eight hundred dollars in long-distance telephone
calls—was their romance. On the phone a week later, Tony proposed. “I don’t know if that’s
exactly how he wanted to do it,” Donna remembers. “But I didn’t let him get away.” So on the
morning of May 4, Tony and Donna drove to the Arco station in Norwalk where Tony’s father
hung out after work, borrowed a hundred dollars, and took I-95 to Virginia. The next morning
they went for blood tests in Arlington, bought two rings at an antique store, and picked a justice
of the peace from the Yellow Pages. After the ceremony they picked up Shannon at kindergarten
and Donna introduced Tony as her new father.They merged their belongings and moved in with
Tony’s parents in Norwalk. The house was a vinyl-sided three-bedroom raised ranch in a
luckless subdivision called Bound Brook Estates, locally known as Sunken Homes. One
hundred and five lots on a reclaimed swamp, the neighborhood was in slow-motion collapse. In
dozens of the lowest-lying houses, windows, walls, floors, and joists buckled and cracked. Pipes



sheared and posts poked helter-skelter through wavy rooflines as houses sagged into the water
table. The whole place, at the heart of Fairfield County, one of the wealthiest counties in
America, was settling into the weak earth. With Tony’s sister and her husband already in one
bedroom and Shannon in another, Tony and Donna commandeered a twin bed in a basement
playroom, the smallest room in the house. Tony bought a water bed, but his mother, fearing it
would sink the house further, made him drain it.His friends know Tony can be maddening; he
has a chip on his shoulder, doesn’t like bosses, seethes when he feels slighted and tends to get
into fist-fights. Getting through to him when he’s made up his mind, says one, is “like telling a
stone wall to move.” But he never doubted his duties as a husband or father. The night after he
and Donna arrived in Connecticut, he foreswore long hauls and went to work with his father,
driving for Standard News, a newspaper delivery company in Stamford. The work was
backbreaking and mindless—heaving 20,000 papers, 40 to 50 in a bundle, onto a truck, then
driving all night to drop-off points throughout southeastern Connecticut. The route, he says, took
him places “the cops won’t even go,” so he bought a black 9-mm pistol, which he kept tucked
under the seat of his cab. But the pay and benefits were good, it was a union shop, and Tony
liked the solitude of the graveyard shift. Also, he could spend his days with Donna while
Shannon was in school. For all its rashness it was not a bad start: they were in love, Tony was
making money, they had a future. Shannon “resented the fact that I left her with people I didn’t
really know” when she and Tony first ran off, Donna says, but the girl was beginning to like Tony’s
father.Then, too soon, they had trouble. After less than a month on the job, Tony hurt his back
swinging a bundle of papers off the back of his truck. He slumped home, “lightning bolts,” he
says, shooting down his right leg. Donna had to lift him into bed. “I couldn’t do shit,” he says. Out
of work and married just two months, he was operated on a few weeks later to remove a
herniated disc. “They were wheeling him out of his room,” Donna recalls, “and they handed me
his watch. Nobody told me what to do. I was just standing there. That’s when I found out he had a
plate. I walked over and found these dentures in a glass by the bed and said, ‘Where the hell did
these come from?’ ” Two days later, friends brought Tony beer in the hospital, and, refusing
painkillers, he shuffled down the street with them to a Fourth of July party, telling the nurses he’d
be back in a couple of hours. He shrugs wryly: “I had my cane, I had my slippers, so I
went.”Tony’s health insurance paid for the operation and a private hospital room, but he hadn’t
been on the job a full twenty-six weeks, and when he was discharged, he lost his coverage. He
got a lawyer to fight his insurer. Then the motor went on his van. “Two weeks after I got out of the
hospital, I was pulling the engine,” he says. “Donna went ballistic.”Donna had always worked.
Before she met Tony, she’d waitressed at a Lum’s, biking fourteen miles each way on an
interstate when she couldn’t afford a car. Now she started hostessing at the Silver Star Diner on
the Post Road in Norwalk. Tony qualified for workmen’s compensation, but money was still tight,
and Tony’s mother resented having to support them. The flash point was the phone—“my
tombstone,” Donna says, gripping a receiver. Missing her mother and sister, she called them
every day. When she wasn’t on the phone, Tony’s sister was. Tony and his father avoided the



issue, but as the bills piled up, Tony’s mother bridled. There were other tensions: about
cleanliness, about noise, about who was doing what around the house, about Shannon, about
Donna’s sleeping late. But with the phone, things spilled over. Finally, Tony’s mother refused to
pay the bill, and the service was cut. “That,” Donna says, “was hard. The worst situation you
could be in is to live with a man in his mother’s house and also have his sister there. Tony’s
mother I tolerated because she was his mother. His father I had a lot of respect for. If he told me
to shut up, I shut up.”In September, Donna awoke feeling nauseous. She bought a home-
pregnancy test, took it home, and confirmed what she already knew, that she was several weeks
pregnant. She and Tony quit sharing the twin bed, and though his back still hurt, he started
sleeping on a sofa. He tried to go back to work, but the company wanted him in a desk job and
he refused. To make ends meet he started selling marijuana, the only time in his life he did so, he
says. Donna tried to stop him, but Tony says he couldn’t see how else to provide for his family.
He pledged to quit as soon as the company let him drive again.Without private health insurance,
Donna started going to the maternity clinic at Norwalk Hospital. The clinic charged $1,200 in
advance, and Tony paid it in installments. Donna had gone to a similar clinic in Maryland when
she was pregnant with Shannon and knew what to expect: crowded waiting rooms, grinding
waits, harried nurses, now-you-see-them-now-you-don’t doctors. Though she dreaded the
waiting, she wasn’t disappointed. Each time she saw the hospital, a maze of brick towers
squatting fortresslike on a hill overlooking downtown Norwalk, she felt a vague comfort. She
trusted hospitals; people in hospitals knew what they were doing.Norwalk’s clinic was staffed
mainly by nurse-midwives, an arrangement just coming into vogue that served the interests of
both the hospital and its obstetricians. Uninsured pregnant women like Donna had long been a
problem for them both. Norwalk, a dour, fading nineteenth-century port city, was surrounded by
some of the richest suburbs in America but was itself poor. The hospital was midsized, urban,
and aging, yet because its local patient base was increasingly low-income, it had been forced to
compete aggressively for insured patients, not only against richer community hospitals in
Greenwich and Stamford but against world-famous university medical centers in New York and
New Haven, both less than an hour away. Making matters worse, it had no house staff—low-paid
doctors and residents—who at those other hospitals treated indigent patients at reduced
cost.Hence the three-year-old clinic. One in five babies at Norwalk was now a clinic birth,
making the clinic one of the hospital’s busiest services. Yet its twelve or so affiliated ob-gyns
were required to attend clinic patients on average only about five days a year, plus four weeks
on-call for deliveries. Otherwise they were left to their private practices. There was a Wednesday
clinic for straightforward, low-risk pregnancies, and a Friday clinic for more complicated cases.
To maintain staff privileges doctors saw clinic patients on Fridays only, rotating monthly without
pay. The plan had an undeniable appeal: the hospital received the doctors’ services for free,
enabling it to cut costs, while the doctors distributed the financial burden of serving Norwalk’s
growing number of uninsured new mothers, who gained access to physicians they normally
couldn’t afford to see.Because Donna had had an uneventful pregnancy with Shannon and was



generally healthy, she was assigned to the Wednesday clinic. It was first-come, first-served, and
she spent the mornings squirming and reading dog-eared magazines until she was seen. She
stopped smoking. In November, Tony went back to work and Donna got a job as a cashier at
Kmart, which had begun hiring for the holidays. They were bringing in real money now, but the
phone was still shut off. After her clinic visits Donna called her mother from pay phones.Donna’s
belly grew quickly and Tony joked about it, crudely but in a way that also made her laugh. He told
her, “If it’s twins, I’m gonna kill you and eat the babies.” His malevolence was feigned, but Donna
was worried and knew Tony must have been worried, too. What if there were twins? Where
would they put them? Their room was “wall-to-wall furniture” as it was. Besides the water-bed
frame, which now held a queen-sized mattress, there also was a couch, a TV table, and,
because they had no closet, a metal clothes rack. There was a hanging bedsheet for one wall.
Christmas was approaching and Donna already felt faint after standing for eight hours at work.
Her back was killing her. She was so big already, she couldn’t imagine carrying one baby, much
less two, another four months.Because she was growing so quickly, the clinic sent her for an
ultrasound exam, on December 5. Donna hoped the test would show she was having just one
big healthy baby, and when she couldn’t distinguish the grainy images on the little black-and-
white monitor in the examining room, she felt reassured. Then the radiologist performing the
exam told her he could see two hearts, bladders, and stomachs. Donna laid her head on the
table and cried.She would remember him saying little else, but in a written report to the clinic, the
radiologist raised two concerns. The baby on the left, Twin A, appeared larger than Twin B,
though how much was unclear. And, he noted, there seemed to be a “moderate” excess of
amniotic fluid, possibly indicating other problems. These could include birth defects, congenital
viruses, maternal diabetes, fetal heart failure, and the risk that one of the twins was thriving at
the other’s expense, an imbalance which, if severe enough, could result in the death of the
deprived twin. In his note the radiologist suggested that Donna be monitored with subsequent
ultrasounds.Donna was afraid to tell Tony the news about the twins. When she did, he lit a
cigarette, clenched his jaw, and laughed: about his morbid threat, about the apparent conception
date a week after he came home from the hospital with his bad back, especially about the twin
bed. Whatever happened, he told her, they would handle it. Donna wasn’t sure, but she believed
him. She quit her job at Kmart, and started eating better and resting more.With the discovery
that she was carrying twins, Donna was switched to the higher risk Friday clinic, which cost
another $400. Four weeks later, on January 5, she went for a second ultrasound. The smaller
twin now had turned and was head down, allowing the radiologist to compare head sizes, which
seemed slightly different. Overall, he estimated that Twin A weighed about 18 percent more than
Twin B. Consistent development in twins is desirable, but as a tool for measuring fetuses
ultrasound is notoriously inexact. In his report, the radiologist noted that the disparity might
simply be within the statistical margin of error.Whatever concerns were raised by Donna’s
sonograms were not reflected in her visits to the clinic. There she and the babies were thought to
be thriving. They seemed to be doing so well, in fact, that two weeks after her second ultrasound



the staff proposed that she see a doctor not every visit, as planned, but every other visit.
Hospital guidelines for the Friday clinic called for “medical management,” meaning that although
the doctor on rotation was in charge of monitoring a patient’s progress and directing care, he
didn’t have to examine the patient directly. The nurse-midwives were capable of that. The
alternating-week arrangement was approved by the physician on staff for January.Though
Donna felt fine, her next ultrasound was on January 27. This time, the radiologist wrote,
everything appeared normal: heart rates, amniotic fluid, even the relative sizes of the twins,
which he estimated to be about equal. With the babies approximately the same size, and no
further evidence of excess fetal fluid, he advised the clinic that a follow-up ultrasound might still
be done, but only if “clinically indicated”—if either Donna or the fetuses seemed to have a
problem.Beginning her third trimester, Donna felt huge but in no way ill. Out of work and with little
to do, she spent long hours again on the phone. She was often lonely and restless, and on an
afternoon in February she took Shannon sledding on a local hill. She fell in the snow, hard, on
her butt, she says. Scrabbling awkwardly to her feet, she laughed it off. Her body was becoming
ridiculous. She looked forward to getting it back after the twins came.Tony’s health insurance
was reinstated on March 1, but by then Donna had no thought of switching to a private doctor
even though she could now afford one. She was at thirty-four weeks—almost at term. Moreover,
she liked and trusted the nurse-midwives. She now knew all of them by name, and they knew
her. Six years earlier, when she’d had Shannon, she’d understood little about giving birth. First
she hadn’t known she was in labor. Then she’d had no one to take her to the hospital. She’d
ended up calling an ambulance and laboring alone for eighteen and a half hours: “Here I am not
knowing any of the doctors,” she recalls. “I’m spread-eagle for all these people, and they take an
X-ray because they don’t think I’m big enough to deliver her. After the X-ray I collapse.” This time,
Donna thought, she’d be prepared. With her mother and sister in Maryland and Tony’s family
offering little in the way of comfort, the midwives would be her allies during the delivery.March in
Norwalk was typically muddy and grim. At Sunken Homes new fissures appeared with the thaw.
Sewer lines buckled under the shifting weight of some of the houses, spreading sewage
underneath and unleashing a malignant stench. Tony’s family was luckier: floors sagged, but
held. Donna cleaned as much as she could, but the tensions with Tony’s mother and sister, the
latter also now several months pregnant, only increased. She fought with them—then, more and
more, with Tony. They started looking for their own place, but everything was too expensive or
too small. Donna seemed sullen and anxious, Tony coiled.On Friday, March 30, Donna was
examined during her regular clinic visit by Barbara McManamy, a nurse-midwife whom she’d
seen on at least one other occasion, the day of her first ultrasound. McManamy had recently
taken on added responsibility for running the clinic, and Donna thought her especially capable
and caring. Slender, pert, intelligent—she had a masters degree from Columbia University—
McManamy, thirtyish, was a young mother herself. She wore her sandy hair in a neat pageboy
and her pale eyes were warm and blue. Donna trusted her.McManamy examined her belly,
measuring the position of the babies and hearing two heartbeats. It had been the midwives’



suggestion to alternate Donna’s clinic visits between a physician and a midwife, a decision
McManamy felt strongly had benefited both Donna and the hospital. Because twins are
generally smaller than singletons, the greatest risk to them is premature delivery. But Donna, at
thirty-eight weeks, was now a week past the acceptable delivery date for twins, who because
they develop quicker can also survive earlier outside the womb, and so the burden of care had
shifted from preventing her from giving birth too soon to ensuring that she didn’t deliver too late.
McManamy told Donna she was doing great; the babies were of ample size and by every
indication doing well, and so was she. To herself McManamy was even more emphatic; twin
pregnancies, she thought, “don’t go any better.” At Norwalk as elsewhere, midwives struggle for
professional respect. Donna’s successful pregnancy was evidence to McManamy that they
could collaborate with doctors even in difficult cases.That night Tony wanted to go out with
friends and he and Donna argued. Donna wanted to go with him; he didn’t want her to go. When
he got ready to leave, Donna tried to stop him, and Tony pushed her up against the wall, not
hard but enough to startle her. “I was in front of the door,” she says. “He moved me.” Later, when
Tony went to work, she shook the incident off.Tony slept late the next morning while Donna
straightened up the kitchen and mopped the floor. Taking this burst of energy as a sure sign she
was about to go into labor, Donna swung between excitement and nervousness. She found it
impossible, she says, to think logically about her situation. She and Tony, after a year of scraping
by, were about to have twins, but they had no place to put them. Her mother had sent two big
boxes filled with thrift-shop gatherings—receiving blankets, burp pads, bottles, clothes—but they
had no bassinets and no place for them where they were living, a tiny room below grade in a
swamp filled with fly ash. Her mother had crocheted matching blue baby buntings (at the second
ultrasound, they’d found out that one baby was a boy but were unsure about the sex of the
other), but otherwise they had no idea what to expect.When Tony woke up that afternoon,
Donna apologized. “Even though we had a fight the night before, and I didn’t get my way, it
always blew over,” she says. Tony, too, was no longer angry, though he didn’t show it. Whatever
his anxieties, he preferred, now that he was back at work and earning good money, to
concentrate on planning, and getting, ahead. Saturday was a big night for overtime. Because of
the fat Sunday papers, Tony could go in early for “shape-time,” work ten to thirteen hours, and
“pick up six hundred, seven hundred bucks” for a night’s work. He dressed, ate, and left the
house early.With Tony still at work, Donna awoke the next day, Sunday, April 1, 1984, alone. She
was spotting and had light contractions. About eight o’clock she dragged herself up, went to the
bathroom, and got dressed. Not wanting to disturb—or owe anything more to—Tony’s family, she
decided to drive herself to the hospital. Tony’s sister, also a clinic patient, heard her opening the
front door and grabbed the car keys. They arrived at the reception area at about eight-thirty.Tony,
stopping shortly afterward at the Arco station before heading home, was met by his father.“You
better go up to the hospital,” his father told him. “Your wife’s up there.”Tony, still in work clothes,
shrugged. “No, I better go to the diner and eat. It’s gonna be a long day.”Dr. Maryellen Humes
was asleep when the phone rang at about 10 A.M. She was a handsome woman, forty-four



years old, with tousled apricot-colored hair, trim features, and strong, tapered legs and hands.
Even when she was exhausted, which was often, she moved with athleticism and authority, as if
charging up a fairway after a strong drive. Humes slept the same way she ate, irregularly, the
result of a busy and unpredictable life. Though she had a warm, gentle manner that patients
appreciated, she made decisions in intense, pressurized bursts. Rousing herself, she
anticipated the reason for the call. Two hours earlier she’d begun her first clinic rotation of the
new year at Norwalk Hospital; for the next two weeks, besides attending her own patients, she
was in charge of all clinic deliveries. Humes listened attentively. A patient named Donna Sabia
was at the hospital in active labor with twins. She was at term—there were no red flags—but the
second baby was in a breech position.Humes dressed quickly as she weighed the situation. She
was reassured by three things: that the caller was Barbara McManamy, that McManamy was at
the hospital, and that McManamy knew the patient. As the only woman ob-gyn in the
department and the most junior, Humes knew she might well have been contacted by someone
less helpful, less simpatico, than McManamy. She also knew McManamy had trained at one of
the most notorious public hospitals in New York City, North Central Bronx, a crucible for nurse-
midwives equivalent to combat for thoracic surgeons. As she left the house, Humes thought that
whatever the complications of delivering twins for a woman she’d never seen before, having to
second-guess her next-in-command wouldn’t be one of them.Humes plotted Donna’s delivery
as she sped down I-95 in her Saab from Westport, the next town up the coast from Norwalk. She
focused on the breech twin. She would need an ultrasound machine and someone from
radiology to use it to determine the baby’s position; someone with surgical skills to assist with a
possible C-section, an anesthesiologist; a second pediatrician.She arrived at the maternity suite
by ten-thirty and was met at the nurse’s station by McManamy. Breech births, so named
because the buttocks are presented first, increase the risk of complications, including cord
accidents and oxygen loss to the newborn which, if sustained, can cause brain damage. Humes
told McManamy she thus was preparing for a C-section for Twin B if she couldn’t turn the baby
by hand. McManamy informed her that Donna’s labor had progressed rapidly and that she’d
been admitted by a veteran nurse, Mollie Fortuna. Hospital procedure called for checking fetal
heart rates with an electronic monitor upon admission, but McManamy didn’t mention fetal
monitoring strips, and Humes, trusting those further down the hierarchy to tell her what she
needed to know, didn’t ask.Down the hall Donna labored in a small, spare room. She writhed
and screamed with each contraction as Tony’s sister stood by anxiously, unable to help her.
When Humes arrived, she introduced herself, then quickly examined Donna. She noted that her
cervix was soft and slightly less than halfway dilated. Her waters hadn’t broken, and Humes
could feel the downward pressure of the first twin’s head on her finger. The babies were coming
fast; there was little time. Humes offered Donna her encouragement, then left to begin
marshaling a medical team while McManamy stayed with Donna. Humes, who’d borne three
daughters with “nary a drop” of painkiller, thought as she left the room that she’d rarely seen a
patient more agitated.From the nurse’s station Humes made several quick phone calls—to



Radiology; to Dr. Stuart Danoff, a pediatrician specializing in newborns; to Dr. Shubhinder Puri,
an anesthesiologist—and asked them to stand by. She disliked leaving Donna, but made the
calls herself because doctors in hospitals prefer to be enlisted for help by other doctors, not
support staff. Humes then went across the hall to look for a resident to help with the cesarean.
Discovering no other ob-gyns “in the house,” she paged a physician’s assistant in Surgery.
Humes had done cesareans when the person scrubbing beside her was a staff nurse. She
preferred a more skilled pair of hands. She kept trying.The pace of Donna’s labor picked up. Dr.
Avelino Maitem, a Philippine-born radiologist fresh from a game of racquetball, arrived with a
resident. Crowding with Humes into the labor room, they found Donna thrashing wildly.
“Everybody was hysterical,” recalls Maitem. Donna was grunting and begging McManamy for
painkillers. She was on her back, sweating, crying, breathless. Maitem, who was skilled but not
an expert at ultrasound techniques, had time only to sweep the transducer across the upper
right portion of her belly. He, Humes, and the resident then retreated to discuss the position of
the second twin as McManamy, exasperated, thought but didn’t say, “Come on! This woman
can’t hold still like this!”Humes and the radiologists left the room just before Tony arrived at about
eleven. He was testy and taciturn, as alien here as at a convent. McManamy sensed in him a
hostility that worried her enough to mention it to Humes. He hadn’t slept and may have been
reacting to Donna’s overwrought condition and the chaos swirling around her. People were
racing in and out of the room. Donna, heaving and grunting, barked that she hated him and
wanted to kill him. Not one to say much when it’s not called for, he absorbed it all watchfully, eyes
like rivets.Humes struggled to stay ahead by planning the logistics of the delivery. She ordered a
room set up for a twin birth: two baby stations, both sides of the table; two bassinets; two ID tags;
“double everything,” says Tony. With Donna so far along, the first birth would be vaginal. Most
likely it would go fast, leaving only minutes to assess the condition of the second twin before
deciding whether to do a cesarean. Humes ordered Mollie Fortuna to ask the radiologists to don
outer jumpsuits and shoe covers and stay nearby. Danoff, the pediatrician, was already there. A
second pediatrician was paged. Humes went to change into surgical scrubs. Another patient
laboring nearby was almost completely dilated and shrieking terribly—parallel havoc on the
floor.Hurrying, Humes took a call from a postpartum nurse, Shirley Brown. It was checkout time
on the ward, and Brown said she needed Humes at once. “She said, ‘Can you get over here?
We’ve got patients to be discharged, we want to clear out these beds,’ ” Humes recalls. Humes
told her she had a patient in tumultuous labor and was too busy to review charts and give home-
care instructions to patients she didn’t know. Brown persisted; Humes was the only one
available. Humes consulted McManamy. They agreed McManamy would call her as soon as
Donna was taken into delivery. Irritated, Humes left the delivery suite, fast-walking some fifty feet
to the postpartum area.Donna’s labor had become “booming . . . violent . . . like she’d been shot
out of a cannon,” Humes acknowledges. Earlier, Donna had told McManamy she was happy
finally to be having the babies—now she was too wracked with pain to speak coherently. Again,
she pleaded for painkillers, but McManamy told her it could hurt the babies. Clutching Donna’s



face so close to hers that she could feel her breath, she exhorted her to hang on.By eleven-
thirty, Donna felt about to burst. With Humes still off the ward, McManamy and a nurse yanked
the rails up on Donna’s bed, shouldered it into the hall, and scrambled thirty feet to the delivery
suite. Humes returned just as Donna, panting, her face almost the color of blood, climbed
exhaustedly onto the delivery table, threw up her legs, and kicked the right stirrup so hard it
clanged to the floor. McManamy positioned herself on the catcher’s stool. “Push!” she yelled,
and Donna obeyed. The baby’s head appeared—a dark, hairy spot drenched in a torrent of fetal
water. With a scissors McManamy slit an inch of Donna’s perineum, which spurted blood. Donna
didn’t feel it. She bore down and screamed. With several pushes the baby’s head was out. After
another, McManamy held the slippery newborn in her hands.She would not forget the feeling.
The baby was limp, flaccid, like a sack of water. A boy, his limbs dangled and he was ashen,
almost yellow. He made no effort to breathe. McManamy rushed to hand the baby to Danoff, who
began to suction fluid from his nose and mouth. His Apgar score, which rates newborn vitality on
a scale of 1 to 10, was 1. Zero is death.Seeing what was happening, Humes scrambled to
rescue the second twin. She requested the ultrasound transducer from Maitem, who stood by,
and began scouring Donna’s belly, thinking it might not be too late to take the baby by cesarean.
It was. The baby came almost immediately, feet first, in a flurry of spasmodic pushes from
Donna.He was dead. Smaller than the other twin, his color was russet and his fetal water was
lightly stained with meconium—feces—indicating prior distress. He was fully formed, and
Humes noted that the skin on his buttocks and testicles was soft and beginning to slough off, as
if it had been scalded. Having trained for four years as a pathologist before becoming an
obstetrician, she knew at once he had been dead for some time. He was starting to
decompose.Watching, Tony and Donna were staggered. They didn’t know what to think or feel,
and their confusion was mirrored in the desolate faces around them. Danoff, steely-eyed,
continued to work on the newborn, trying to resuscitate him. And Humes received the afterbirth,
which Donna expelled in one final gasping paroxysm. Otherwise no one spoke.With death,
medicine becomes perfunctory. The hospital’s procedures for dealing with stillbirths were to
notify the admitting office; fill out a death slip noting sex, time of birth, weight and length;
ascertain whether the family wishes to see the baby; clamp cord with plastic disposable clamp;
cleanse baby; pad wrists and tie together; and remove body from delivery room as soon as
possible. Tony saw the procedures differently: “They just threw him on the table like a piece of
meat,” he says.As Danoff removed the surviving twin to the nursery, Humes cleared the room,
leaving just herself, McManamy, Tony, and Donna. Humes says she was “crushed . . . distraught,”
but she also felt she needed to try to make sense of what had occurred and to comfort the
Sabias. She examined the dead child and then, at greater length, the placenta. Fortuna came in
inquiring about a yellowish discharge she said she’d seen earlier; Humes cut her off, thinking the
timing of this inquiry inappropriate and insensitive. Then, cradling the dead infant, she showed
Tony and Donna their son. She thought that to grieve properly they needed to see that he “wasn’t
deformed in any way.” She knew parents often blame themselves for stillbirths and worry about



having more children. “The purpose was to show them that this was a cord accident,” she says. “I
didn’t want them to have nightmares.”She also showed them the afterbirth. It was blood-rich and
glimmering. Humes noted that the three vessels in the second baby’s umbilical cord lacked the
usual protective coating and were rooted tenuously in the delicate membrane on the surface of
the placenta, where they were exposed and vulnerable. One artery appeared to have torn some
time earlier as evidenced by a blood clot near the site of the tear. Humes knew a more thorough
investigation was needed to establish the precise cause of death; having done as many as four
or five such investigations a week as a pathology resident, and knowing that they often required
up to two weeks of rigorous examination and study, she was careful not to offer speculative
conclusions. Yet as the Sabias recall it, she told them that the smaller baby had somehow
slashed one of its cord vessels, shutting off its blood and oxygen supply, and that the other twin,
sensing the danger, “gave his blood” to his dying brother through the vessels of the placenta. Ob-
gyns call this exchange of fetal blood through the placenta “twin-to-twin transfusion,” a phrase
Donna remembered as “twin-to-twin gestation.” Humes insists the phrase did not—could not
have—come from her.For Tony and Donna, the next twenty-four hours were a jumble. They had
one dead son and one whose condition was grave and about whom they were getting scant
information. Donna was moved to a recovery area, then to a room with a woman who’d just had
a normal birth. When the sight of the woman’s nursing was too much for her, the hospital gave
her a private room and posted a DO NOT DISTURB sign. Tony’s sister came up, and Tony left to
tell his parents. Finally, Donna was alone. She cried inconsolably. “I was in a state of shock,” she
says.A priest came in. He told her the surviving twin wasn’t expected to make it through the
night, and asked if Donna wanted him to deliver last rites. She said she didn’t know and wanted
to talk to Tony about it. The next morning Tony arrived early and the situation was different. The
first baby was still alive, hooked up to a bank of machines in a critical care unit. He was having
seizures but was breathing on his own. He wore an oxygen mask. Under five and a half pounds,
he seemed to Tony no bigger than a cat.Donna and Tony talked about names. Family was
important to them both: it was all they had to bestow. Tony was Anthony Sabia Jr. They’d planned
to name their firstborn son Anthony Sabia III and the second for Donna’s adoptive father, William
Thomas. Now they agonized, “How the hell could we say which name should live on, so to
speak?” Tony says. They decided to hedge. They named the live baby Tony John. The dead twin
they called Michael James. They liked the way it sounded.All through the morning people came
and went, including Humes and McManamy. Everyone was solicitous, caring; questions were
broached gently. A nurse asked if they would allow an autopsy on Michael, to determine what
had killed him. Tony said, “You’re gonna cut him open, I’m gonna be there.” The hospital refused.
Tony says, “In Okinawa, I pulled a guy out of a jeep that got his legs blown off. I pulled people out
of wrecks on the damn interstate.” He had no doubt he could watch the dissection of his son and
thought his job as a father demanded as much. Staring down the hospital, he felt vindicated. “I
guess they were afraid I didn’t have the stomach for it.” When Michael was finally brought to
them, Donna couldn’t bear to hold him. He was wrapped in a cloth and still streaked from the



birth. “How could they offer for us to say goodbye to our child and not bathe him?” Donna says, “I
said to Tony, ‘If you want, take a picture. I don’t ever want to see him like that.’ ” It was the first
time they realized that the boys were identical.“I was lost,” Donna recalls. “I didn’t understand it. I
didn’t understand why Michael was gone and Little Tony was very sick. I even called the priest
that baptized Little Tony. My brother Dennis and I had a conversation about Michael, whether he
would go to heaven or hell. The priest basically told me that Michael was in limbo, more or less.
Because he was never really born.”As for Little Tony, they relied, as Donna had, on the hospital.
“We accepted what was said,” Tony says.Humes strode into Linda Nemeth’s office the next
morning agitated and upset. Nemeth was the assistant chair of nursing, a veteran supervisor
well respected within the hospital. Doctors in their professional relationships, especially with
nurses, value competence and composure, and Nemeth displayed both. Equally to the point,
Humes was her gynecologist and her mother’s: they were friendly, and Humes needed a friend.
Nemeth knew without being told why Humes was there. Doctors and hospitals call unfavorable
results “bad outcomes.” For insurance if not always for medical reasons, such mishaps are
usually reported quickly. The news of the previous day’s events in obstetrics had officially made
the rounds that morning, amplified by the twitchings of the hospital’s rumor mill.Humes wasted
no time: she wanted Nemeth to investigate Mollie Fortuna’s actions during Donna’s delivery.
From the instant she’d held Michael Sabia she’d been gripped by bewilderment and anger. She
was sure he’d died well before birth, certainly a day, maybe more. Yet Donna had been in the
hospital for more than three hours before delivering and nobody had known she was carrying a
dead child. Reviewing Donna’s chart after the delivery, Humes had seen a notation made at 9:20
A.M. when Donna was admitted to the labor area. Under “FH,” for fetal heart rates, it said,
“A-170; unable to find Twin B?” The entry, made some forty minutes before McManamy called
her at home, was in Fortuna’s handwriting.Humes’s distress was palpable, and Nemeth could
see where she was heading. Either Fortuna, the on-duty nurse, had reported the failure to locate
a second heartbeat, presumably to McManamy, or she hadn’t. Judging by McManamy’s shock in
the delivery room, Humes suspected it was the latter. (Fortuna says that she did report it.) In
either case, Humes was allowed to proceed with the delivery without being told there was a
problem.Nemeth weighed the implications of Humes’s complaint. The hospital had what she
calls a “horrendous” outcome on its hands. Humes wasn’t a hospital employee, but Fortuna and
McManamy were. If either of them had failed to report vital information, and that failure resulted
in injury, the hospital could be held liable in a lawsuit. Already, its “risk managers” were involved;
senior administrators had been alerted. If the lawyers hadn’t been called, they would be that
day.Nemeth was supportive but noncommittal. She told Humes to file a written account of the
delivery. That afternoon she called Fortuna to her office. A labor nurse at Norwalk for more than
twenty years, Fortuna was plainly distressed. Nemeth told her she was suspended for five days
pending an investigation. That Friday, Nemeth called her in again and, with a union
representative present, fired her. “I told her,” Nemeth says, “that this was an inexcusable incident,
so severe that we could no longer keep her on staff, and that she was terminated immediately.”



Later, under pressure from the nurses’ union, Nemeth would write Fortuna a “very broad, bland
recommendation” for a job at a nursing home.Tony wanted to bury Michael on top of his
grandfather. As he saw it, it was either open the grave of a family member for the sock-drawer-
sized coffin, or a potter’s field, and Tony resented even the thought of a pauper’s burial. Shaken,
his father gave his blessing, but his aunt, who maintained the gravesite, told Tony she’d have him
arrested if he tried it. Piqued, she said, “Why don’t you bury him with your sisters and brother?”
As far as he knew, Tony was the oldest of three children—besides his sister, also named Donna,
he has a brother, John. He knew nothing about any dead siblings. He asked his father about it
but got no answer and so let the matter drop. He was too preoccupied to pursue the remark
further. Resentfully, he thought, Here you got enough to deal with and you got an aunt that’s
throwing some bullshit in your face.Burial was that Wednesday at St. John’s Cemetery in Darien,
in a plot for indigent children. The Metro-North commuter link to New Canaan bisects the
graveyard, which is bordered on the south by the Noroton River, a narrow muddy stream still
swollen that day from a month of spring rains. On the other side of the river sits a rock-crushing
plant, today hidden behind a twenty-foot fence but at that time visible. The children’s field
consisted of two slivers of shaded bottomland at the river’s edge. The gravestones were small
and close together. Some of the children had lived a day, others a year. More than a few had
died nameless, their stones reading only OUR BELOVED BABY or CORNELIO TWINS or BABY
MALDONADO. In a gesture of respect, the gravel plant shut down its deafening machinery for
ten or fifteen minutes when the Sabias’ procession pulled up and halted.Fewer than a dozen
people huddled in the sunlight—Donna, Tony, their siblings, two or three friends. Tony’s mother
came, but his father, engulfed in a private grief, stayed home. Each mourner held a red rose. As
two of the men removed the casket from the hearse, Donna stumbled behind them. She had
come straight from the hospital and was wearing heels for the first time since the birth. She was
so shaky Tony had to clutch her to keep her from collapsing. A priest who’d been conducting
another funeral came over and said a few words, but Tony and Donna found no solace in prayer.
“There really was nothing to be said,” Tony recalls.Afterward, Tony wandered off for a cigarette
and made a discovery—a single flat headstone with the names of three other Sabia children:
Karen, Elizabeth Ann, and his own name, Anthony Jr. They had died, at ages four, one, and
eight months, respectively, in 1951, five years before he was born. He still didn’t know what to
think, but he associated the headstone, and his aunt’s blurted comment, with a half-
remembered taunt. He’d been in a fight as a teenager, and the other kid said something about
his family and a fire. Walking back to the car, he assumed his parents had lost three children in
an unmentionable tragedy, and had dealt with it by burying it and starting over. Figuring he’d
probably have done the same, he decided not to bring it up.Michael’s death had consumed him
and Donna, but they also felt thankful for Little Tony. He, at least, was alive. After three days in
the pediatric special care unit—wired, intubated, and receiving around-the-clock attention—his
seizures had diminished. Heavy doses of two anticonvulsives, phenobarbital and Dilantin, kept
him sluggish, and he occasionally was short of breath and required oxygen. But his heart and



lungs appeared generally strong. He had what the doctors called “positive suck reflex,” and
Donna was able to feed him. He opened his eyes and seemed more or less alert, although his
pupils remained fixed and dilated—“nonreactive.” He was moving all his limbs and responding to
pain. Severely anemic at birth, he’d “pinked up”; the volume of red cells in his blood had
increased.Tony and Donna were hopeful. As an antidote to Michael’s death, Little Tony’s survival
gave them what is most often urged on parents of stillborns—another child. True, he was a
“twinless twin” (Liberace, Thornton Wilder, and Ed Sullivan were others), born live after a twin
had died in utero and said to share a legacy of survivor guilt, pain, and loss. Still, Tony and
Donna were encouraged. Elvis Presley’s twin brother, Jesse Garon Presley, emerged stillborn
moments before Elvis’s birth, and his mother later said Elvis seemed born with the strength of
both boys. Tony and Donna felt similarly about Little Tony. He had “given his blood” to save his
dying brother. A more gallant act was hard to imagine.They started thinking ahead. Donna
blamed the tensions of the past several months, especially with Tony, on their living
arrangement. “We wouldn’t be living at his mother’s house if he hadn’t hurt his back,” she says.
“He swore to me he wouldn’t bring Little Tony back there.” That Thursday, the day Donna was
released from the hospital, they took Shannon to see Little Tony, and she treated him sweetly. He
still was dependent on around-the-clock care and far from ready to go home, but Donna for the
first time glimpsed that he, much more than the death of his brother, would change their
lives.She and Tony knew Little Tony had suffered brain damage: that much the doctors had
made clear. But how much and what kind they didn’t know, nor did they ask. Their hopefulness
worked like a baffle. They knew Little Tony’s situation was perilous, but either didn’t hear or didn’t
understand when the doctors brought up the future. Whether this was simply their walling out
more pain or the cautious pessimism of doctors who knew it was too early to predict what would
happen the next day, much less years from now—or, just as likely, the evasiveness of medical
people conditioned to expect lawsuits when things go wrong and who may have feared Tony and
Donna’s reaction to more bad news—the result was the same: a disconnection. On April 13, for
instance, Tony and Donna visited Little Tony after a night during which his heart rate had slowed
dangerously. A CAT scan had shown some deadening of brain tissue that doctors thought was
consistent with the cutoff of oxygen near the time of birth. Now they feared damage to that
portion of the brain that regulated the heart. “Situation grave,” a physician’s assistant wrote in
Little Tony’s record, “family told of likelihood of impairment of intellectual function, etc.” Yet the
next day, the same physician’s assistant observed: “Prognosis remains poor. Parents in to see
patient—seem optimistic.”Tony went back to work. He found them a walk-up apartment on Flax
Hill Road in south Norwalk. It was in a green, wood-frame double-decker, and though it was
thirty-one steps up from the street, it was roomy and had a big kitchen, something Tony and
Donna had always wanted. Across the street was the Miracle Temple Church of Christ; a few
blocks away, a convenience store and a laundromat. Steel garbage cans lined the curb.Donna
pumped her breasts several times a day, delivering the milk to the hospital and sitting with Little
Tony while he tried to take it from a bottle. On Easter, she says, “We all got dressed and went up



to see him.” They were pleased when the nurses took Polaroid pictures of all the babies and
displayed them over their Isolettes. Tony cleaned the apartment, and managed to move in the
last of their things on April 24. The next day, with Little Tony’s prognosis now elevated to “fair,” he
was circumcised. Two days later, after a month in the special-care unit, he was released from
Norwalk Hospital.Tony and Donna stopped at the cashier’s office before leaving the building.
Though their health insurance covered 100 percent of Little Tony’s hospital stay, Tony recalls, he
was told he owed a balance of several thousand dollars. “I ain’t giving you a dime,” he snorted
angrily. He and Donna left without paying. Then, after stopping at a drugstore for phenobarbital,
Dilantin, Enfamil, and Pampers and at Tony’s parents’ house, they drove Little Tony and
Shannon to the apartment on Flax Hill. Despite Little Tony’s difficulties and the concerns of the
hospital staff, they believed the worst was over. “We were excited,” Donna says, “that after a
month he was finally coming home and we were going to be in our own place.”TWOHUMES
DWELLED ON THE BIRTH long enough to determine what had gone wrong and to assure
herself and the Sabias that she had done all she could. She prided herself on her ability not to
let her emotions undermine her competence, to be fully involved in everything she did, to stay
focused and in control “no matter what.” Yet her heart was also deep in her work; the horror of
the twins’ delivery didn’t go away. Resuming her busy schedule, Humes delivered another 11
babies in the three and a half weeks that Little Tony remained in the hospital, sometimes two a
day, while adding dozens of new patients to her practice roster. She attended an all-day
workshop at Yale Medical School on the treatment of sexual problems. She tore out trees on her
property, prepared a guest cottage to rent, signed up for a seven-month karate course, built a
pen for a Bernese mountain dog she’d bought for her daughter, scrambled to hire an associate;
“taking on too much, always,” she says. She grieved for the Sabias, but as someone who stops
to help at the scene of a disaster, then regrets the futility of her good intentions.A woman of that
vigorous yet often frustrated generation that came of age in the fifties, she is, in her own word, a
“goop,” after a children’s book character who takes on many endeavors at once. “I’ve always got
to have a major project,” she says, “and it’s got to be just out of reach.” She was born and raised
comfortably in Rochester, New York, the middle child of formally uneducated parents who
encouraged their children to excel in school. Humes, a determined student, exceeded their
hopes. Meticulous, diligent, and brimming with initiative, she graduated from Stanford University,
then enrolled in the University of Chicago Medical School in the fall of 1961, one of just a dozen
women in her class. The following year she married a Harvard Law School graduate, Roland
Peracca, who worked for the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York.Humes’s medical training
followed the arc of Peracca’s career. She transferred to Downstate Medical School in Brooklyn
and had two daughters, Martha and Sara, before graduating in 1966. Then Peracca was
transferred to Puerto Rico, and Humes, learning Spanish, was a house physician for a year
before interning at University Hospital in San Juan. After another daughter, Anne, was born in
1968, they returned to the Northeast, moving into a gambrel Colonial in Darien, Connecticut.
Humes was thirty-one, living in an unfamiliar suburb with three preschool-age children, no



independent livelihood, and a marriage that had foundered amid what she calls the “traumatic”
dislocations of corporate life.She trained in clinical pathology because it was a nine-to-five job
and because she could do a residency at Norwalk Hospital, near to home. “Did I want to be a
pathologist? No,” she says. What compelled her were “things that are taxing, overwhelming, all-
encompassing; things that suit my pathology.”What she wanted from her marriage was out.
“Roland always said I couldn’t make up my mind about what I wanted to do,” she says, “Finally, I
went to him and said, ‘Okay. I’ve decided. I’m going to do a residency in obstetrics and
gynecology. Then I’m going to divorce you.’ ”Humes excelled in ob-gyn training at Stamford
Hospital, becoming chief resident in her third year, although she was controversial within her
department. In medicine, patients are the coin of the realm. Ob-gyn in Stamford, a city polarized
between rich and poor, was at the time split between two groups—the “Waspy Old Boys,” says
Dr. Daniel Clement, another former resident, and the “Jewish Old Boys.” Humes, neither, was
also neither a typically subservient resident—she was almost forty—nor easygoing around male
prerogative. She was popular with patients, strong, feisty, honest, and had plans to stay in the
area. She also had ideas of her own, especially around the bread-and-butter issue of childbirth;
a calm, accommodating manner; and a natural affinity with women. She clashed with the old
order. “You could almost look at any of the doctors,” says Clement, “and say, ‘Rich patients . . .
poor ones . . . rich ones . . . poor ones . . . middle class’—just by their behavior, background, and
attitude. Maryellen had the appearance, demeanor, education, talent, background, and attitude
to garner everybody. I think they all found her very threatening. They watched her like a
hawk.”Humes gained her independence on schedule in the fall of 1979. Finishing her residency,
she joined a pioneering woman ob-gyn back in Norwalk, Dr. Grace Gorham, who soon retired,
leaving her with a busy solo practice. And, making good on the second part of her pledge to
Peracca, she decamped with the girls, moving into a stone cottage on a wooded promontory in
Westport.It was in Westport, and in this house, that Humes aimed to complete the makeover of
her world. The town is fashionable, picturesque, dropping down from the Yankee hills along the
axis of a tidal river, the Saugatuck, then lying out amid the rocky headlands, broad salt marshes,
and smooth beaches of Long Island Sound. It had long been famous as a haven for the creative
and self-styled. Writers, artists, actors, and others from New York first colonized Westport by
train, in the twenties and thirties, and soon were followed by a legion of cultural icons: F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, James Thurber, J. D. Salinger, Edna Ferber,
George Balanchine, George Gershwin, Oscar Levant, Bette Davis. Later most of the big names
moved on as the Sound became polluted and more exotic enclaves beckoned.Humes, as a
woman alone, prized Westport for its beauty and its aura. Her stone house and studio on Old Hill
sat on a sloping acre at the bottom of a winding lane, two doors from Neil Sedaka’s. In the forties
and fifties the property had belonged to an artist of the American West, John Ford Clymer, who
painted more than eighty covers for the Saturday Evening Post. Before that the couple who lived
there threw parties that a neighbor remembers lasting two to three weeks. Now the property was
overgrown, a maze of low-slung boxes, mortared walls fourteen inches thick, a gnome’s hut



deep in a shadowy forest. Humes loved it the minute she saw it.To call the place her refuge
understated her need of it. The house was a wreck. The bathroom was rotting, causing damage
to the neighboring rooms. A full-scale restoration, Humes thought, would be a “huge project . . .
building a boat in a bottle.” But Humes thought the house and grounds “a magical place” and
thrilled to the challenge. She took down one hundred trees and replaced them with ornamentals
—weeping hemlock, paper bark maple, copper beech. She blasted ledge, bulldozed a hillside,
dug roots, laid drainage, sculpted from the slanting terrain a rock garden, perennial beds, a
miniature orchard, fieldstone paths. She had the two-car garage remodeled to open onto a
courtyard. She made grand decisions, then changed her mind. She would move an arch a foot to
make everything fit in the kitchen, then tear out the kitchen. She reversed her mistakes, but
relished making them—and paying for them—herself.With three teenagers, the chaos and
expense of reclaiming the house multiplied. As a single mother, Humes poured herself into her
daughters and was, she says, “too generous with opportunity.” She sent Martha to Pomfret and
Colgate; Sara to Carlton and Barnard, with a junior year in Copenhagen; Anne to Loomis-Chafee
and Cornell. She paid for their education largely herself, although Peracca helped with child
support. “He decided I was a rich doctor and I could handle it,” Humes says. Yet if she was a rich
doctor, a rich Westport doctor, that wasn’t how it felt. Humes built a big practice to support an
active life, then worked so slavishly she had little time to enjoy either. Everything she earned
went out. She couldn’t save. The pace only increased when, six months before Donna Sabia’s
delivery, Anne, her youngest, left for boarding school. Alone for the first time in almost twenty
years, with little besides her house and career to occupy her, she hurled herself into both.On
occasion Humes sought escape but never, it seems, rest. She liked to take demanding vacations
—cross-country skiing in Norway, bird-watching in South America—and when it happened that
in January, around the time Donna was switched to the Friday clinic, she had a week with no
deliveries and no surgery scheduled, she went rock-climbing in the California desert. Otherwise
she worked, and plotted ways to meet her expenses. She had an architect redesign Clymer’s
studio so she could rent it. And she looked for an associate, finding one finally in December.
When the woman showed up six months later, in June 1985, six months pregnant, Humes tried
to accommodate her, but she needed someone who could work a full schedule and cover for
her. Disappointed, she gave the woman until the end of the year to leave.Alone once again,
Humes bore down, worked harder, prodded the workmen at her house to perfection, grew
impatient with the slightest lapse in her schedule. Those scarce times the waiting room was
empty, she prowled the narrow hallway among the examining rooms in her office, phone jerked
to her neck, good-naturedly bird-dogging her staff as if trying to will the world to keep up.During
his first year Donna took Little Tony to the pediatric clinic at Norwalk Hospital for his checkups.
After these visits she sometimes took him to the labor and delivery floor to show him off. More
than once she saw Barbara McManamy, the nurse-midwife who had delivered him. McManamy,
like others at Norwalk during this period, was surprised by her behavior. She expected Donna to
be bitter about the birth and angry and upset about the damage to Little Tony, and she worried



that Donna might blame her and Humes. More to the point, she dreaded being “held in”—named
—in a lawsuit, which she, like Humes and Linda Nemeth, thought had become all but inevitable
the instant he was born. Anyone who worked in obstetrics braced now for being sued whenever
a newborn was less than perfect; with lawyers renting billboards to solicit parents of children with
learning disabilities, it was difficult not to. Not that McManamy thought Donna had cause, but
something terrible had happened between her last clinic visit on Friday and Sunday morning,
when the twins were born. Whatever it was, McManamy had been there on both occasions and
hadn’t known about it.McManamy, who’d never been sued before, was haunted equally by her
failure to anticipate what had occurred and the prospect of being swept up in a lawsuit that
targeted that failure. She’d had trouble sleeping and eating. From the moment she’d held Little
Tony, she knew from his lifeless condition that his injuries could only be catastrophic, and
assumed Donna knew, too. Yet Donna, on her visits, seemed not the least aware of any of this,
neither of his problems nor of the possibility of blame. She was proud of her son and friendly and
gracious to everyone on the staff. McManamy’s relief was palpable, overwhelming. “God gave
you the right parents, Tony,” she thought. “They think you’re great.”He was a thin, stiff baby
—“tight,” Tony says—anemic and constipated and unable to roll over or sit up. Tony and Donna
figured he was developing slowly. At home Tony sat with him on his knees, cycling his arms and
legs, trying to loosen him, but on his own he didn’t reach or grasp. He was sweet, never crying or
fussing, and he slept through the night. Donna worried about him, especially about his seizures,
but didn’t consider him any trouble. He slept on a pillow in a laundry basket.Donna took him out
in a musical car seat. At the laundromat she set him on the big table while she folded. He
disliked the fluorescent lights, got irritable, scrunched his eyes. Pain shadowed his face, now the
image of Tony—gaunt, Mediterranean, with deep-set eyes and a thick shock of brown hair.
Afterward, she sometimes took him to Tony’s parents’ house to see Tony’s father, who, feet up
on the cocktail table, cooed to him while rubbing his back and legs. Like Tony, his father treated
Little Tony more tenderly than he did anyone else. He was sure the boy would come around. “My
father had a bottle of Jack [Daniels] that me and Donna gave him for Christmas before Little
Tony was born,” Tony recalls. “He said he would open it the day Tony walked and talked.”Tony
started working two jobs. During the day he drove a dump truck between Warren, a hill town an
hour north of Norwalk, and construction sites in New York State. He got home around 6 P.M.,
showered, ate, and slept for an hour or two before Donna woke him at nine to go back to work. In
the mornings he repeated the cycle. He worked nights Friday to Tuesday and days Monday to
Friday. After about eight months he got into an argument with his day boss. “Guy started wanting
me to work Saturdays,” he says. “I told him, ‘Forget it.’ ” Tony was earning more than $1,500 a
week, most of it going out as quickly as it came in. He thought the boss resented his
industriousness: “He didn’t like the idea I was making more than him.”Besides his clinic visits,
Little Tony went for physical therapy twice a week at Norwalk Hospital. Donna watched the
therapist stretch him over a beach ball and work his arms and legs—range and motion
exercises. The exercises were a lot like what Tony and his father did instinctively, and Donna felt



encouraged. When the therapist left the hospital in March 1985, Little Tony was eleven months
old and still making no physical effort on his own. The woman urged Donna to continue the
therapy and referred her to an infant- and child-development program on Wolfit Avenue called
STAR.Entering STAR changed Donna’s life more than it did Little Tony’s. She had never thought
of him as being handicapped, not like other children she’d seen, twisted in wheelchairs or with
Down’s syndrome. Yet now here they were, in a world of such children. Donna watched them
uneasily, wondering if Little Tony would be like them, hoping—believing—he wouldn’t. Once, in
the hospital, she and Tony had seen a social worker, but Tony resented the idea. He thought it
was like taking charity. Now, during Little Tony’s therapy, Donna began meeting with other
parents and a social worker named Rosalind Koffstein. It opened her eyes, she says: “We talked
about anything we wanted to talk about—the kids, our problems, how we felt about it.”That
month, March 1985, she and Tony moved back to Sunken Homes, renting a house directly
across the street from Tony’s parents. “It was puke green,” Tony says. “There was no yard, no tree
in the front, nothing: a real piece of shit.” Inside was a shambles, but it was bigger than the
apartment on Flax Hill, more convenient, had fewer stairs. They moved in the week before Little
Tony’s first birthday. With the house still a mess, Tony’s parents gave the party at their
house.Eight days later, on a Sunday morning, Tony’s mother phoned him in a panic. Tony’s father
had collapsed outside their bedroom. Tony dropped the phone. “I took off out of there, never
touched the stairs,” he says. “I took my father, put him on the chair. He was saying he was cold,
but perspiring. He had a towel, kept wiping off his face, his forehead. It seemed like he didn’t
know what he was doing, like he was there and he wasn’t. An ambulance came and they took
him to the hospital. An hour later he was dead.”Tony tried to punch out the window of the
limousine on the way to the funeral. Afterward, back at the house, he opened the bottle of Jack
Daniels his father had been saving for the day Little Tony took his first steps. For a few days after
that, he couldn’t move the fingers of his right hand.If Tony was wound tight, skirting violence,
Donna was now lost. At STAR she was beginning to realize, in ways that Tony couldn’t, how
diminished Little Tony’s abilities were. Sometimes it seemed, if they laid him on his stomach, he
would try to push himself up, but there was no real progress. He seemed held back. Donna was
gaining perspective—and losing hope. “We didn’t know what Little Tony’s needs were. I didn’t
understand why God would let a child live who couldn’t do anything for himself. My faith in God
was crushed,” she says. Koffstein urged her to get more information about Little Tony’s prognosis
from the hospital.Just feeding him was an ordeal. Donna had pumped her breasts for six months
after he came home from the hospital, but Little Tony wasn’t gaining weight and so she had
switched entirely to formula. His sucking was labored; it took him an hour or more to finish a
bottle. Donna fed him three bottles a day. He also started eating cereal from a spoon, but he was
losing weight. Donna worried about him. He was tiny. His seizures had stopped, but the hospital
had taken him off phenobarbital and Donna feared that they would start again.She found it
increasingly hard to talk with Tony about Little Tony, or anything else. He was either at work,
asleep, trying to sleep, or surly because he had just got up and had to leave. Each of them was



overwhelmed, but the sources of their preoccupation were invisible to the other. Tony was
always pissed at somebody at work, or about a bill Donna hadn’t paid, or about how the house
was a wreck, while Donna was beset trying to cope with Little Tony while managing seven-year-
old Shannon’s balkiness, getting meals on the table, and dealing with Tony’s peevishness and
rage. With Little Tony, Donna focused on all the things he couldn’t do, Tony on the few that he
could.In July 1985, when Little Tony was fifteen months old, he was admitted to Norwalk
Hospital after a routine clinic visit. He was pale and wasted. He weighed less than twelve pounds
and his head circumference was below the fifth percentile. The first night, after being fed, his
skin turned slatelike, almost purple, indicating a lack of oxygen in the blood. He was rushed to
the special care unit, where it was noted he had “breath-holding spells,” although no seizures. A
week later he was sent home with instructions for a high-calorie diet consisting of whole milk,
supplements, and Flintstone multivitamins. Tony and Donna mashed the vitamins into his
cereal.They say they still received no diagnosis, though hospital records indicate that one had
been made. It was thorough and extensive: failure to thrive, microcephaly (abnormal smallness
of the head often seen in mental retardation), severe developmental delay, spastic quadriplegia
(spasms and paralysis throughout his body; cerebral palsy), status posthypoxic encephalopathy
(brain dysfunction resulting from oxygen deficiency), and status postseizure disorder (seizures).
Again the hospital, in its records, indicated “concern regarding the mother’s conceptions of her
child’s illness and the bleak long-term outlook” and had a social worker investigate. A clinic
pediatrician apparently told Donna of Little Tony’s neurological status and prognosis, although
Donna recalls only that “we knew that Tony had seizures. We knew he had some brain damage.
We didn’t know to what extent.” Adds Tony, “Nothing was defined.”Donna pressed tentatively for
answers. Encouraged by Koffstein and STAR, she started asking more questions during her
clinic visits: Why wasn’t Little Tony growing? Why wasn’t he moving? What was wrong with him?
At one visit, in early fall, a nurse left the room and Donna looked at Little Tony’s records. She
came across the words “mental retardation.” When the nurse returned, Donna demanded, “Why
didn’t anybody tell us?” and the nurse said, “We thought you knew.” At her next visit with the
clinic’s neurologist, in December, he confirmed that the damage to Little Tony’s brain was severe.
He said the boy’s mental and physical disabilities were profound and unalterable.Donna blamed
herself: “I ran through my head, ‘Was it something I did? It must have been because I carried
him.’ ” She thought the damage might have occurred when she fell while sledding with Shannon
during her pregnancy, or when Tony shoved her out of the way the Friday night before the births.
Bereft, she poured her heart out to Koffstein.The clinic diagnosis only made Tony more
protective. That Little Tony had problems was understandable to him; that his son’s mind might
be permanently diminished and his body incurably crippled was not. The void that lay behind
Little Tony’s eyes was obscured by his smile, which, as he approached his second birthday, was
frequent and carefree. Back on anticonvulsives, he began laughing and cooing more, even
babbling, and Tony and Donna began to hear through his inchoate mutterings the distinct
beginnings of words—da, ba. He was eating three bowls of cereal a day, wearing a tuxedo bib



that, with his thick hair, made him seem older, even distinguished—a young dandy. Tony would
feed him from a spoon, saying, “Toe-knee!” then higher, “Toe-knee!” This singsong often elicited
a slight turn of the boy’s head and a gaping grin. This convinced Tony that his son could hear
him, and that he knew who he was.Donna’s frustration with the clinic grew with each visit.
Throughout the winter, as Little Tony ate more solid food, his constipation worsened. “He was
hard as a rock,” Tony recalls. Finally, one of the pediatricians told Donna to use an ice-cream
stick to try to loosen his bowels. Donna stormed out. “On my way out the door he said, ‘Make an
appointment for your next visit,’ and I said, ‘I won’t be back!’ ” she recalls. The following week she
had a private session with Koffstein—her first. “She told me I had to go back,” Donna says. “She
said, ‘If you want, I’ll go with you.’ ” With Koffstein at her side for “moral support,” Donna
presented the doctor who examined Little Tony with a written list of questions. He answered
them, she says, but hesitantly. It was the first visit with this doctor when she didn’t feel
uncomfortable.The next month, April 1986, Donna found Little Tony a private pediatrician in
Westport. Abruptly terminating a relationship that had begun almost three years earlier, the
Sabias were no longer clinic patients at Norwalk Hospital.For two years Humes had waited for
the Sabias to find a lawyer and, though it had been clear to her from the outset that she’d done
nothing wrong, sue her for malpractice. She was fatalistic about “bad babies,” the doctor’s term
for brain-damaged infants. Some newborns, she believed, are bound to be defective. Things
simply go wrong biologically or genetically or during pregnancy and childbirth. “You plant a
packet of seeds,” she says. “Do you expect them all to come up?”But parents won’t—can’t—
accept that, she thought. Bad babies are abhorrent to a society that believes itself entitled to
perfect children. With Apgar scores interpreted anxiously as precursors to the SATs, and
negligence lawyers trolling for victims on TV, most ob-gyns, Humes included, had by the early
eighties come to expect that they would be sued whenever a child they delivered was at all
neurologically impaired.When no subpoena came, Humes counted herself lucky. She hadn’t
heard of a complaint against the hospital and so considered the matter closed. She lost track of
the Sabias. What consumed her was her deteriorating relationship with her department. She had
never got on with the “boys’ club,” as she called her all-male colleagues. No medical specialty
has been so historically paternalistic, or so roiled by sexual politics, as ob-gyn, and Humes,
intentionally or not, was a pot-stirrer. She was a feminist, at odds especially with the hospital’s
older practitioners, most of whom had gotten their training decades earlier when the fashion in
childbirth was to treat it as a disease and when women in delivery were routinely laid out,
sedated, cut, and had their babies yanked from them as if they were yielding a bladder stone.
Her younger colleagues respected her, but as the only woman ob-gyn in the department, she
drew away many of their patients, especially young educated women. As a solo physician she
tended to be a loner, with no spouse to smooth her way socially.The other ob-gyns in Norwalk,
and many of the nurses, simply thought her opinionated and inexperienced. But because of her
status and politics they seemed less tolerant of her than if she’d been a man. “She was basically
a beginning practitioner in a system that offered her no support,” recalls McManamy. “Nobody



was willing to take her aside and say, ‘Come on. I’ve been doing this twenty years. Let me
mentor you a bit.’ ”In her early years at Norwalk, Humes had been criticized for using a vacuum
extractor, a suction device then beginning to challenge forceps in impacted births. Humes was
the only one in the department using it, and sometimes there were problems. Babies’ scalps
suffered contusions, causing superficial bleeding. Their heads were temporarily elongated as
the suction drew tissue fluid into their scalps. The device was safer than forceps—in extreme
cases, the suction broke and the vacuum cup pulled off before causing serious harm—but it was
a new technology, and some of her colleagues distrusted it. A departmental meeting was held,
from which Humes says she was excluded, to review her cases, and she was ordered to call the
senior attending physician whenever she employed the device. The chairman at the time, Dr.
Daniel Adler, liked Humes and defended her, but he’d recently been succeeded by a Canadian,
Dr. John Whetham, with whom she clashed. Humes thought Whetham sexist and had
complained about him. “If I started feeling paranoid about my work there, I had reason to.”In early
May, shortly after Donna withdrew from the clinic, Humes received a letter from Dr. Clifford
Feller, chairman of the ob-gyn department’s peer review committee. Such committees are the
front line for evaluating evidence of physician misconduct. Feller wrote that it was the
“consensus” of the department that Humes should review Donna Sabia’s delivery, particularly
with regard to the “lack of fetal monitoring of Twin A (Little Tony), with the eventual outcome of an
Apgar 1 infant.” Reading the letter, Humes bristled. Why, suddenly, was she being asked to
review events that had happened more than two years ago, concerning a child she hadn’t
technically delivered? And what consensus was Feller talking about? At the moment, she was
more concerned with finding someone to cover for her so she could attend her daughter
Martha’s graduation from Colgate at the end of the month. That no one was willing to fill in for her
only stoked her paranoia, while raising the (for her) unacceptable possibility that she might not
be able to make the trip.As often when her frustrations ran together, Humes reacted rashly. On
May 12 she answered Feller’s letter, calling it “abrasive” and “inaccurate.” “You state ‘consensus’
of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,” she wrote. “As a member of the department I
was not aware that a census had been taken at all in this case.” Still, Humes pledged to
cooperate “in any case where my interpretation is required.” The next day Feller wrote back,
correcting himself and asking Humes for a written account of Donna’s delivery by June 1.Humes
fretted over what had sparked the committee’s interest in the matter now. It made no sense. Peer
reviews of bad outcomes generally take place soon after they occur. Memories are fresh then,
and remedies, if necessary, timelier. (Besides, she thought, hadn’t Fortuna’s firing been
enough?) By the same token, if, as Humes feared, Whetham was trying to discredit her, why had
he waited? She concluded the Sabias must have hired a lawyer after all, and that inquiries for
hospital records had invited the review, although, as hospital officials knew, that wasn’t it, either.
All they knew was that the Sabias had stopped bringing Little Tony to the pediatric clinic.Humes
hadn’t lost touch with her former colleagues at Stamford Hospital, seven miles away. When the
chairman there, Dr. Morton Schiffer, learned about her trouble finding coverage and the hostility



she felt in Norwalk, he invited her to join his department. Humes leapt at the invitation. Why
grovel? she thought. If they didn’t want her at Norwalk Hospital, she’d leave. She’d taken on
another new associate, an aggressive young doctor from Colorado named Cela Doppelt, and
together they could see patients in both locations, funneling them to Stamford for their hospital
needs. Hospitals are to doctors what arenas are to professional athletes. Though in most cases
they don’t work for them directly, they require their facilities. Likewise, hospitals need doctors to
supply them with patients—business. For Schiffer the logic of recruiting Humes may have been
clinched by the fact that she would be bringing with her a patient list of 5,000 women, all
previously spoken for by Norwalk Hospital.“I often leap first and figure it out afterward,” Humes
says. Now, in July and August, as she began sorting out the ramifications of the move, problems
emerged that were more than logistical. Schiffer needed a recommendation from her current
chairman, Whetham, to place her on staff. But Humes’s life had become overwhelming even by
her standards, and, seldom politic, she had neglected an important bit of protocol. In the frenzy
of attending Martha’s graduation, negotiating with Schiffer, expanding her practice to include
Doppelt and a third associate, Dr. Irene Komarynsky, finding and setting up new office space in
Stamford, maintaining her normal flat-out schedule, and wedging in a rafting trip to the
Southwest, she had failed to answer Feller’s initial request for an accounting of Donna’s delivery
and at least two subsequent requests. Intentionally or not, it appeared that she was avoiding an
investigation of a grievous outcome with which she’d been involved. Whetham, even if he’d been
so inclined, could hardly recommend her as long as she remained under such a cloud.Little was
clear about her failure to answer except that Humes was leaving the hospital—fast. And though
she knew why she was going, indeed regarded the move as a step up, others seemed to
interpret the confluence of events differently. Talk began, first among other ob-gyns, then among
nurses and receptionists, finally among other doctors and people on the fringes of the
department, that Humes was either fired or was forced to resign for avoiding Feller’s peer review.
From there rumors flew that Humes had botched a twin delivery two years earlier, leaving one
child dead and the other profoundly brain-damaged, and now refused to face the consequences.
Humes’s leaving, the peer review, and Donna’s delivery all became intertwined, imparting a stain
that wouldn’t easily wash off. In Stamford, Schiffer took to endorsing Humes publicly, standing by
her at meetings, to calm concerns about why Norwalk Hospital hadn’t recommended her.Humes
wrote officially to Whetham on August 14, long after he apparently knew, to tell him of her plans
and to explain the reasons for her departure. “We have found the academic environment at
Stamford Hospital truly exciting,” she wrote, “and the warm, supportive demeanor of colleagues
and administrators there most welcome.” She ended with a personal note:I leave Norwalk
understandably with some feelings of sadness as I have many fond memories of my long
association with the hospital, dating back to my residency in the department of pathology.
Perhaps it was my vacation, rafting down the Colorado River through the magnificent Grand
Canyon, or maybe it is the fact that my best childhood friend is terminal with ovarian cancer, or
maybe it was my recent eldest child’s college graduation that reminded me that our time on this



earth is short and precious and the best move may be to move on. Thank you in advance for
understanding.Sincerely,Maryellen HumesDonna sagged in the late-August heat. She was
pregnant again, not due until March but already uncomfortable. She hoped she wasn’t having
twins. She and Little Tony, slumped in his car seat, sat alone under a shade tree at a picnic.
Through STAR, she’d found him a spot in a summer camp at a state facility for the handicapped
in Norwalk. A small wooded campus of low buildings, it was unmarked from the street. Still
ambivalent about such settings, Donna kept to herself.Mary Gay thought she understood
Donna’s wariness. “I was watching my kids and I recognized this woman,” Gay recalls. “Not who
she was, but she had a confused, bewildered look on her face, one that parents of handicapped
children recognize. She just looked like me.” A large-boned, forceful woman in her early thirties,
Gay approached Donna. An effusive former artist, now a realtor, she held little back and tended
to envelop strangers with her warm, insistent manner. Gay’s six-year-old son Michael jounced
around her. She was sweet with him but also rough, like a lioness cuffing a boisterous cub.The
women talked. Gay, who lives in Westport, had immersed herself in Michael’s problems ever
since learning four years earlier that he had cerebral palsy and was severely autistic. She was a
survivor of a world that Donna was just discovering. She felt its insults deeply, was voraciously
intent on redressing them, described her life in apocalyptic terms, and loved her son. Watching
Little Tony, she thought she knew instantly the reasons for Donna’s “stupor.” It was clear to her
that he was extraordinarily disabled; in May, after withdrawing from the pediatric clinic, Donna
had taken him to Yale-New Haven Hospital, where doctors confirmed that on top of everything
else, he was effectively blind. But Donna seemed unable, or unwilling, to accept these
limitations. She pointed out another boy shambling with the stilted, outturned gait typical of brain-
injured children, then asked Gay with a mixture of curiosity and hope, “Is my boy going to look
like that?”“I knew right then she was totally clueless,” Gay recalls. “A feeling went through me like,
‘You poor sweetheart.’ It was obvious this child was profoundly brain-damaged, but she didn’t
know how bad he was, and I wasn’t going to be the one to tell her. I almost couldn’t deal with it,”
she says. “I wanted to connect her oblivion with a lack of intelligence. I wanted her to be stupid—
for her own good, almost.”Gay recognized Donna’s vulnerability and wanted to help as other
mothers had helped her, but not by upsetting her. She steered the conversation toward more
neutral ground.“How’s your husband dealing with it?” she asked.“He doesn’t really deal with it,”
Donna said.Gay nodded. “Listen, I know what you’re going through,” she said. “I thought I was
going to die until I went to a support group. You should go to one, and bring your
husband.”Donna laughed hoarsely at the thought of Tony sitting around with strangers for the
purpose of self-help. “No,” she said. “He’d never do that.”Gay was emphatic. “Look, Donna, my
husband’s the same way,” she said. “His attitude is, ‘They’re all geeks. I don’t want to have
anything to do with those people.’ Men think there’s something wrong with the whole family when
there’s a handicapped kid. You’re going to have to trick him. He won’t go to meetings at other
people’s houses, but if you have one at your house . . . This is something you have to do for
yourself.”Gay then asked Donna about Little Tony’s birth. She believed, as many people do, that



most cerebral palsy resulted from oxygen loss before and during delivery, that it wasn’t the
babies who were bad but the doctors and hospitals who brought them into the world. Donna told
her about the twins and about going to the clinic at Norwalk Hospital. Michael Gay had also
been born at Norwalk, and Gay’s interest, keen before, now spiked. When Donna told her about
the dead twin and about Tony giving his blood to save his brother, she choked back tears.Now
Donna did the consoling. Seeing Gay’s sadness, wanting to cheer her up, she took Little Tony’s
hand and said, “But look what we’ve got here. At least he’s still alive.” Gay was dumbstruck by
Donna’s equanimity, thinking to herself, At what cost?She peppered Donna with more questions
about her prenatal care: Which doctors had she seen? What kind of monitoring had she
received? Donna had never been grilled quite this way, and had to force herself to remember.
She told Gay about the midwives and the rotating doctors and her visit with Barbara McManamy
on Friday when McManamy told her everything was fine.“And then I got delivered by this other
lady, who was the doctor . . . ” Donna said.Gay burst out sobbing. She reached for breath,
“literally spun around,” she recalls. “Maryellen Humes?” she asked.Donna nodded.Gay had been
trying to contain herself but now came undone. Seven years earlier, when she first learned she
was pregnant with Michael and Humes was new in practice, Humes had become her
obstetrician. She’d liked Humes, admired her, and was sympathetic, though not militantly so, to
her “natural” approach to childbirth. Though she’d gained sixty pounds, Gay’s pregnancy was
uneventful. After a long labor, however, her progress slowed. Humes and the labor nurse
listened intermittently to Michael’s heartbeat, but, not wanting to strap Gay down, didn’t use
electronic fetal monitoring, which correlates the child’s heart rate with maternal contractions.
When Michael was born, he wasn’t breathing. His eyes, Gay remembers, rolled back in his head
and he was limp. Humes revived him by inserting a tube in his trachea.A few days later Gay had
thanked Humes in a note, saying, “It’s very evident that you care very much. You’ll always be
very special to us.” But when she began to realize years later that Michael was brain-damaged,
she seized on the birth as the cause, and sued Humes for malpractice. As the suit ground on,
Gay came to believe unshakably that if Humes had monitored her electronically, she’d have
recognized Michael’s distress and delivered him by emergency C-section. She blamed Humes
for the devastation of her world, with a ferocity even her husband had come to fear, and saw in
the legal system her one hope for redress.Gay asked Donna whether Humes had monitored her
electronically. When Donna said no, Gay first felt outrage “that this woman had screwed
somebody else up”; then “exhilaration, that I’m gonna get her again, and complete fury, that the
system would let this happen.”Gay blurted, “I’m going to call my lawyer. I think you have a
case.”Donna didn’t know how to respond. She and Tony had never considered what had
happened to them anything more than fate. They’d spent two and a half years just coping. She
didn’t think that Humes, whom she’d barely seen and could hardly remember, had somehow
destroyed Little Tony the way Gay seemed certain she had devastated her own boy. But she had
developed enough animosity toward the clinic doctors to think them capable of negligence and
of covering for their mistakes. She listened hard as Gay went on. “I really don’t know whose fault



it is,” Gay said. “But it’s your responsibility to do this, because if your child needs help when he
grows up, this may be the only opportunity you’ll have to provide for him.”By now Gay was
reeling. Seeing in Donna a reflection of herself, she felt an almost obsessive compulsion to
usher her, if not toward a lawsuit, at least toward a lawyer, her lawyer, so that “he, as a
professional, could tell her what to do.” Donna looked at her quizzically, but Gay pressed her,
saying, “It’s very emotional, Donna. It’s the most heart-wrenching thing you’ll ever go
through.”She didn’t tell Donna the worst of it, how enraged and obsessed she’d become. Gay’s
lawsuit had been brought almost five years earlier and still hadn’t been resolved. During that
time Michael’s prognosis had worsened. Meanwhile, doctors had told her he might improve with
immediate and extensive therapy, but she couldn’t afford the $40,000-a-year cost, and had
come to feel, with increasing desperation, that even if she won her case against Humes it would
be too late to help him.This frustration had sundered Gay, making her feel “cracked down the
middle.” She cried and cried, often inconsolably, and behaved in ways she herself thought
extreme. Twice she had driven her car into Humes’s small parking lot and sat there, trembling
and sobbing, unable to remember afterward how she’d gotten there or why she’d gone. Years
before the Internet boom she increasingly escaped at night into the anonymity of chat rooms,
holing up in a playroom over the garage and staying until morning. “If it wasn’t for the computer,
I’d have been dead,” she says. “I was able to go on-line and be the saddest person, or else be
somebody completely different, without a handicapped kid. I could be whoever I wanted.” She
came to resent the real people in her life, her family and friends, because she felt no matter how
much they supported her it was never enough.“Just let them review the case,” she told Donna
sadly. “See what they’ve got. You have a responsibility to do this for your son.”TWOTWOHUMES
DWELLED ON THE BIRTH long enough to determine what had gone wrong and to assure
herself and the Sabias that she had done all she could. She prided herself on her ability not to
let her emotions undermine her competence, to be fully involved in everything she did, to stay
focused and in control “no matter what.” Yet her heart was also deep in her work; the horror of
the twins’ delivery didn’t go away. Resuming her busy schedule, Humes delivered another 11
babies in the three and a half weeks that Little Tony remained in the hospital, sometimes two a
day, while adding dozens of new patients to her practice roster. She attended an all-day
workshop at Yale Medical School on the treatment of sexual problems. She tore out trees on her
property, prepared a guest cottage to rent, signed up for a seven-month karate course, built a
pen for a Bernese mountain dog she’d bought for her daughter, scrambled to hire an associate;
“taking on too much, always,” she says. She grieved for the Sabias, but as someone who stops
to help at the scene of a disaster, then regrets the futility of her good intentions.A woman of that
vigorous yet often frustrated generation that came of age in the fifties, she is, in her own word, a
“goop,” after a children’s book character who takes on many endeavors at once. “I’ve always got
to have a major project,” she says, “and it’s got to be just out of reach.” She was born and raised
comfortably in Rochester, New York, the middle child of formally uneducated parents who
encouraged their children to excel in school. Humes, a determined student, exceeded their



hopes. Meticulous, diligent, and brimming with initiative, she graduated from Stanford University,
then enrolled in the University of Chicago Medical School in the fall of 1961, one of just a dozen
women in her class. The following year she married a Harvard Law School graduate, Roland
Peracca, who worked for the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York.Humes’s medical training
followed the arc of Peracca’s career. She transferred to Downstate Medical School in Brooklyn
and had two daughters, Martha and Sara, before graduating in 1966. Then Peracca was
transferred to Puerto Rico, and Humes, learning Spanish, was a house physician for a year
before interning at University Hospital in San Juan. After another daughter, Anne, was born in
1968, they returned to the Northeast, moving into a gambrel Colonial in Darien, Connecticut.
Humes was thirty-one, living in an unfamiliar suburb with three preschool-age children, no
independent livelihood, and a marriage that had foundered amid what she calls the “traumatic”
dislocations of corporate life.She trained in clinical pathology because it was a nine-to-five job
and because she could do a residency at Norwalk Hospital, near to home. “Did I want to be a
pathologist? No,” she says. What compelled her were “things that are taxing, overwhelming, all-
encompassing; things that suit my pathology.”What she wanted from her marriage was out.
“Roland always said I couldn’t make up my mind about what I wanted to do,” she says, “Finally, I
went to him and said, ‘Okay. I’ve decided. I’m going to do a residency in obstetrics and
gynecology. Then I’m going to divorce you.’ ”Humes excelled in ob-gyn training at Stamford
Hospital, becoming chief resident in her third year, although she was controversial within her
department. In medicine, patients are the coin of the realm. Ob-gyn in Stamford, a city polarized
between rich and poor, was at the time split between two groups—the “Waspy Old Boys,” says
Dr. Daniel Clement, another former resident, and the “Jewish Old Boys.” Humes, neither, was
also neither a typically subservient resident—she was almost forty—nor easygoing around male
prerogative. She was popular with patients, strong, feisty, honest, and had plans to stay in the
area. She also had ideas of her own, especially around the bread-and-butter issue of childbirth;
a calm, accommodating manner; and a natural affinity with women. She clashed with the old
order. “You could almost look at any of the doctors,” says Clement, “and say, ‘Rich patients . . .
poor ones . . . rich ones . . . poor ones . . . middle class’—just by their behavior, background, and
attitude. Maryellen had the appearance, demeanor, education, talent, background, and attitude
to garner everybody. I think they all found her very threatening. They watched her like a
hawk.”Humes gained her independence on schedule in the fall of 1979. Finishing her residency,
she joined a pioneering woman ob-gyn back in Norwalk, Dr. Grace Gorham, who soon retired,
leaving her with a busy solo practice. And, making good on the second part of her pledge to
Peracca, she decamped with the girls, moving into a stone cottage on a wooded promontory in
Westport.It was in Westport, and in this house, that Humes aimed to complete the makeover of
her world. The town is fashionable, picturesque, dropping down from the Yankee hills along the
axis of a tidal river, the Saugatuck, then lying out amid the rocky headlands, broad salt marshes,
and smooth beaches of Long Island Sound. It had long been famous as a haven for the creative
and self-styled. Writers, artists, actors, and others from New York first colonized Westport by



train, in the twenties and thirties, and soon were followed by a legion of cultural icons: F. Scott
Fitzgerald, Elizabeth Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, James Thurber, J. D. Salinger, Edna Ferber,
George Balanchine, George Gershwin, Oscar Levant, Bette Davis. Later most of the big names
moved on as the Sound became polluted and more exotic enclaves beckoned.Humes, as a
woman alone, prized Westport for its beauty and its aura. Her stone house and studio on Old Hill
sat on a sloping acre at the bottom of a winding lane, two doors from Neil Sedaka’s. In the forties
and fifties the property had belonged to an artist of the American West, John Ford Clymer, who
painted more than eighty covers for the Saturday Evening Post. Before that the couple who lived
there threw parties that a neighbor remembers lasting two to three weeks. Now the property was
overgrown, a maze of low-slung boxes, mortared walls fourteen inches thick, a gnome’s hut
deep in a shadowy forest. Humes loved it the minute she saw it.To call the place her refuge
understated her need of it. The house was a wreck. The bathroom was rotting, causing damage
to the neighboring rooms. A full-scale restoration, Humes thought, would be a “huge project . . .
building a boat in a bottle.” But Humes thought the house and grounds “a magical place” and
thrilled to the challenge. She took down one hundred trees and replaced them with ornamentals
—weeping hemlock, paper bark maple, copper beech. She blasted ledge, bulldozed a hillside,
dug roots, laid drainage, sculpted from the slanting terrain a rock garden, perennial beds, a
miniature orchard, fieldstone paths. She had the two-car garage remodeled to open onto a
courtyard. She made grand decisions, then changed her mind. She would move an arch a foot to
make everything fit in the kitchen, then tear out the kitchen. She reversed her mistakes, but
relished making them—and paying for them—herself.With three teenagers, the chaos and
expense of reclaiming the house multiplied. As a single mother, Humes poured herself into her
daughters and was, she says, “too generous with opportunity.” She sent Martha to Pomfret and
Colgate; Sara to Carlton and Barnard, with a junior year in Copenhagen; Anne to Loomis-Chafee
and Cornell. She paid for their education largely herself, although Peracca helped with child
support. “He decided I was a rich doctor and I could handle it,” Humes says. Yet if she was a rich
doctor, a rich Westport doctor, that wasn’t how it felt. Humes built a big practice to support an
active life, then worked so slavishly she had little time to enjoy either. Everything she earned
went out. She couldn’t save. The pace only increased when, six months before Donna Sabia’s
delivery, Anne, her youngest, left for boarding school. Alone for the first time in almost twenty
years, with little besides her house and career to occupy her, she hurled herself into both.On
occasion Humes sought escape but never, it seems, rest. She liked to take demanding vacations
—cross-country skiing in Norway, bird-watching in South America—and when it happened that
in January, around the time Donna was switched to the Friday clinic, she had a week with no
deliveries and no surgery scheduled, she went rock-climbing in the California desert. Otherwise
she worked, and plotted ways to meet her expenses. She had an architect redesign Clymer’s
studio so she could rent it. And she looked for an associate, finding one finally in December.
When the woman showed up six months later, in June 1985, six months pregnant, Humes tried
to accommodate her, but she needed someone who could work a full schedule and cover for



her. Disappointed, she gave the woman until the end of the year to leave.Alone once again,
Humes bore down, worked harder, prodded the workmen at her house to perfection, grew
impatient with the slightest lapse in her schedule. Those scarce times the waiting room was
empty, she prowled the narrow hallway among the examining rooms in her office, phone jerked
to her neck, good-naturedly bird-dogging her staff as if trying to will the world to keep up.During
his first year Donna took Little Tony to the pediatric clinic at Norwalk Hospital for his checkups.
After these visits she sometimes took him to the labor and delivery floor to show him off. More
than once she saw Barbara McManamy, the nurse-midwife who had delivered him. McManamy,
like others at Norwalk during this period, was surprised by her behavior. She expected Donna to
be bitter about the birth and angry and upset about the damage to Little Tony, and she worried
that Donna might blame her and Humes. More to the point, she dreaded being “held in”—named
—in a lawsuit, which she, like Humes and Linda Nemeth, thought had become all but inevitable
the instant he was born. Anyone who worked in obstetrics braced now for being sued whenever
a newborn was less than perfect; with lawyers renting billboards to solicit parents of children with
learning disabilities, it was difficult not to. Not that McManamy thought Donna had cause, but
something terrible had happened between her last clinic visit on Friday and Sunday morning,
when the twins were born. Whatever it was, McManamy had been there on both occasions and
hadn’t known about it.McManamy, who’d never been sued before, was haunted equally by her
failure to anticipate what had occurred and the prospect of being swept up in a lawsuit that
targeted that failure. She’d had trouble sleeping and eating. From the moment she’d held Little
Tony, she knew from his lifeless condition that his injuries could only be catastrophic, and
assumed Donna knew, too. Yet Donna, on her visits, seemed not the least aware of any of this,
neither of his problems nor of the possibility of blame. She was proud of her son and friendly and
gracious to everyone on the staff. McManamy’s relief was palpable, overwhelming. “God gave
you the right parents, Tony,” she thought. “They think you’re great.”He was a thin, stiff baby
—“tight,” Tony says—anemic and constipated and unable to roll over or sit up. Tony and Donna
figured he was developing slowly. At home Tony sat with him on his knees, cycling his arms and
legs, trying to loosen him, but on his own he didn’t reach or grasp. He was sweet, never crying or
fussing, and he slept through the night. Donna worried about him, especially about his seizures,
but didn’t consider him any trouble. He slept on a pillow in a laundry basket.Donna took him out
in a musical car seat. At the laundromat she set him on the big table while she folded. He
disliked the fluorescent lights, got irritable, scrunched his eyes. Pain shadowed his face, now the
image of Tony—gaunt, Mediterranean, with deep-set eyes and a thick shock of brown hair.
Afterward, she sometimes took him to Tony’s parents’ house to see Tony’s father, who, feet up
on the cocktail table, cooed to him while rubbing his back and legs. Like Tony, his father treated
Little Tony more tenderly than he did anyone else. He was sure the boy would come around. “My
father had a bottle of Jack [Daniels] that me and Donna gave him for Christmas before Little
Tony was born,” Tony recalls. “He said he would open it the day Tony walked and talked.”Tony
started working two jobs. During the day he drove a dump truck between Warren, a hill town an



hour north of Norwalk, and construction sites in New York State. He got home around 6 P.M.,
showered, ate, and slept for an hour or two before Donna woke him at nine to go back to work. In
the mornings he repeated the cycle. He worked nights Friday to Tuesday and days Monday to
Friday. After about eight months he got into an argument with his day boss. “Guy started wanting
me to work Saturdays,” he says. “I told him, ‘Forget it.’ ” Tony was earning more than $1,500 a
week, most of it going out as quickly as it came in. He thought the boss resented his
industriousness: “He didn’t like the idea I was making more than him.”Besides his clinic visits,
Little Tony went for physical therapy twice a week at Norwalk Hospital. Donna watched the
therapist stretch him over a beach ball and work his arms and legs—range and motion
exercises. The exercises were a lot like what Tony and his father did instinctively, and Donna felt
encouraged. When the therapist left the hospital in March 1985, Little Tony was eleven months
old and still making no physical effort on his own. The woman urged Donna to continue the
therapy and referred her to an infant- and child-development program on Wolfit Avenue called
STAR.Entering STAR changed Donna’s life more than it did Little Tony’s. She had never thought
of him as being handicapped, not like other children she’d seen, twisted in wheelchairs or with
Down’s syndrome. Yet now here they were, in a world of such children. Donna watched them
uneasily, wondering if Little Tony would be like them, hoping—believing—he wouldn’t. Once, in
the hospital, she and Tony had seen a social worker, but Tony resented the idea. He thought it
was like taking charity. Now, during Little Tony’s therapy, Donna began meeting with other
parents and a social worker named Rosalind Koffstein. It opened her eyes, she says: “We talked
about anything we wanted to talk about—the kids, our problems, how we felt about it.”That
month, March 1985, she and Tony moved back to Sunken Homes, renting a house directly
across the street from Tony’s parents. “It was puke green,” Tony says. “There was no yard, no tree
in the front, nothing: a real piece of shit.” Inside was a shambles, but it was bigger than the
apartment on Flax Hill, more convenient, had fewer stairs. They moved in the week before Little
Tony’s first birthday. With the house still a mess, Tony’s parents gave the party at their
house.Eight days later, on a Sunday morning, Tony’s mother phoned him in a panic. Tony’s father
had collapsed outside their bedroom. Tony dropped the phone. “I took off out of there, never
touched the stairs,” he says. “I took my father, put him on the chair. He was saying he was cold,
but perspiring. He had a towel, kept wiping off his face, his forehead. It seemed like he didn’t
know what he was doing, like he was there and he wasn’t. An ambulance came and they took
him to the hospital. An hour later he was dead.”Tony tried to punch out the window of the
limousine on the way to the funeral. Afterward, back at the house, he opened the bottle of Jack
Daniels his father had been saving for the day Little Tony took his first steps. For a few days after
that, he couldn’t move the fingers of his right hand.If Tony was wound tight, skirting violence,
Donna was now lost. At STAR she was beginning to realize, in ways that Tony couldn’t, how
diminished Little Tony’s abilities were. Sometimes it seemed, if they laid him on his stomach, he
would try to push himself up, but there was no real progress. He seemed held back. Donna was
gaining perspective—and losing hope. “We didn’t know what Little Tony’s needs were. I didn’t



understand why God would let a child live who couldn’t do anything for himself. My faith in God
was crushed,” she says. Koffstein urged her to get more information about Little Tony’s prognosis
from the hospital.Just feeding him was an ordeal. Donna had pumped her breasts for six months
after he came home from the hospital, but Little Tony wasn’t gaining weight and so she had
switched entirely to formula. His sucking was labored; it took him an hour or more to finish a
bottle. Donna fed him three bottles a day. He also started eating cereal from a spoon, but he was
losing weight. Donna worried about him. He was tiny. His seizures had stopped, but the hospital
had taken him off phenobarbital and Donna feared that they would start again.She found it
increasingly hard to talk with Tony about Little Tony, or anything else. He was either at work,
asleep, trying to sleep, or surly because he had just got up and had to leave. Each of them was
overwhelmed, but the sources of their preoccupation were invisible to the other. Tony was
always pissed at somebody at work, or about a bill Donna hadn’t paid, or about how the house
was a wreck, while Donna was beset trying to cope with Little Tony while managing seven-year-
old Shannon’s balkiness, getting meals on the table, and dealing with Tony’s peevishness and
rage. With Little Tony, Donna focused on all the things he couldn’t do, Tony on the few that he
could.In July 1985, when Little Tony was fifteen months old, he was admitted to Norwalk
Hospital after a routine clinic visit. He was pale and wasted. He weighed less than twelve pounds
and his head circumference was below the fifth percentile. The first night, after being fed, his
skin turned slatelike, almost purple, indicating a lack of oxygen in the blood. He was rushed to
the special care unit, where it was noted he had “breath-holding spells,” although no seizures. A
week later he was sent home with instructions for a high-calorie diet consisting of whole milk,
supplements, and Flintstone multivitamins. Tony and Donna mashed the vitamins into his
cereal.They say they still received no diagnosis, though hospital records indicate that one had
been made. It was thorough and extensive: failure to thrive, microcephaly (abnormal smallness
of the head often seen in mental retardation), severe developmental delay, spastic quadriplegia
(spasms and paralysis throughout his body; cerebral palsy), status posthypoxic encephalopathy
(brain dysfunction resulting from oxygen deficiency), and status postseizure disorder (seizures).
Again the hospital, in its records, indicated “concern regarding the mother’s conceptions of her
child’s illness and the bleak long-term outlook” and had a social worker investigate. A clinic
pediatrician apparently told Donna of Little Tony’s neurological status and prognosis, although
Donna recalls only that “we knew that Tony had seizures. We knew he had some brain damage.
We didn’t know to what extent.” Adds Tony, “Nothing was defined.”Donna pressed tentatively for
answers. Encouraged by Koffstein and STAR, she started asking more questions during her
clinic visits: Why wasn’t Little Tony growing? Why wasn’t he moving? What was wrong with him?
At one visit, in early fall, a nurse left the room and Donna looked at Little Tony’s records. She
came across the words “mental retardation.” When the nurse returned, Donna demanded, “Why
didn’t anybody tell us?” and the nurse said, “We thought you knew.” At her next visit with the
clinic’s neurologist, in December, he confirmed that the damage to Little Tony’s brain was severe.
He said the boy’s mental and physical disabilities were profound and unalterable.Donna blamed



herself: “I ran through my head, ‘Was it something I did? It must have been because I carried
him.’ ” She thought the damage might have occurred when she fell while sledding with Shannon
during her pregnancy, or when Tony shoved her out of the way the Friday night before the births.
Bereft, she poured her heart out to Koffstein.The clinic diagnosis only made Tony more
protective. That Little Tony had problems was understandable to him; that his son’s mind might
be permanently diminished and his body incurably crippled was not. The void that lay behind
Little Tony’s eyes was obscured by his smile, which, as he approached his second birthday, was
frequent and carefree. Back on anticonvulsives, he began laughing and cooing more, even
babbling, and Tony and Donna began to hear through his inchoate mutterings the distinct
beginnings of words—da, ba. He was eating three bowls of cereal a day, wearing a tuxedo bib
that, with his thick hair, made him seem older, even distinguished—a young dandy. Tony would
feed him from a spoon, saying, “Toe-knee!” then higher, “Toe-knee!” This singsong often elicited
a slight turn of the boy’s head and a gaping grin. This convinced Tony that his son could hear
him, and that he knew who he was.Donna’s frustration with the clinic grew with each visit.
Throughout the winter, as Little Tony ate more solid food, his constipation worsened. “He was
hard as a rock,” Tony recalls. Finally, one of the pediatricians told Donna to use an ice-cream
stick to try to loosen his bowels. Donna stormed out. “On my way out the door he said, ‘Make an
appointment for your next visit,’ and I said, ‘I won’t be back!’ ” she recalls. The following week she
had a private session with Koffstein—her first. “She told me I had to go back,” Donna says. “She
said, ‘If you want, I’ll go with you.’ ” With Koffstein at her side for “moral support,” Donna
presented the doctor who examined Little Tony with a written list of questions. He answered
them, she says, but hesitantly. It was the first visit with this doctor when she didn’t feel
uncomfortable.The next month, April 1986, Donna found Little Tony a private pediatrician in
Westport. Abruptly terminating a relationship that had begun almost three years earlier, the
Sabias were no longer clinic patients at Norwalk Hospital.For two years Humes had waited for
the Sabias to find a lawyer and, though it had been clear to her from the outset that she’d done
nothing wrong, sue her for malpractice. She was fatalistic about “bad babies,” the doctor’s term
for brain-damaged infants. Some newborns, she believed, are bound to be defective. Things
simply go wrong biologically or genetically or during pregnancy and childbirth. “You plant a
packet of seeds,” she says. “Do you expect them all to come up?”But parents won’t—can’t—
accept that, she thought. Bad babies are abhorrent to a society that believes itself entitled to
perfect children. With Apgar scores interpreted anxiously as precursors to the SATs, and
negligence lawyers trolling for victims on TV, most ob-gyns, Humes included, had by the early
eighties come to expect that they would be sued whenever a child they delivered was at all
neurologically impaired.When no subpoena came, Humes counted herself lucky. She hadn’t
heard of a complaint against the hospital and so considered the matter closed. She lost track of
the Sabias. What consumed her was her deteriorating relationship with her department. She had
never got on with the “boys’ club,” as she called her all-male colleagues. No medical specialty
has been so historically paternalistic, or so roiled by sexual politics, as ob-gyn, and Humes,



intentionally or not, was a pot-stirrer. She was a feminist, at odds especially with the hospital’s
older practitioners, most of whom had gotten their training decades earlier when the fashion in
childbirth was to treat it as a disease and when women in delivery were routinely laid out,
sedated, cut, and had their babies yanked from them as if they were yielding a bladder stone.
Her younger colleagues respected her, but as the only woman ob-gyn in the department, she
drew away many of their patients, especially young educated women. As a solo physician she
tended to be a loner, with no spouse to smooth her way socially.The other ob-gyns in Norwalk,
and many of the nurses, simply thought her opinionated and inexperienced. But because of her
status and politics they seemed less tolerant of her than if she’d been a man. “She was basically
a beginning practitioner in a system that offered her no support,” recalls McManamy. “Nobody
was willing to take her aside and say, ‘Come on. I’ve been doing this twenty years. Let me
mentor you a bit.’ ”In her early years at Norwalk, Humes had been criticized for using a vacuum
extractor, a suction device then beginning to challenge forceps in impacted births. Humes was
the only one in the department using it, and sometimes there were problems. Babies’ scalps
suffered contusions, causing superficial bleeding. Their heads were temporarily elongated as
the suction drew tissue fluid into their scalps. The device was safer than forceps—in extreme
cases, the suction broke and the vacuum cup pulled off before causing serious harm—but it was
a new technology, and some of her colleagues distrusted it. A departmental meeting was held,
from which Humes says she was excluded, to review her cases, and she was ordered to call the
senior attending physician whenever she employed the device. The chairman at the time, Dr.
Daniel Adler, liked Humes and defended her, but he’d recently been succeeded by a Canadian,
Dr. John Whetham, with whom she clashed. Humes thought Whetham sexist and had
complained about him. “If I started feeling paranoid about my work there, I had reason to.”In early
May, shortly after Donna withdrew from the clinic, Humes received a letter from Dr. Clifford
Feller, chairman of the ob-gyn department’s peer review committee. Such committees are the
front line for evaluating evidence of physician misconduct. Feller wrote that it was the
“consensus” of the department that Humes should review Donna Sabia’s delivery, particularly
with regard to the “lack of fetal monitoring of Twin A (Little Tony), with the eventual outcome of an
Apgar 1 infant.” Reading the letter, Humes bristled. Why, suddenly, was she being asked to
review events that had happened more than two years ago, concerning a child she hadn’t
technically delivered? And what consensus was Feller talking about? At the moment, she was
more concerned with finding someone to cover for her so she could attend her daughter
Martha’s graduation from Colgate at the end of the month. That no one was willing to fill in for her
only stoked her paranoia, while raising the (for her) unacceptable possibility that she might not
be able to make the trip.As often when her frustrations ran together, Humes reacted rashly. On
May 12 she answered Feller’s letter, calling it “abrasive” and “inaccurate.” “You state ‘consensus’
of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,” she wrote. “As a member of the department I
was not aware that a census had been taken at all in this case.” Still, Humes pledged to
cooperate “in any case where my interpretation is required.” The next day Feller wrote back,



correcting himself and asking Humes for a written account of Donna’s delivery by June 1.Humes
fretted over what had sparked the committee’s interest in the matter now. It made no sense. Peer
reviews of bad outcomes generally take place soon after they occur. Memories are fresh then,
and remedies, if necessary, timelier. (Besides, she thought, hadn’t Fortuna’s firing been
enough?) By the same token, if, as Humes feared, Whetham was trying to discredit her, why had
he waited? She concluded the Sabias must have hired a lawyer after all, and that inquiries for
hospital records had invited the review, although, as hospital officials knew, that wasn’t it, either.
All they knew was that the Sabias had stopped bringing Little Tony to the pediatric clinic.Humes
hadn’t lost touch with her former colleagues at Stamford Hospital, seven miles away. When the
chairman there, Dr. Morton Schiffer, learned about her trouble finding coverage and the hostility
she felt in Norwalk, he invited her to join his department. Humes leapt at the invitation. Why
grovel? she thought. If they didn’t want her at Norwalk Hospital, she’d leave. She’d taken on
another new associate, an aggressive young doctor from Colorado named Cela Doppelt, and
together they could see patients in both locations, funneling them to Stamford for their hospital
needs. Hospitals are to doctors what arenas are to professional athletes. Though in most cases
they don’t work for them directly, they require their facilities. Likewise, hospitals need doctors to
supply them with patients—business. For Schiffer the logic of recruiting Humes may have been
clinched by the fact that she would be bringing with her a patient list of 5,000 women, all
previously spoken for by Norwalk Hospital.“I often leap first and figure it out afterward,” Humes
says. Now, in July and August, as she began sorting out the ramifications of the move, problems
emerged that were more than logistical. Schiffer needed a recommendation from her current
chairman, Whetham, to place her on staff. But Humes’s life had become overwhelming even by
her standards, and, seldom politic, she had neglected an important bit of protocol. In the frenzy
of attending Martha’s graduation, negotiating with Schiffer, expanding her practice to include
Doppelt and a third associate, Dr. Irene Komarynsky, finding and setting up new office space in
Stamford, maintaining her normal flat-out schedule, and wedging in a rafting trip to the
Southwest, she had failed to answer Feller’s initial request for an accounting of Donna’s delivery
and at least two subsequent requests. Intentionally or not, it appeared that she was avoiding an
investigation of a grievous outcome with which she’d been involved. Whetham, even if he’d been
so inclined, could hardly recommend her as long as she remained under such a cloud.Little was
clear about her failure to answer except that Humes was leaving the hospital—fast. And though
she knew why she was going, indeed regarded the move as a step up, others seemed to
interpret the confluence of events differently. Talk began, first among other ob-gyns, then among
nurses and receptionists, finally among other doctors and people on the fringes of the
department, that Humes was either fired or was forced to resign for avoiding Feller’s peer review.
From there rumors flew that Humes had botched a twin delivery two years earlier, leaving one
child dead and the other profoundly brain-damaged, and now refused to face the consequences.
Humes’s leaving, the peer review, and Donna’s delivery all became intertwined, imparting a stain
that wouldn’t easily wash off. In Stamford, Schiffer took to endorsing Humes publicly, standing by



her at meetings, to calm concerns about why Norwalk Hospital hadn’t recommended her.Humes
wrote officially to Whetham on August 14, long after he apparently knew, to tell him of her plans
and to explain the reasons for her departure. “We have found the academic environment at
Stamford Hospital truly exciting,” she wrote, “and the warm, supportive demeanor of colleagues
and administrators there most welcome.” She ended with a personal note:I leave Norwalk
understandably with some feelings of sadness as I have many fond memories of my long
association with the hospital, dating back to my residency in the department of pathology.
Perhaps it was my vacation, rafting down the Colorado River through the magnificent Grand
Canyon, or maybe it is the fact that my best childhood friend is terminal with ovarian cancer, or
maybe it was my recent eldest child’s college graduation that reminded me that our time on this
earth is short and precious and the best move may be to move on. Thank you in advance for
understanding.Sincerely,Maryellen HumesDonna sagged in the late-August heat. She was
pregnant again, not due until March but already uncomfortable. She hoped she wasn’t having
twins. She and Little Tony, slumped in his car seat, sat alone under a shade tree at a picnic.
Through STAR, she’d found him a spot in a summer camp at a state facility for the handicapped
in Norwalk. A small wooded campus of low buildings, it was unmarked from the street. Still
ambivalent about such settings, Donna kept to herself.Mary Gay thought she understood
Donna’s wariness. “I was watching my kids and I recognized this woman,” Gay recalls. “Not who
she was, but she had a confused, bewildered look on her face, one that parents of handicapped
children recognize. She just looked like me.” A large-boned, forceful woman in her early thirties,
Gay approached Donna. An effusive former artist, now a realtor, she held little back and tended
to envelop strangers with her warm, insistent manner. Gay’s six-year-old son Michael jounced
around her. She was sweet with him but also rough, like a lioness cuffing a boisterous cub.The
women talked. Gay, who lives in Westport, had immersed herself in Michael’s problems ever
since learning four years earlier that he had cerebral palsy and was severely autistic. She was a
survivor of a world that Donna was just discovering. She felt its insults deeply, was voraciously
intent on redressing them, described her life in apocalyptic terms, and loved her son. Watching
Little Tony, she thought she knew instantly the reasons for Donna’s “stupor.” It was clear to her
that he was extraordinarily disabled; in May, after withdrawing from the pediatric clinic, Donna
had taken him to Yale-New Haven Hospital, where doctors confirmed that on top of everything
else, he was effectively blind. But Donna seemed unable, or unwilling, to accept these
limitations. She pointed out another boy shambling with the stilted, outturned gait typical of brain-
injured children, then asked Gay with a mixture of curiosity and hope, “Is my boy going to look
like that?”“I knew right then she was totally clueless,” Gay recalls. “A feeling went through me like,
‘You poor sweetheart.’ It was obvious this child was profoundly brain-damaged, but she didn’t
know how bad he was, and I wasn’t going to be the one to tell her. I almost couldn’t deal with it,”
she says. “I wanted to connect her oblivion with a lack of intelligence. I wanted her to be stupid—
for her own good, almost.”Gay recognized Donna’s vulnerability and wanted to help as other
mothers had helped her, but not by upsetting her. She steered the conversation toward more



neutral ground.“How’s your husband dealing with it?” she asked.“He doesn’t really deal with it,”
Donna said.Gay nodded. “Listen, I know what you’re going through,” she said. “I thought I was
going to die until I went to a support group. You should go to one, and bring your
husband.”Donna laughed hoarsely at the thought of Tony sitting around with strangers for the
purpose of self-help. “No,” she said. “He’d never do that.”Gay was emphatic. “Look, Donna, my
husband’s the same way,” she said. “His attitude is, ‘They’re all geeks. I don’t want to have
anything to do with those people.’ Men think there’s something wrong with the whole family when
there’s a handicapped kid. You’re going to have to trick him. He won’t go to meetings at other
people’s houses, but if you have one at your house . . . This is something you have to do for
yourself.”Gay then asked Donna about Little Tony’s birth. She believed, as many people do, that
most cerebral palsy resulted from oxygen loss before and during delivery, that it wasn’t the
babies who were bad but the doctors and hospitals who brought them into the world. Donna told
her about the twins and about going to the clinic at Norwalk Hospital. Michael Gay had also
been born at Norwalk, and Gay’s interest, keen before, now spiked. When Donna told her about
the dead twin and about Tony giving his blood to save his brother, she choked back tears.Now
Donna did the consoling. Seeing Gay’s sadness, wanting to cheer her up, she took Little Tony’s
hand and said, “But look what we’ve got here. At least he’s still alive.” Gay was dumbstruck by
Donna’s equanimity, thinking to herself, At what cost?She peppered Donna with more questions
about her prenatal care: Which doctors had she seen? What kind of monitoring had she
received? Donna had never been grilled quite this way, and had to force herself to remember.
She told Gay about the midwives and the rotating doctors and her visit with Barbara McManamy
on Friday when McManamy told her everything was fine.“And then I got delivered by this other
lady, who was the doctor . . . ” Donna said.Gay burst out sobbing. She reached for breath,
“literally spun around,” she recalls. “Maryellen Humes?” she asked.Donna nodded.Gay had been
trying to contain herself but now came undone. Seven years earlier, when she first learned she
was pregnant with Michael and Humes was new in practice, Humes had become her
obstetrician. She’d liked Humes, admired her, and was sympathetic, though not militantly so, to
her “natural” approach to childbirth. Though she’d gained sixty pounds, Gay’s pregnancy was
uneventful. After a long labor, however, her progress slowed. Humes and the labor nurse
listened intermittently to Michael’s heartbeat, but, not wanting to strap Gay down, didn’t use
electronic fetal monitoring, which correlates the child’s heart rate with maternal contractions.
When Michael was born, he wasn’t breathing. His eyes, Gay remembers, rolled back in his head
and he was limp. Humes revived him by inserting a tube in his trachea.A few days later Gay had
thanked Humes in a note, saying, “It’s very evident that you care very much. You’ll always be
very special to us.” But when she began to realize years later that Michael was brain-damaged,
she seized on the birth as the cause, and sued Humes for malpractice. As the suit ground on,
Gay came to believe unshakably that if Humes had monitored her electronically, she’d have
recognized Michael’s distress and delivered him by emergency C-section. She blamed Humes
for the devastation of her world, with a ferocity even her husband had come to fear, and saw in



the legal system her one hope for redress.Gay asked Donna whether Humes had monitored her
electronically. When Donna said no, Gay first felt outrage “that this woman had screwed
somebody else up”; then “exhilaration, that I’m gonna get her again, and complete fury, that the
system would let this happen.”Gay blurted, “I’m going to call my lawyer. I think you have a
case.”Donna didn’t know how to respond. She and Tony had never considered what had
happened to them anything more than fate. They’d spent two and a half years just coping. She
didn’t think that Humes, whom she’d barely seen and could hardly remember, had somehow
destroyed Little Tony the way Gay seemed certain she had devastated her own boy. But she had
developed enough animosity toward the clinic doctors to think them capable of negligence and
of covering for their mistakes. She listened hard as Gay went on. “I really don’t know whose fault
it is,” Gay said. “But it’s your responsibility to do this, because if your child needs help when he
grows up, this may be the only opportunity you’ll have to provide for him.”By now Gay was
reeling. Seeing in Donna a reflection of herself, she felt an almost obsessive compulsion to
usher her, if not toward a lawsuit, at least toward a lawyer, her lawyer, so that “he, as a
professional, could tell her what to do.” Donna looked at her quizzically, but Gay pressed her,
saying, “It’s very emotional, Donna. It’s the most heart-wrenching thing you’ll ever go
through.”She didn’t tell Donna the worst of it, how enraged and obsessed she’d become. Gay’s
lawsuit had been brought almost five years earlier and still hadn’t been resolved. During that
time Michael’s prognosis had worsened. Meanwhile, doctors had told her he might improve with
immediate and extensive therapy, but she couldn’t afford the $40,000-a-year cost, and had
come to feel, with increasing desperation, that even if she won her case against Humes it would
be too late to help him.This frustration had sundered Gay, making her feel “cracked down the
middle.” She cried and cried, often inconsolably, and behaved in ways she herself thought
extreme. Twice she had driven her car into Humes’s small parking lot and sat there, trembling
and sobbing, unable to remember afterward how she’d gotten there or why she’d gone. Years
before the Internet boom she increasingly escaped at night into the anonymity of chat rooms,
holing up in a playroom over the garage and staying until morning. “If it wasn’t for the computer,
I’d have been dead,” she says. “I was able to go on-line and be the saddest person, or else be
somebody completely different, without a handicapped kid. I could be whoever I wanted.” She
came to resent the real people in her life, her family and friends, because she felt no matter how
much they supported her it was never enough.“Just let them review the case,” she told Donna
sadly. “See what they’ve got. You have a responsibility to do this for your son.”THREEGAY
WANTED DONNA TO MEET with Michael Koskoff of Koskoff, Koskoff & Bieder in Bridgeport,
the state’s largest and poorest city, thirty miles up the coast from Norwalk. The firm specialized
in large personal injury cases, particularly medical malpractice claims, and its frequent
multimillion-dollar verdicts made headlines statewide. Mike Koskoff was the only son of its
celebrated founder, Theodore “Ted” Koskoff, from whose sizable shadow he still was emerging
at age forty-six. As a teenager, the younger Koskoff had had two missions: to be an actor and to
“redistribute the wealth.” Now, with his polished courtroom performances, his national reputation



for winning major product liability and personal injury suits, and his status as perhaps the best
“medmal” lawyer in Connecticut, he liked to say he’d found a way to do both.More than client and
attorney, Gay and Koskoff had become, in the course of suing Humes, public allies. Realizing
that her son was retarded and that Humes might be to blame had shattered Gay, but discovering
that she might lose her only chance to help him because of a backlogged legal system had
moved her to speak out. Driven by a combination of guilt and fury, she resolved to let others
know just how such an injustice could occur and how it nearly had destroyed her family.Koskoff
and his partner Richard Bieder, always looking for clients compelling enough to advance the
firm’s political agenda, provided Gay with a platform by recruiting her to head the Victims’ Rights
Association. The group, existing largely on paper, was created by the Connecticut Trial Lawyers
Association, with which Koskoff had long been involved and which was perennially at war with
the state’s preeminent business interests—the Hartford-based insurance giants—over the issue
of civil liability. While the insurers crusaded for fewer lawsuits with smaller verdicts, the lawyers
promoted the opposite agenda. Gay was a “figurehead,” she says, Koskoff having assured her
there was no real work or responsibility involved. All she had to do was stand up, be an example,
publicize her plight.Connecticut’s civil courts, like those of many states, had long been clogged,
a situation the Koskoffs considered a threat both to the Constitution and to lawyers like
themselves who worked on contingency. When Gay’s suit was filed in 1981, it joined more than
60,000 others waiting for a court date in a state with just 125 full-time superior court judges. The
average wait for trial was about five years, twice that of, say, Pennsylvania. The delays hurt
plaintiffs and, potentially, the public, as Gay’s inability to pay for timely treatment for her son
showed. But it was the trial lawyers—who financed their cases up front, didn’t get paid until
those cases were resolved, and generally took a third of most awards—who led the outcry. As a
victims’ advocate, Gay inveighed against the state’s judicial delays, serving both her own
agenda and that of the lawyers, who proposed making it easier to get cases to trial by doubling
the number of judges and courtrooms. She appeared on TV, lobbied legislators, and addressed
the 99th Congress. She “became a butterfly,” she says, “going around to other people saying, ‘I
have a handicapped kid. Do you have a handicapped kid?’ ” Often during interviews she broke
down sobbing while her son Michael climbed on her lap and licked her face. In Connecticut,
Michael Gay—thick black hair, sweet discombobulated smile, wandering eyes never quite
focusing—became a poster boy for delayed civil justice.A few weeks after Donna met Gay, she
and Tony left Little Tony with a sitter, then sped up I-95 in Donna’s brown and white ’79 Chevy
Blazer to the Koskoffs’ office in Bridgeport. They didn’t know what to expect. “We didn’t know if
we had a case because the doctors never elaborated,” Tony says. Donna, anxious, thought they
were going “for answers . . . to find out if we had a case.” “I still didn’t believe that anyone had
done something wrong,” she recalls thinking, “but if they did, I wanted something done about it.”
Tony thought the visit “would be a waste of time basically” but decided they had nothing to lose
since “it was a no-money thing going in”—they’d have to pay the lawyers only if they brought suit
and won. Tony had come straight from work, hadn’t slept, and wore what Donna calls his “accept



me as I am” uniform; boots, jeans, and T-shirt. Donna “tried to make myself presentable,” she
says, in a loose-fitting outfit but not a maternity dress.Tony pulled off the highway onto Golden
Hill Street near downtown. It was an odd location for a thriving, nationally known firm, an area so
notorious and crime-ridden that the Koskoffs had been forced in recent years to offer private car
service to suburban clients too fearful to make the trip alone. The city had been for a hundred
years, until the mid-sixties, a busy industrial center. Manufacturing plants and munitions factories
thundered alongside a rumbling seaport. Now, Main Street was a grim gauntlet—pawnshops,
unisex hair salons, squalid bars, boarded-up storefronts—as Bridgeport slouched toward
bankruptcy, the first major American city to go Chapter 11.Tony parked the car in an alley
between the city’s old county courthouse and the former Stratfield Hotel, a rambling brick
building recently converted to subsidized housing. He and Donna entered through a rear door
under a faded window sign advertising bail bonds, and were directed to the Koskoffs’ offices.
During Bridgeport’s salad days, the suite had been the hotel’s grand ballroom. Now it held two
tiers of cubicles stacked around a painfully bright, two-story, seventies-style reception area—
white quarry-tile floor, royal blue carpet, modern spiral staircase, a burbling fountain lit up from
within by colored floodlights. The color scheme was orange and blue, a homage to the New York
Mets. Counting cousins and spouses, seven of the firm’s thirteen lawyers were family members.
The clannishness, like the decor, flowed from patriarch Ted Koskoff’s bold tastes and rich
enthusiasms.A short, bearded, middle-aged lawyer named Joel Lichtenstein came out of one of
the downstairs offices to greet them. They had expected to meet with Mike Koskoff, but
Lichtenstein explained that he screened the cases Koskoff argued in court. Unlike most of the
firm’s other lawyers, he never tried cases. Instead, he culled from the parade of sorrow that
trudged through his office those tragedies that appeared at the outset winnable, and valuable
enough, for the Koskoffs to take on. Donna had assumed she was the one who was shopping,
but in truth it was the other way around. The firm turned down 95 percent of those who came in
with possible malpractice claims. It never advertised. Largely because of Lichtenstein, it didn’t
have to.Lichtenstein ushered them to his office and invited them to sit. As Donna spoke, he was
stunned by the enormity of her loss. “My God,” he recalls thinking. “What could be worse than for
a mother to lose one baby so close to term and have the other baby so deeply damaged? I just
couldn’t believe that a woman could be so close, and suffer this kind of tragedy. Not in the
modern world.”Hearing so much sorrow, interviewing so many broken-hearted people he knew
he would turn away, Lichtenstein had developed a deft sincerity. His office manner combined
several professional attitudes—an undertaker’s solemnity, a psychiatrist’s empathy, a banker’s
perspicacity, a doctor’s concern. He claimed to feel deeply the suffering of those shattered by
illness and injury, and at age forty-two, an Orthodox Jew up from the Bronx, responded with
pained weariness to their “horror”—a word he pronounced, with a conspicuous heaviness of
spirit, “hawroar.”He also understood the other side. Before joining the Koskoffs in the early
seventies, he’d been vice president of a small New York insurance company, defending doctors
against malpractice claims: he knew how doctors thought and how to value cases. Lichtenstein



liked doctors and believed, perhaps too generously, that they liked him. But he also distrusted
them when it came to their own fallibility, and he was a one man antidefamation league when it
came to their slanders against lawyers. He was a frequent radio caller and scorching editorial
page letter writer, often moved to lash back whenever he felt his profession was under
attack.Lichtenstein says he was horrified by Donna’s story, but disbelief and indignation were
baseline emotions for him. To ascend to outrage, the threshold for taking a case, he needed
evidence that Donna’s medical treatment was both incompetent and contributed to Michael’s
death and/or Little Tony’s problems. He asked her to recall in detail her visits to Norwalk
Hospital, whom she saw and when, scribbling her answers on a clean white legal pad. He
stopped, raising his pen, as she began naming those who treated her during delivery. “Knowing
it was Dr. Humes,” he recalls, “who I didn’t have a high regard for from the Gay case, made me
immediately suspect.”Lichtenstein was always careful, no matter how tragic their stories, not to
inflame potential clients. “I work very hard to make sure that they never leave the office with a
great hatred of the medical process,” he says. “If they carry over a hatred for doctors, nurses,
hospitals, they’re going to have an awfully tough time in the future.” But his own presumption that
Humes was implicated was already leading him to suspect that Donna had a case.Finally, after
an hour, Donna asked him what he thought. He was noncommittal. He told them only that he
would look into it, and asked her to sign a release so that he could obtain her and Little Tony’s
medical records from Norwalk Hospital. In fact, Lichtenstein knew he had a more urgent
problem: Connecticut’s two-year statute of limitations. Plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases
had that long from the time an injury was “sustained or discovered or . . . should have been
discovered” to bring suit. But Michael Sabia’s death and Little Tony’s injuries had occurred in
April 1984, two and a half years earlier.Lichtenstein believed Tony and Donna when they said
they didn’t suspect until after Donna’s conversation with Mary Gay that Little Tony’s injuries
might have been caused by “something someone did.” He also knew there was ample case law
to support them, and that what mattered was when the misconduct believed to cause the injury
was first suspected, not when it took place. But he worried that by not coming to him sooner,
Tony and Donna might have waited too long for him to be of help. He was careful not to inflate
their hopes.As they were leaving, he explained the firm’s fees. Tony and Donna would pay
nothing if the Koskoffs looked into the matter but decided not to represent them. If they brought
suit, they would pay only if the Koskoffs won, in which case the firm took a third of the damage
award, plus expenses. The arrangement was standard among personal injury lawyers, although
some had lately begun to charge forty percent in more difficult cases, particularly medical
malpractice claims.Heading back to Norwalk, Tony recalls feeling perplexed—“like a fish out of
water,” he says. The concept of medical negligence was still foreign to him. Donna, who
accepted it as a possibility, felt she knew no more than before and tried not to think about it. She
was more worried now about Tony. Gay was right about him; not that he thought having a
handicapped kid made him a “geek,” but that she couldn’t tell what he thought, he kept
everything wrapped so tight. He was like a machine. He almost never slept. He ate ravenously



and lost weight. He seemed to be burning himself up inside, and Donna couldn’t help read into
his oblique stare a molten rage—toward the world but also toward her. He seemed happy about
her pregnancy, and she hoped for his sake that she would have a normal, healthy boy, and that
maybe that would blunt some of his anger.In October, Tony had a week off. He told Donna he
needed to get away and that he was going to visit an old friend in New York. He gave her a
phone number where she could reach him. While he was gone, one of Little Tony’s classmates
at STAR died, and Donna came unraveled. “This little girl, Jessica, was absolutely gorgeous,”
she says. “Beautiful long brown curls.” Donna called the number in New York, but Tony’s friend
said he hadn’t seen him and didn’t know where he was. Donna says she was a wreck. She
called Tony’s brother John. She knew Tony had had other girlfriends before they met. Now she
suspected he’d gone to visit one of them in Arizona and that he’d lied about it because he wasn’t
coming back. Trembling, she told John if he talked with Tony; “Tell him somebody passed away,
but not somebody in the family.” Afterward, she tore into old phone bills to see who he’d been
calling.Donna sent flowers to Little Jessica’s family and signed the note both from her and Tony.
She went alone to the funeral and the wake, sobbing over the open coffin as she imagined, for
the first time, that Little Tony might also die, and that Tony would leave, and that there would be
nothing left for her. For the rest of the week Tony never called, although one day she saw his
truck parked behind a limousine business belonging to a friend of his. She suspected he’d
stashed it there and had John drive him to the airport.The night before Tony was supposed to
return to work, Donna prepared a candlelight dinner. She asked a friend to take Shannon and
Little Tony for the night. “I waited and waited and waited,” she says. “He didn’t show up.” Finally,
hours late, he opened the door.“What’d ya think I wasn’t coming back?” he asked.Afterward,
they talked. Tony said he’d never thought of leaving for good. But it was years before Donna
would find out where he’d been. Whenever she asked, he told her it was none of her business.
Eventually, she found out that he’d been in Arizona, just as she’d suspected, but Tony refused to
apologize or confirm whom he had visited.Once Humes resolved to do something, she lost her
tolerance for encumbering details; having decided to leave Norwalk, all she wanted was a clean
break. But the hospital, for reasons of its own, refused to allow it. During the first week in
October, she received a registered letter from Dr. Albert Burke, Norwalk’s chief of staff. Burke
said it had become “absolutely necessary” that Feller’s peer review committee receive a written
summary of Donna’s delivery. “Should you fail to comply within seven days,” Burke wrote, “I shall
be required to act on your pending request for Courtesy privileges and bring this matter to the
attention of my counterpart at Stamford Hospital.”Humes sat down and wrote Feller a hasty, one-
page reply, but, typically, failed to save herself extra recrimination by delivering it right away. She
held onto it for at least three days after Burke’s deadline, inviting a second ultimatum from John
Whetham, the department head with whom she clashed. “I am presently sitting with the request
from Philip D. Cusano, president and chief executive officer of Stamford Hospital with regards to
your application,” Whetham wrote. “Until I am convinced that you have fulfilled your commitment
in a satisfactory manner, I cannot respond to this request.”Humes still resented having to comply



with Feller’s peer review but realized now she had little choice in the matter. Reluctantly, she
mailed him her account, in which she addressed the question of fetal monitoring raised
repeatedly by Feller over the past six months:Continuous fetal monitoring was considered in this
twin gestation but was not possible given the patient’s lack of cooperation. There was no
occasion to consider an alternate mode of monitoring as Mrs. Sabia’s competent, experienced
attendants reported that repeated checks of fetal heart tones were normal.Whose heart tones
Humes didn’t say, though presumably she meant Little Tony’s. It scarcely mattered. Her
response only added to the committee’s confusion, and to the sense that Humes still wasn’t
cooperating despite her earlier pledge. In her first written account at Linda Nemeth’s request,
two days after the delivery, she’d said she hadn’t been told of any trouble with Donna’s labor. “I
was allowed to plan the management of this delivery . . . trusting that Mrs. Fortuna had found all
parameters of her evaluation of her patient in order,” she wrote. Now she seemed to suggest that
it was Donna’s violent thrashing and “combative behavior” that prevented all those attending her,
including Fortuna, from monitoring the twins. Either way, the committee wasn’t reassured. They
needed to know directly from her just what she’d done, and why.The problem for Humes was
that she wasn’t leaving Norwalk, not entirely, nor could she leave without the hospital’s blessing.
She was keeping her office on East Avenue, along a busy stretch of formerly good houses
converted to professional buildings about a mile from the hospital. She planned to see most of
her patients there, and wanted to assure them that she could rush them to the nearest hospital in
emergencies. Meanwhile, she’d received excellent references from the ob-gyn staff at Stamford
Hospital, but its administration was withholding privileges pending a recommendation from
Whetham and Burke.The more the pressure on Humes escalated, the more impatient—and
suspicious—she grew. Increasingly, she saw the investigation into Donna’s delivery as a witch
hunt, an attempt by the boys’ club to get her just as she was about to be rid of them. The facts,
she felt, spoke for themselves. She’d come to assist with the delivery of a high-risk “service”
patient she’d never seen, the victim of a horrific maloccurrence that had started and ended
before she got there. For two years there had been nothing, not a word. Then this. What did they
want from her? Humes wondered. Couldn’t they see she’d done all she could for the woman?
The damage was already done. She was a good, dedicated doctor. All she wanted was to take
care of her patients, work hard, have a life, garden, be left alone. She was too busy for this. Why
were they persecuting her?Humes had suffered in silence throughout the years of Gay’s lawsuit,
but now her feelings pushed to the surface. The smart thing to do would have been to cooperate.
She could only lose by appearing not to. But being sued by Gay and the Koskoffs had been the
most difficult experience of her life, causing her by turns to feel vexed, disgraced, vilified, self-
pitying, distrustful and, above all, alone. It was like fighting a guerrilla war. Humes felt assaulted
on all sides, plagued by the terrible uncertainty of not knowing who was a friend and who wasn’t.
For this reason, capitulating to even a routine examination of her professional conduct became
neither easy nor simple. Even if she wanted to cooperate, her instinct for self-protection told her
not to. Besides, by now, early fall, the hospital had received Lichtenstein’s initial requests for



Donna’s medical records. And, as Humes well knew, the stakes had jumped.New calculations
were in play. Norwalk, like most hospitals, treated such requests as routine, not bothering even
to inform its lawyers since most inquiries never amounted to a claim: why pay lawyers before you
have to? Peer reviews like Feller’s were themselves confidential—not “discoverable” in a lawsuit
—meaning the Koskoffs couldn’t find out what was said and what action the committee took. On
the other hand, Connecticut had what was known as “joint and several liability”: any party found
even partially responsible for causing an injury could be “held in” and forced to pay the entire
damages. In other words, if the Sabias eventually brought a lawsuit, the results of Feller’s
investigation couldn’t be used against the hospital or Humes; the state had recognized that
medical centers would never investigate their own mistakes and try to correct them if such
efforts, inherently acknowledging blame, could be used against them in court. But the results of
the peer review could bear heavily on who eventually paid, and in what proportion, if either
Humes or the hospital tried to evade accountability by faulting the other.Humes’s hesitancy
reflected these new tensions. She knew that she and the hospital were unalterably opposed.
Whatever had happened during the last days and hours of Donna’s pregnancy, the machinery
was now in place to find someone to blame, and how she and the members of the boys’ club
responded might well determine who it was. They, after all, had managed Donna’s care virtually
up to the moment Humes was called in to deliver the twins. And it was their investigation. It was
her or them.Humes had no appetite for finger-pointing. Ob-gyns were already the most
commonly harassed of all doctors, with three-quarters of them now being sued for malpractice
during their careers, more than a third of them three or more times. Yet to submit to being
blamed oneself was professional suicide. Humes, already traumatized by one lawsuit and
fearing another, and long at odds with her colleagues, at times became so riled that she lost
sight of her own interests. Now, with the hospital bearing down on her, was one of those times.In
November 1986, about a month after Humes responded to Feller’s peer review, Gay v. Humes
was settled quietly in Stamford Superior Court. During the summer, Mary Gay had written to the
judge assigned to the case, an arthritic black jurist then nearing retirement named Robert
Levister, pleading with him to put it on his calendar. Surprisingly, he agreed. Gay recalls that
Mike Koskoff was shocked when he phoned her to tell her the news, although he says he
thought the case would soon be reached anyway. But Gay’s determination—and the results it
brought—never surprised him. He knew Gay to be a formidable force. Indeed, he and
Lichtenstein had initially tried to reject her case against Humes, but changed their minds after
she refused to hear it. “What do you mean?” she’d told Lichtenstein on the phone. “Of course,
you’re going to take it.”Gay readied herself for trial by stalking Humes’s attorney, a small, mild-
mannered Bridgeport defense lawyer named Arnold Bai, in court. Bai was then working on
another obstetrical case involving a girl who was born with brain damage while the obstetrician
in charge was performing an abortion elsewhere in the hospital. For two weeks Gay, a staunch
pro-lifer, got dressed each day in her best clothes, drove to Norwalk, and stared Bai down like a
would-be assassin from the back of the courtroom. “I was in total control of that situation,” she



recalls. “I had his number. I ruffled his feathers. I did it intentionally. It was my kid who was next. I
wanted him to know that I knew what he was doing.”With the trial set to begin, Gay, her husband,
and her son attended a pretrial conference with Levister in Stamford. Mounting the courthouse
steps with Koskoff, she broke into sobs—“like a faucet,” she says. Later, in chambers, Michael
Gay acted out of control and, with Koskoff and an associate of Bai’s watching apprehensively,
Gay cuffed him. Levister admonished her not to be rough with him in front of a jury. “Be sweet
with him. Just let him be himself,” she recalls him saying. Levister, the first black judge in
Connecticut history, then took Michael Gay on his lap and the boy, uncontrollably affectionate,
“slimed the judge’s face,” Gay says. According to Gay, Levister then dismissed the family, turned
to Bai’s associate, and said, “This woman needs some money.” Humes had $1.25 million in
malpractice coverage. The judge thought Gay deserved something more than $1 million. After a
brief discussion Koskoff and Humes’s lawyer agreed to settle the case for $1 million.Gay says
she was stunned when Koskoff came out to tell her the news. “Here I was,” she recalls, “and
these people are putting a freaking price on my son’s head. What could be more barbaric than
putting a price on your child’s life. It was evil.” Later she would have a different reaction, regretting
that she settled for “too little” and wishing she had gotten more.Humes learned about the
negotiations later that day from Bai. She had always believed Michael Gay’s problems were
simply “a poor outcome.” “Malpractice?” she’d ask. “What malpractice?” But Bai had long urged
her to get out of the case as soon as possible, for her own good. “You don’t want to be sued for
more than your coverage” he’d counseled. Now Humes accepted his logic, though it pained her
to do so. Already, Gay’s media forays had left Humes feeling not only wounded but exposed.
Most of the time Gay didn’t refer to her by name, but a recent article in an alternative weekly had
identified Humes as the defendant in Gay’s lawsuit, and Humes had been upset by the publicity.
A trial, she thought, could only be ruinous, especially now with her mounting dispute with
Norwalk Hospital and Lichtenstein’s enquiries about Donna’s delivery. Bitterly, she told Bai to
work up the settlement documents.If Humes had been on bad terms with Feller’s committee to
this point, now they were at war. Litigation-sensitive, they both postured. Meeting with Whetham
less than a month later, on December 5, Humes, on Bai’s advice, refused to discuss Donna’s
complaints. “Accordingly, the meeting was terminated,” Whetham wrote back in a strong letter
meant to document—“paper,” in legal jargon—their discussion. In mid-January, Burke, the chief
of the hospital’s medical staff, also again wrote Humes. Attempting to speed the matter to a
close, he directed her to meet with Feller’s committee within two weeks to answer its questions
or risk “summary suspension.” Humes wrote back to protest the meeting. She said she would
attend only if Bai could be present “since the proceedings . . . might have future legal
repercussions.”Lawyers begat lawyers, which begat a semblance of action. On February 5,
1987, nine months after Feller’s initial inquiry and thirty-four months after Donna’s delivery,
Humes finally met with Feller’s committee. Both sides came girded for confrontation, but despite
the acrimonious buildup, it quickly became clear that there was little to discuss. Humes gave her
account of the birth. There were several questions. Less than a half hour later the committee



concluded that her conduct had been appropriate under the circumstances. With no disciplinary
action taken, Burke and Whetham agreed to recommend Humes to Stamford Hospital, and
Stamford accordingly granted Humes full privileges.THREETHREEGAY WANTED DONNA TO
MEET with Michael Koskoff of Koskoff, Koskoff & Bieder in Bridgeport, the state’s largest and
poorest city, thirty miles up the coast from Norwalk. The firm specialized in large personal injury
cases, particularly medical malpractice claims, and its frequent multimillion-dollar verdicts made
headlines statewide. Mike Koskoff was the only son of its celebrated founder, Theodore “Ted”
Koskoff, from whose sizable shadow he still was emerging at age forty-six. As a teenager, the
younger Koskoff had had two missions: to be an actor and to “redistribute the wealth.” Now, with
his polished courtroom performances, his national reputation for winning major product liability
and personal injury suits, and his status as perhaps the best “medmal” lawyer in Connecticut, he
liked to say he’d found a way to do both.More than client and attorney, Gay and Koskoff had
become, in the course of suing Humes, public allies. Realizing that her son was retarded and
that Humes might be to blame had shattered Gay, but discovering that she might lose her only
chance to help him because of a backlogged legal system had moved her to speak out. Driven
by a combination of guilt and fury, she resolved to let others know just how such an injustice
could occur and how it nearly had destroyed her family.Koskoff and his partner Richard Bieder,
always looking for clients compelling enough to advance the firm’s political agenda, provided
Gay with a platform by recruiting her to head the Victims’ Rights Association. The group, existing
largely on paper, was created by the Connecticut Trial Lawyers Association, with which Koskoff
had long been involved and which was perennially at war with the state’s preeminent business
interests—the Hartford-based insurance giants—over the issue of civil liability. While the
insurers crusaded for fewer lawsuits with smaller verdicts, the lawyers promoted the opposite
agenda. Gay was a “figurehead,” she says, Koskoff having assured her there was no real work or
responsibility involved. All she had to do was stand up, be an example, publicize her
plight.Connecticut’s civil courts, like those of many states, had long been clogged, a situation the
Koskoffs considered a threat both to the Constitution and to lawyers like themselves who worked
on contingency. When Gay’s suit was filed in 1981, it joined more than 60,000 others waiting for
a court date in a state with just 125 full-time superior court judges. The average wait for trial was
about five years, twice that of, say, Pennsylvania. The delays hurt plaintiffs and, potentially, the
public, as Gay’s inability to pay for timely treatment for her son showed. But it was the trial
lawyers—who financed their cases up front, didn’t get paid until those cases were resolved, and
generally took a third of most awards—who led the outcry. As a victims’ advocate, Gay inveighed
against the state’s judicial delays, serving both her own agenda and that of the lawyers, who
proposed making it easier to get cases to trial by doubling the number of judges and
courtrooms. She appeared on TV, lobbied legislators, and addressed the 99th Congress. She
“became a butterfly,” she says, “going around to other people saying, ‘I have a handicapped kid.
Do you have a handicapped kid?’ ” Often during interviews she broke down sobbing while her
son Michael climbed on her lap and licked her face. In Connecticut, Michael Gay—thick black



hair, sweet discombobulated smile, wandering eyes never quite focusing—became a poster boy
for delayed civil justice.A few weeks after Donna met Gay, she and Tony left Little Tony with a
sitter, then sped up I-95 in Donna’s brown and white ’79 Chevy Blazer to the Koskoffs’ office in
Bridgeport. They didn’t know what to expect. “We didn’t know if we had a case because the
doctors never elaborated,” Tony says. Donna, anxious, thought they were going “for answers . . .
to find out if we had a case.” “I still didn’t believe that anyone had done something wrong,” she
recalls thinking, “but if they did, I wanted something done about it.” Tony thought the visit “would
be a waste of time basically” but decided they had nothing to lose since “it was a no-money thing
going in”—they’d have to pay the lawyers only if they brought suit and won. Tony had come
straight from work, hadn’t slept, and wore what Donna calls his “accept me as I am” uniform;
boots, jeans, and T-shirt. Donna “tried to make myself presentable,” she says, in a loose-fitting
outfit but not a maternity dress.Tony pulled off the highway onto Golden Hill Street near
downtown. It was an odd location for a thriving, nationally known firm, an area so notorious and
crime-ridden that the Koskoffs had been forced in recent years to offer private car service to
suburban clients too fearful to make the trip alone. The city had been for a hundred years, until
the mid-sixties, a busy industrial center. Manufacturing plants and munitions factories thundered
alongside a rumbling seaport. Now, Main Street was a grim gauntlet—pawnshops, unisex hair
salons, squalid bars, boarded-up storefronts—as Bridgeport slouched toward bankruptcy, the
first major American city to go Chapter 11.Tony parked the car in an alley between the city’s old
county courthouse and the former Stratfield Hotel, a rambling brick building recently converted
to subsidized housing. He and Donna entered through a rear door under a faded window sign
advertising bail bonds, and were directed to the Koskoffs’ offices. During Bridgeport’s salad
days, the suite had been the hotel’s grand ballroom. Now it held two tiers of cubicles stacked
around a painfully bright, two-story, seventies-style reception area—white quarry-tile floor, royal
blue carpet, modern spiral staircase, a burbling fountain lit up from within by colored floodlights.
The color scheme was orange and blue, a homage to the New York Mets. Counting cousins and
spouses, seven of the firm’s thirteen lawyers were family members. The clannishness, like the
decor, flowed from patriarch Ted Koskoff’s bold tastes and rich enthusiasms.A short, bearded,
middle-aged lawyer named Joel Lichtenstein came out of one of the downstairs offices to greet
them. They had expected to meet with Mike Koskoff, but Lichtenstein explained that he
screened the cases Koskoff argued in court. Unlike most of the firm’s other lawyers, he never
tried cases. Instead, he culled from the parade of sorrow that trudged through his office those
tragedies that appeared at the outset winnable, and valuable enough, for the Koskoffs to take
on. Donna had assumed she was the one who was shopping, but in truth it was the other way
around. The firm turned down 95 percent of those who came in with possible malpractice claims.
It never advertised. Largely because of Lichtenstein, it didn’t have to.Lichtenstein ushered them
to his office and invited them to sit. As Donna spoke, he was stunned by the enormity of her loss.
“My God,” he recalls thinking. “What could be worse than for a mother to lose one baby so close
to term and have the other baby so deeply damaged? I just couldn’t believe that a woman could



be so close, and suffer this kind of tragedy. Not in the modern world.”Hearing so much sorrow,
interviewing so many broken-hearted people he knew he would turn away, Lichtenstein had
developed a deft sincerity. His office manner combined several professional attitudes—an
undertaker’s solemnity, a psychiatrist’s empathy, a banker’s perspicacity, a doctor’s concern. He
claimed to feel deeply the suffering of those shattered by illness and injury, and at age forty-two,
an Orthodox Jew up from the Bronx, responded with pained weariness to their “horror”—a word
he pronounced, with a conspicuous heaviness of spirit, “hawroar.”He also understood the other
side. Before joining the Koskoffs in the early seventies, he’d been vice president of a small New
York insurance company, defending doctors against malpractice claims: he knew how doctors
thought and how to value cases. Lichtenstein liked doctors and believed, perhaps too
generously, that they liked him. But he also distrusted them when it came to their own fallibility,
and he was a one man antidefamation league when it came to their slanders against lawyers. He
was a frequent radio caller and scorching editorial page letter writer, often moved to lash back
whenever he felt his profession was under attack.Lichtenstein says he was horrified by Donna’s
story, but disbelief and indignation were baseline emotions for him. To ascend to outrage, the
threshold for taking a case, he needed evidence that Donna’s medical treatment was both
incompetent and contributed to Michael’s death and/or Little Tony’s problems. He asked her to
recall in detail her visits to Norwalk Hospital, whom she saw and when, scribbling her answers
on a clean white legal pad. He stopped, raising his pen, as she began naming those who treated
her during delivery. “Knowing it was Dr. Humes,” he recalls, “who I didn’t have a high regard for
from the Gay case, made me immediately suspect.”Lichtenstein was always careful, no matter
how tragic their stories, not to inflame potential clients. “I work very hard to make sure that they
never leave the office with a great hatred of the medical process,” he says. “If they carry over a
hatred for doctors, nurses, hospitals, they’re going to have an awfully tough time in the future.”
But his own presumption that Humes was implicated was already leading him to suspect that
Donna had a case.Finally, after an hour, Donna asked him what he thought. He was
noncommittal. He told them only that he would look into it, and asked her to sign a release so
that he could obtain her and Little Tony’s medical records from Norwalk Hospital. In fact,
Lichtenstein knew he had a more urgent problem: Connecticut’s two-year statute of limitations.
Plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases had that long from the time an injury was “sustained or
discovered or . . . should have been discovered” to bring suit. But Michael Sabia’s death and
Little Tony’s injuries had occurred in April 1984, two and a half years earlier.Lichtenstein believed
Tony and Donna when they said they didn’t suspect until after Donna’s conversation with Mary
Gay that Little Tony’s injuries might have been caused by “something someone did.” He also
knew there was ample case law to support them, and that what mattered was when the
misconduct believed to cause the injury was first suspected, not when it took place. But he
worried that by not coming to him sooner, Tony and Donna might have waited too long for him to
be of help. He was careful not to inflate their hopes.As they were leaving, he explained the firm’s
fees. Tony and Donna would pay nothing if the Koskoffs looked into the matter but decided not to



represent them. If they brought suit, they would pay only if the Koskoffs won, in which case the
firm took a third of the damage award, plus expenses. The arrangement was standard among
personal injury lawyers, although some had lately begun to charge forty percent in more difficult
cases, particularly medical malpractice claims.Heading back to Norwalk, Tony recalls feeling
perplexed—“like a fish out of water,” he says. The concept of medical negligence was still foreign
to him. Donna, who accepted it as a possibility, felt she knew no more than before and tried not
to think about it. She was more worried now about Tony. Gay was right about him; not that he
thought having a handicapped kid made him a “geek,” but that she couldn’t tell what he thought,
he kept everything wrapped so tight. He was like a machine. He almost never slept. He ate
ravenously and lost weight. He seemed to be burning himself up inside, and Donna couldn’t help
read into his oblique stare a molten rage—toward the world but also toward her. He seemed
happy about her pregnancy, and she hoped for his sake that she would have a normal, healthy
boy, and that maybe that would blunt some of his anger.In October, Tony had a week off. He told
Donna he needed to get away and that he was going to visit an old friend in New York. He gave
her a phone number where she could reach him. While he was gone, one of Little Tony’s
classmates at STAR died, and Donna came unraveled. “This little girl, Jessica, was absolutely
gorgeous,” she says. “Beautiful long brown curls.” Donna called the number in New York, but
Tony’s friend said he hadn’t seen him and didn’t know where he was. Donna says she was a
wreck. She called Tony’s brother John. She knew Tony had had other girlfriends before they met.
Now she suspected he’d gone to visit one of them in Arizona and that he’d lied about it because
he wasn’t coming back. Trembling, she told John if he talked with Tony; “Tell him somebody
passed away, but not somebody in the family.” Afterward, she tore into old phone bills to see who
he’d been calling.Donna sent flowers to Little Jessica’s family and signed the note both from her
and Tony. She went alone to the funeral and the wake, sobbing over the open coffin as she
imagined, for the first time, that Little Tony might also die, and that Tony would leave, and that
there would be nothing left for her. For the rest of the week Tony never called, although one day
she saw his truck parked behind a limousine business belonging to a friend of his. She
suspected he’d stashed it there and had John drive him to the airport.The night before Tony was
supposed to return to work, Donna prepared a candlelight dinner. She asked a friend to take
Shannon and Little Tony for the night. “I waited and waited and waited,” she says. “He didn’t
show up.” Finally, hours late, he opened the door.“What’d ya think I wasn’t coming back?” he
asked.Afterward, they talked. Tony said he’d never thought of leaving for good. But it was years
before Donna would find out where he’d been. Whenever she asked, he told her it was none of
her business. Eventually, she found out that he’d been in Arizona, just as she’d suspected, but
Tony refused to apologize or confirm whom he had visited.Once Humes resolved to do
something, she lost her tolerance for encumbering details; having decided to leave Norwalk, all
she wanted was a clean break. But the hospital, for reasons of its own, refused to allow it. During
the first week in October, she received a registered letter from Dr. Albert Burke, Norwalk’s chief
of staff. Burke said it had become “absolutely necessary” that Feller’s peer review committee



receive a written summary of Donna’s delivery. “Should you fail to comply within seven days,”
Burke wrote, “I shall be required to act on your pending request for Courtesy privileges and bring
this matter to the attention of my counterpart at Stamford Hospital.”Humes sat down and wrote
Feller a hasty, one-page reply, but, typically, failed to save herself extra recrimination by
delivering it right away. She held onto it for at least three days after Burke’s deadline, inviting a
second ultimatum from John Whetham, the department head with whom she clashed. “I am
presently sitting with the request from Philip D. Cusano, president and chief executive officer of
Stamford Hospital with regards to your application,” Whetham wrote. “Until I am convinced that
you have fulfilled your commitment in a satisfactory manner, I cannot respond to this
request.”Humes still resented having to comply with Feller’s peer review but realized now she
had little choice in the matter. Reluctantly, she mailed him her account, in which she addressed
the question of fetal monitoring raised repeatedly by Feller over the past six months:Continuous
fetal monitoring was considered in this twin gestation but was not possible given the patient’s
lack of cooperation. There was no occasion to consider an alternate mode of monitoring as Mrs.
Sabia’s competent, experienced attendants reported that repeated checks of fetal heart tones
were normal.Whose heart tones Humes didn’t say, though presumably she meant Little Tony’s. It
scarcely mattered. Her response only added to the committee’s confusion, and to the sense that
Humes still wasn’t cooperating despite her earlier pledge. In her first written account at Linda
Nemeth’s request, two days after the delivery, she’d said she hadn’t been told of any trouble with
Donna’s labor. “I was allowed to plan the management of this delivery . . . trusting that Mrs.
Fortuna had found all parameters of her evaluation of her patient in order,” she wrote. Now she
seemed to suggest that it was Donna’s violent thrashing and “combative behavior” that
prevented all those attending her, including Fortuna, from monitoring the twins. Either way, the
committee wasn’t reassured. They needed to know directly from her just what she’d done, and
why.The problem for Humes was that she wasn’t leaving Norwalk, not entirely, nor could she
leave without the hospital’s blessing. She was keeping her office on East Avenue, along a busy
stretch of formerly good houses converted to professional buildings about a mile from the
hospital. She planned to see most of her patients there, and wanted to assure them that she
could rush them to the nearest hospital in emergencies. Meanwhile, she’d received excellent
references from the ob-gyn staff at Stamford Hospital, but its administration was withholding
privileges pending a recommendation from Whetham and Burke.The more the pressure on
Humes escalated, the more impatient—and suspicious—she grew. Increasingly, she saw the
investigation into Donna’s delivery as a witch hunt, an attempt by the boys’ club to get her just as
she was about to be rid of them. The facts, she felt, spoke for themselves. She’d come to assist
with the delivery of a high-risk “service” patient she’d never seen, the victim of a horrific
maloccurrence that had started and ended before she got there. For two years there had been
nothing, not a word. Then this. What did they want from her? Humes wondered. Couldn’t they
see she’d done all she could for the woman? The damage was already done. She was a good,
dedicated doctor. All she wanted was to take care of her patients, work hard, have a life, garden,



be left alone. She was too busy for this. Why were they persecuting her?Humes had suffered in
silence throughout the years of Gay’s lawsuit, but now her feelings pushed to the surface. The
smart thing to do would have been to cooperate. She could only lose by appearing not to. But
being sued by Gay and the Koskoffs had been the most difficult experience of her life, causing
her by turns to feel vexed, disgraced, vilified, self-pitying, distrustful and, above all, alone. It was
like fighting a guerrilla war. Humes felt assaulted on all sides, plagued by the terrible uncertainty
of not knowing who was a friend and who wasn’t. For this reason, capitulating to even a routine
examination of her professional conduct became neither easy nor simple. Even if she wanted to
cooperate, her instinct for self-protection told her not to. Besides, by now, early fall, the hospital
had received Lichtenstein’s initial requests for Donna’s medical records. And, as Humes well
knew, the stakes had jumped.New calculations were in play. Norwalk, like most hospitals,
treated such requests as routine, not bothering even to inform its lawyers since most inquiries
never amounted to a claim: why pay lawyers before you have to? Peer reviews like Feller’s were
themselves confidential—not “discoverable” in a lawsuit—meaning the Koskoffs couldn’t find out
what was said and what action the committee took. On the other hand, Connecticut had what
was known as “joint and several liability”: any party found even partially responsible for causing
an injury could be “held in” and forced to pay the entire damages. In other words, if the Sabias
eventually brought a lawsuit, the results of Feller’s investigation couldn’t be used against the
hospital or Humes; the state had recognized that medical centers would never investigate their
own mistakes and try to correct them if such efforts, inherently acknowledging blame, could be
used against them in court. But the results of the peer review could bear heavily on who
eventually paid, and in what proportion, if either Humes or the hospital tried to evade
accountability by faulting the other.Humes’s hesitancy reflected these new tensions. She knew
that she and the hospital were unalterably opposed. Whatever had happened during the last
days and hours of Donna’s pregnancy, the machinery was now in place to find someone to
blame, and how she and the members of the boys’ club responded might well determine who it
was. They, after all, had managed Donna’s care virtually up to the moment Humes was called in
to deliver the twins. And it was their investigation. It was her or them.Humes had no appetite for
finger-pointing. Ob-gyns were already the most commonly harassed of all doctors, with three-
quarters of them now being sued for malpractice during their careers, more than a third of them
three or more times. Yet to submit to being blamed oneself was professional suicide. Humes,
already traumatized by one lawsuit and fearing another, and long at odds with her colleagues, at
times became so riled that she lost sight of her own interests. Now, with the hospital bearing
down on her, was one of those times.In November 1986, about a month after Humes responded
to Feller’s peer review, Gay v. Humes was settled quietly in Stamford Superior Court. During the
summer, Mary Gay had written to the judge assigned to the case, an arthritic black jurist then
nearing retirement named Robert Levister, pleading with him to put it on his calendar.
Surprisingly, he agreed. Gay recalls that Mike Koskoff was shocked when he phoned her to tell
her the news, although he says he thought the case would soon be reached anyway. But Gay’s



determination—and the results it brought—never surprised him. He knew Gay to be a formidable
force. Indeed, he and Lichtenstein had initially tried to reject her case against Humes, but
changed their minds after she refused to hear it. “What do you mean?” she’d told Lichtenstein on
the phone. “Of course, you’re going to take it.”Gay readied herself for trial by stalking Humes’s
attorney, a small, mild-mannered Bridgeport defense lawyer named Arnold Bai, in court. Bai was
then working on another obstetrical case involving a girl who was born with brain damage while
the obstetrician in charge was performing an abortion elsewhere in the hospital. For two weeks
Gay, a staunch pro-lifer, got dressed each day in her best clothes, drove to Norwalk, and stared
Bai down like a would-be assassin from the back of the courtroom. “I was in total control of that
situation,” she recalls. “I had his number. I ruffled his feathers. I did it intentionally. It was my kid
who was next. I wanted him to know that I knew what he was doing.”With the trial set to begin,
Gay, her husband, and her son attended a pretrial conference with Levister in Stamford.
Mounting the courthouse steps with Koskoff, she broke into sobs—“like a faucet,” she says.
Later, in chambers, Michael Gay acted out of control and, with Koskoff and an associate of Bai’s
watching apprehensively, Gay cuffed him. Levister admonished her not to be rough with him in
front of a jury. “Be sweet with him. Just let him be himself,” she recalls him saying. Levister, the
first black judge in Connecticut history, then took Michael Gay on his lap and the boy,
uncontrollably affectionate, “slimed the judge’s face,” Gay says. According to Gay, Levister then
dismissed the family, turned to Bai’s associate, and said, “This woman needs some money.”
Humes had $1.25 million in malpractice coverage. The judge thought Gay deserved something
more than $1 million. After a brief discussion Koskoff and Humes’s lawyer agreed to settle the
case for $1 million.Gay says she was stunned when Koskoff came out to tell her the news. “Here
I was,” she recalls, “and these people are putting a freaking price on my son’s head. What could
be more barbaric than putting a price on your child’s life. It was evil.” Later she would have a
different reaction, regretting that she settled for “too little” and wishing she had gotten
more.Humes learned about the negotiations later that day from Bai. She had always believed
Michael Gay’s problems were simply “a poor outcome.” “Malpractice?” she’d ask. “What
malpractice?” But Bai had long urged her to get out of the case as soon as possible, for her own
good. “You don’t want to be sued for more than your coverage” he’d counseled. Now Humes
accepted his logic, though it pained her to do so. Already, Gay’s media forays had left Humes
feeling not only wounded but exposed. Most of the time Gay didn’t refer to her by name, but a
recent article in an alternative weekly had identified Humes as the defendant in Gay’s lawsuit,
and Humes had been upset by the publicity. A trial, she thought, could only be ruinous,
especially now with her mounting dispute with Norwalk Hospital and Lichtenstein’s enquiries
about Donna’s delivery. Bitterly, she told Bai to work up the settlement documents.If Humes had
been on bad terms with Feller’s committee to this point, now they were at war. Litigation-
sensitive, they both postured. Meeting with Whetham less than a month later, on December 5,
Humes, on Bai’s advice, refused to discuss Donna’s complaints. “Accordingly, the meeting was
terminated,” Whetham wrote back in a strong letter meant to document—“paper,” in legal jargon



—their discussion. In mid-January, Burke, the chief of the hospital’s medical staff, also again
wrote Humes. Attempting to speed the matter to a close, he directed her to meet with Feller’s
committee within two weeks to answer its questions or risk “summary suspension.” Humes wrote
back to protest the meeting. She said she would attend only if Bai could be present “since the
proceedings . . . might have future legal repercussions.”Lawyers begat lawyers, which begat a
semblance of action. On February 5, 1987, nine months after Feller’s initial inquiry and thirty-four
months after Donna’s delivery, Humes finally met with Feller’s committee. Both sides came
girded for confrontation, but despite the acrimonious buildup, it quickly became clear that there
was little to discuss. Humes gave her account of the birth. There were several questions. Less
than a half hour later the committee concluded that her conduct had been appropriate under the
circumstances. With no disciplinary action taken, Burke and Whetham agreed to recommend
Humes to Stamford Hospital, and Stamford accordingly granted Humes full
privileges.FOURLATER THE KOSKOFFS WOULD WANT to know what killed Michael Sabia
and ravaged Little Tony. But not now. Through the fall and into the winter of 1987, Lichtenstein
tackled a simpler set of questions. What were the facts? Could he find other doctors to say there
was malpractice? By whom? Was there sufficient insurance coverage on the other side? Had
they “blown”—exceeded—the statute of limitations? Ballpark, what was the case worth?
Lichtenstein didn’t need to know the whole story, just that it was worth pursuing.He started with
a time line. Poring over Donna’s hospital records, he noted several red flags. By early 1987, twin
pregnancies were by definition “high-risk.” Since more could, and often did, go wrong with
multiple births, and since improved monitoring made it possible to intervene, doctors routinely
watched women with twins more closely. Yet Lichtenstein couldn’t see that Donna had received
any special attention other than being switched to the higher-risk Friday clinic where, he noted,
she’d been examined mostly by nurse-midwives who generally were barred from managing
complicated pregnancies. Lichtenstein didn’t know whether Norwalk Hospital had special
procedures for monitoring twins, but Yale-New Haven, the state’s premier medical center and
the main teaching hospital for Yale Medical School, was famous for developing such protocols.
And Norwalk was affiliated with Yale.Of the dozens of pages of Donna’s chart, Lichtenstein
focused mainly on two, the labor and delivery summary, and not only because of Humes’s
involvement. Almost all obstetrical malpractice cases target the birth period, for decisive
reasons. That’s when it’s easiest to show a link between the actions of doctors and nurses and, if
there’s brain damage, the loss of oxygen presumed to have caused it. To prove malpractice, a
lawyer must show three things: that a doctor or hospital acted negligently by not adhering to a
well-accepted standard of care, that there was harm done, and that the negligence caused the
harm. Lichtenstein knew the Sabias’ best case, especially in light of joint and several liability—
the legal doctrine holding that with two (or more) defendants, in this case Humes and the
hospital, each might have to pay for the other’s misconduct—was to concentrate on Little Tony’s
brain damage and tie it to a botched delivery. Anytime before Donna went to the hospital that
Sunday was a sea of grey, when things could go awry at any moment and proof of causation,



hence blaming, might be unsustainable.Lichtenstein thought the labor and delivery notes
revealed considerable negligence, both by the hospital and Humes. The labor nurse, Mollie
Fortuna, had indicated at about nine-thirty that she couldn’t find a heartbeat for one of the twins,
yet there apparently was no attempt at electronic fetal monitoring from then until both babies
were delivered—vaginally, no less—more than two hours later. What the hell were they doing all
that time? Lichtenstein wondered. That one twin was already dead and out of harm’s way failed
to diminish his outrage. To him Humes was a repeat offender. He’d seen this before, he thought,
with Michael Gay; some conviction against using fetal monitors and doing C-sections had
clouded Humes’s judgement, with the result a terrible tragedy.Suing doctors, Lichtenstein had
come to hold himself equal to them in his ability to detect their mistakes, but he didn’t rely on
intuition and ego alone. He dug into medical texts to find out what was being taught about
treating multiple pregnancies in 1983 and 1984, when Donna was attending the clinic, and the
relevant period for determining what was then a reasonable standard of care in cases like hers.
He combed the literature for articles on twin gestation and electronic fetal monitoring. He also
sent Donna’s records to a prominent academic physician for confidential review. Later he’d need
to find medical experts who would testify publicly, but now Lichtenstein only wanted to know that
he was on the right track. His source was the chairman of ob-gyn at a major teaching hospital,
someone who never testified but was willing to review, discreetly, a few charts a year. “When he
says to me I have a case, I know I not only have a case, I have a homicide,” Lichtenstein says. He
recalls the consultant telling him he could start thinking about buying a place in the
Bahamas.The Yellow Pages are awash with the full-page ads of lawyers who would have heard
this, thought they’d struck gold, and phoned Donna. Lichtenstein disdains such people as the
low, regrettable end of his trade. He says he especially resents how their fast-buck tactics twist
the thinking of the sad, sick people who parade through his office and often take it out on him.
Another lawyer has told them their case is worth $750,000, or $2 million, or $4.5 million, they
say: How much can Lichtenstein promise them? Somebody else is screaming within the first five
minutes about the outrageous injustice they’ve suffered; is Lichtenstein such a bad lawyer he
can’t see gross negligence when it jumps up at him?But Lichtenstein hadn’t become successful
by selling himself, or cases, short. He had several tests for accepting a claim, and a pattern of
negligence, no matter how compelling, was only the first. Far more important was how a case
was likely to stand up in front of a jury. Mike Koskoff, who lectured other lawyers widely on the
proper screening of cases, once wrote: “The preparation of a malpractice case prior to suit must
be geared towards trial and not settlement. Insurance companies are not eager to settle
malpractice claims and only do so for adequate reasons when confronted with well-informed
counsel ready to go to trial.” Koskoff’s rationale was simple. Lawyers knew they had to be
selective because they might have to live with a case for a decade or more. A claim like the
Sabias’ could easily cost $100,000 in time and expenses before it got to trial, where a firm could
lose its entire investment. The Koskoffs’ success meant they could afford to take risks that other
lawyers couldn’t, but it also enabled them to shrink those risks while maximizing their payouts,



by taking only cases they thought they could win in court and nurturing them for the long
haul.Here was the Koskoffs’ credo, and the key to their success. They were trial lawyers, trial
advocates. They could imagine no higher calling than to try to sway a jury to their side and to this
end worked every file in the office as if it were headed to court. They politicized every case,
making it a battle of right and wrong, crusaded for their clients, and spurned easy settlements.
Ted Koskoff, Mike’s seventy-three-year-old father, was identified perhaps as closely as anyone in
the country with the idea that a trial lawyer’s job was to stand between the abuse of power and
the individual, preferably in the “public arena” of a courtroom. A fervent champion of “victims’
rights,” Koskoff had been elected president of the nation’s organized trial bar, the Association of
Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA). Meanwhile, Michael had done as much as any lawyer in
Connecticut to apply his father’s brand of militant trial advocacy against doctors and
hospitals.Now that Lichtenstein had a sense of the merits of Donna’s story, he began discussing
it with the younger Koskoff, wandering into his office and curling up in a chair across from his
desk. Mike Koskoff was four years older than Lichtenstein but looked younger. He was angular
and reedy, taller than Lichtenstein by a few inches at about five feet nine. Twenty years earlier
he’d first gained attention as a young radical lawyer defending alleged street criminals, and he
still enjoyed his image as a firebrand, albeit one who was comfortably and respectably aging. He
had a helmet of salt-and-pepper curls receding prematurely over a high-domed forehead,
militantly arched eyebrows, a long slender nose, dark mustache, receding chin, and sinuous
neck. He resembled Art Garfunkel, bristly and intense but in a mild, reassuring sort of way.His
office was cramped—all the offices but Ted’s were—but in his lair Koskoff had about him an
uncommon ease. Pushing back in his executive chair with his jacket off as Lichtenstein spoke,
his legs extended and loafered feet propped on his desk, he exhibited a loose-limbed self-
confidence. But Koskoff was no vitellone—“little veal,” as Italians call the milk-fed sons of
important men who don’t measure up. During the past decade and a half he had tried dozens of
cases that surpassed technically anything undertaken by his father. A gleaming power wall of
plaques, many from grateful civil rights organizations, attested to his ongoing political
commitment and ability to win demanding cases in the highest courts.As he and Lichtenstein
brainstormed, there really was only one question: Could they get the case to trial? Did it have the
elements? If it did, and they liked it, and they thought it would bring in enough to satisfy them
and the Sabias, they’d take it. Yet that raised another standard, one having to do only
tangentially with medicine and law. Trials, as any courtroom lawyer knows, are only nominally
about law and truth. More often, they’re about the personalities and charisma of the lawyers
themselves. Trials are a form of theater, and the ability to weave dramatic stories and portray
them grippingly in court—as someone once wrote of Ted, to “give the jury a tune it can whistle
after the show lets out”—was as much a Koskoff trademark as crusading for those they believed
to be victims.This was the other distinction that made the Koskoffs perhaps unique among the
lawyers Donna might have gone to. Besides their politics, they were known equally for their flair
for performing and love of the spotlight. Even in Bridgeport, where the city’s patron saint and one-



time mayor, P. T. Barnum, proclaimed himself the “Prince of Humbugs,” and in a profession that
values appearance over fact, the Koskoffs stood out, as Mike says, for the “family value” of
unabashed theatricality.“We’re show people,” he says.Negligence lawyers were bottom feeders
when Ted Koskoff started practicing in Bridgeport in the years after World War II—hardly what
the dramatic young Koskoff had in mind. He’d grown up in modest comfort in New Haven, in the
shadow of Yale, the youngest of seven children and the family prize. His parents were grocers
who had performed in Jewish theater in Russia, and Koskoff nearly dropped out of law school
during the Depression to play the cello before his brother, Yale, a neurosurgeon, convinced him
that he needed a profession. During the war, he’d made a fortune—and avoided the draft—by
opening an ammunition factory. When the war ended, the factory turned to making collapsible
metal rakes, but the implements were poorly designed and broke on the second or third use.
Koskoff, thirty-three, lost everything.Bankrupt and jobless, he decided to launch his legal career
by approaching some of the city’s successful lawyers. “Look,” he told them, “just send me cases
you don’t want, and I’ll try them. And whatever I get for them, I’ll split with you.”“He would go into
court,” Mike recalls, “and try these junky personal injury cases—tough ones where there was
very difficult liability: falldowns, small injuries, questionable injuries—and come out with wins.
That was how he made his reputation, by trying civil cases that everybody thought were
complete losers and getting plaintiffs’ verdicts.”FOURFOURLATER THE KOSKOFFS WOULD
WANT to know what killed Michael Sabia and ravaged Little Tony. But not now. Through the fall
and into the winter of 1987, Lichtenstein tackled a simpler set of questions. What were the facts?
Could he find other doctors to say there was malpractice? By whom? Was there sufficient
insurance coverage on the other side? Had they “blown”—exceeded—the statute of limitations?
Ballpark, what was the case worth? Lichtenstein didn’t need to know the whole story, just that it
was worth pursuing.He started with a time line. Poring over Donna’s hospital records, he noted
several red flags. By early 1987, twin pregnancies were by definition “high-risk.” Since more
could, and often did, go wrong with multiple births, and since improved monitoring made it
possible to intervene, doctors routinely watched women with twins more closely. Yet Lichtenstein
couldn’t see that Donna had received any special attention other than being switched to the
higher-risk Friday clinic where, he noted, she’d been examined mostly by nurse-midwives who
generally were barred from managing complicated pregnancies. Lichtenstein didn’t know
whether Norwalk Hospital had special procedures for monitoring twins, but Yale-New Haven, the
state’s premier medical center and the main teaching hospital for Yale Medical School, was
famous for developing such protocols. And Norwalk was affiliated with Yale.Of the dozens of
pages of Donna’s chart, Lichtenstein focused mainly on two, the labor and delivery summary,
and not only because of Humes’s involvement. Almost all obstetrical malpractice cases target
the birth period, for decisive reasons. That’s when it’s easiest to show a link between the actions
of doctors and nurses and, if there’s brain damage, the loss of oxygen presumed to have caused
it. To prove malpractice, a lawyer must show three things: that a doctor or hospital acted
negligently by not adhering to a well-accepted standard of care, that there was harm done, and



that the negligence caused the harm. Lichtenstein knew the Sabias’ best case, especially in light
of joint and several liability—the legal doctrine holding that with two (or more) defendants, in this
case Humes and the hospital, each might have to pay for the other’s misconduct—was to
concentrate on Little Tony’s brain damage and tie it to a botched delivery. Anytime before Donna
went to the hospital that Sunday was a sea of grey, when things could go awry at any moment
and proof of causation, hence blaming, might be unsustainable.Lichtenstein thought the labor
and delivery notes revealed considerable negligence, both by the hospital and Humes. The
labor nurse, Mollie Fortuna, had indicated at about nine-thirty that she couldn’t find a heartbeat
for one of the twins, yet there apparently was no attempt at electronic fetal monitoring from then
until both babies were delivered—vaginally, no less—more than two hours later. What the hell
were they doing all that time? Lichtenstein wondered. That one twin was already dead and out of
harm’s way failed to diminish his outrage. To him Humes was a repeat offender. He’d seen this
before, he thought, with Michael Gay; some conviction against using fetal monitors and doing C-
sections had clouded Humes’s judgement, with the result a terrible tragedy.Suing doctors,
Lichtenstein had come to hold himself equal to them in his ability to detect their mistakes, but he
didn’t rely on intuition and ego alone. He dug into medical texts to find out what was being taught
about treating multiple pregnancies in 1983 and 1984, when Donna was attending the clinic, and
the relevant period for determining what was then a reasonable standard of care in cases like
hers. He combed the literature for articles on twin gestation and electronic fetal monitoring. He
also sent Donna’s records to a prominent academic physician for confidential review. Later he’d
need to find medical experts who would testify publicly, but now Lichtenstein only wanted to
know that he was on the right track. His source was the chairman of ob-gyn at a major teaching
hospital, someone who never testified but was willing to review, discreetly, a few charts a year.
“When he says to me I have a case, I know I not only have a case, I have a homicide,”
Lichtenstein says. He recalls the consultant telling him he could start thinking about buying a
place in the Bahamas.The Yellow Pages are awash with the full-page ads of lawyers who would
have heard this, thought they’d struck gold, and phoned Donna. Lichtenstein disdains such
people as the low, regrettable end of his trade. He says he especially resents how their fast-buck
tactics twist the thinking of the sad, sick people who parade through his office and often take it
out on him. Another lawyer has told them their case is worth $750,000, or $2 million, or $4.5
million, they say: How much can Lichtenstein promise them? Somebody else is screaming
within the first five minutes about the outrageous injustice they’ve suffered; is Lichtenstein such a
bad lawyer he can’t see gross negligence when it jumps up at him?But Lichtenstein hadn’t
become successful by selling himself, or cases, short. He had several tests for accepting a
claim, and a pattern of negligence, no matter how compelling, was only the first. Far more
important was how a case was likely to stand up in front of a jury. Mike Koskoff, who lectured
other lawyers widely on the proper screening of cases, once wrote: “The preparation of a
malpractice case prior to suit must be geared towards trial and not settlement. Insurance
companies are not eager to settle malpractice claims and only do so for adequate reasons when



confronted with well-informed counsel ready to go to trial.” Koskoff’s rationale was simple.
Lawyers knew they had to be selective because they might have to live with a case for a decade
or more. A claim like the Sabias’ could easily cost $100,000 in time and expenses before it got to
trial, where a firm could lose its entire investment. The Koskoffs’ success meant they could
afford to take risks that other lawyers couldn’t, but it also enabled them to shrink those risks
while maximizing their payouts, by taking only cases they thought they could win in court and
nurturing them for the long haul.Here was the Koskoffs’ credo, and the key to their success. They
were trial lawyers, trial advocates. They could imagine no higher calling than to try to sway a jury
to their side and to this end worked every file in the office as if it were headed to court. They
politicized every case, making it a battle of right and wrong, crusaded for their clients, and
spurned easy settlements. Ted Koskoff, Mike’s seventy-three-year-old father, was identified
perhaps as closely as anyone in the country with the idea that a trial lawyer’s job was to stand
between the abuse of power and the individual, preferably in the “public arena” of a courtroom. A
fervent champion of “victims’ rights,” Koskoff had been elected president of the nation’s
organized trial bar, the Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA). Meanwhile, Michael had
done as much as any lawyer in Connecticut to apply his father’s brand of militant trial advocacy
against doctors and hospitals.Now that Lichtenstein had a sense of the merits of Donna’s story,
he began discussing it with the younger Koskoff, wandering into his office and curling up in a
chair across from his desk. Mike Koskoff was four years older than Lichtenstein but looked
younger. He was angular and reedy, taller than Lichtenstein by a few inches at about five feet
nine. Twenty years earlier he’d first gained attention as a young radical lawyer defending alleged
street criminals, and he still enjoyed his image as a firebrand, albeit one who was comfortably
and respectably aging. He had a helmet of salt-and-pepper curls receding prematurely over a
high-domed forehead, militantly arched eyebrows, a long slender nose, dark mustache,
receding chin, and sinuous neck. He resembled Art Garfunkel, bristly and intense but in a mild,
reassuring sort of way.His office was cramped—all the offices but Ted’s were—but in his lair
Koskoff had about him an uncommon ease. Pushing back in his executive chair with his jacket
off as Lichtenstein spoke, his legs extended and loafered feet propped on his desk, he exhibited
a loose-limbed self-confidence. But Koskoff was no vitellone—“little veal,” as Italians call the milk-
fed sons of important men who don’t measure up. During the past decade and a half he had
tried dozens of cases that surpassed technically anything undertaken by his father. A gleaming
power wall of plaques, many from grateful civil rights organizations, attested to his ongoing
political commitment and ability to win demanding cases in the highest courts.As he and
Lichtenstein brainstormed, there really was only one question: Could they get the case to trial?
Did it have the elements? If it did, and they liked it, and they thought it would bring in enough to
satisfy them and the Sabias, they’d take it. Yet that raised another standard, one having to do
only tangentially with medicine and law. Trials, as any courtroom lawyer knows, are only
nominally about law and truth. More often, they’re about the personalities and charisma of the
lawyers themselves. Trials are a form of theater, and the ability to weave dramatic stories and



portray them grippingly in court—as someone once wrote of Ted, to “give the jury a tune it can
whistle after the show lets out”—was as much a Koskoff trademark as crusading for those they
believed to be victims.This was the other distinction that made the Koskoffs perhaps unique
among the lawyers Donna might have gone to. Besides their politics, they were known equally
for their flair for performing and love of the spotlight. Even in Bridgeport, where the city’s patron
saint and one-time mayor, P. T. Barnum, proclaimed himself the “Prince of Humbugs,” and in a
profession that values appearance over fact, the Koskoffs stood out, as Mike says, for the “family
value” of unabashed theatricality.“We’re show people,” he says.Negligence lawyers were bottom
feeders when Ted Koskoff started practicing in Bridgeport in the years after World War II—hardly
what the dramatic young Koskoff had in mind. He’d grown up in modest comfort in New Haven,
in the shadow of Yale, the youngest of seven children and the family prize. His parents were
grocers who had performed in Jewish theater in Russia, and Koskoff nearly dropped out of law
school during the Depression to play the cello before his brother, Yale, a neurosurgeon,
convinced him that he needed a profession. During the war, he’d made a fortune—and avoided
the draft—by opening an ammunition factory. When the war ended, the factory turned to making
collapsible metal rakes, but the implements were poorly designed and broke on the second or
third use. Koskoff, thirty-three, lost everything.Bankrupt and jobless, he decided to launch his
legal career by approaching some of the city’s successful lawyers. “Look,” he told them, “just
send me cases you don’t want, and I’ll try them. And whatever I get for them, I’ll split with
you.”“He would go into court,” Mike recalls, “and try these junky personal injury cases—tough
ones where there was very difficult liability: falldowns, small injuries, questionable injuries—and
come out with wins. That was how he made his reputation, by trying civil cases that everybody
thought were complete losers and getting plaintiffs’ verdicts.”
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CountryGurl, “Intriguing story of a malpractice lawsuit from start to finish. This book I could not
put down. It takes the reader through one family's malpractice case after the birth of their twins -
one didn't make it and the other had severe disabilities. It really showed how things worked from
the sides of the family, the doctors, the hospital, the insurers, the lawyers, and even the experts.
It was intriguing and suspenseful and made me want to cry in parts. The book was written
decades ago, however, and after it was written, tort reform hit the US, so keep in mind that
malpractice cases work very differently now (mainly, they're harder to get attorneys for in most
states and have damage caps). The author mentioned that tort reform was, at the time of
writing, being looked into and would make sweeping changes if passed. I still enjoyed the book
immensely!”

CandidReviews, “I highly recommend this book. This is a thoughtfully-written, highly detailed
account of the legal maneuvering that goes on for years, following a disastrousoutcome in a
hospital's delivery room. The author spent time with the parties involved on both sides of the
lawsuit.The reader gets to know the various lawyers as people who had lives prior to going into
law.Whether a person works in medicine or not, "Damages" illustrates how a clinician's
culpability is not always the most importantfactor in determining who the plaintiff's lawyers will
"go after." Many strategic considerations come into play. We get a behind the scenes look at the
experts hired to testify and what the limits of their usefulness are.I highly recommend this book.”

Janet, “Wow.. I read this book because it took place close to my hometown of Stamford, CT. I
just... WOW. I feel terrible that things like this happen, and I am glad this book is out there to give
people more knowledge. I can't get over this book.”

Ira defriez, “Informative medical malpractice thriller.. For those of you who are interested in
medical malpractice  this is the book for you! Detailed legal reading  thriller.”

A Reader, “Good Read. I bought this to read the summer before I started law school. It was a fun
(depressing) read.  I don't think I'll go into medmal but I did like the book.”

Dirtlawyer, “A Lawyer Recommends for General Reading.. Avery broad view of a med mal case,
including medicine, law, damages, burden on the injured parties, and a bunch of other stuff.
Well worth reading.”

nancy woods, “Loved it. Amazingly intricate book that makes dense legal and medical materials
in a heartbreaking medical malpractice case accessible and interesting.”

The book by Barry Werth has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 33 people have provided feedback.
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